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ABSTRACT.
The subject of this thesis is Humaini Poetry in S.
Arabia - a style of prosody which evolved from the pre-Islamic 
rudimentary tasmit, and after a long struggle reached its 
destined goal of symmetrically-placed rhymes running 
throughout the whole poem.
Specifically, the term humaini is applicable to the 
muwashshah style, that is, to any poem structurally divided 
into abyat t strophes,) or fusul Qsections;, bound together by 
a master-rhyme which closes every bait, or fasl. The term, 
however, is sometimes used in an extended sense, and came 
to embrace the form rhyming ab ab ab, etc.
The chief attraction of ijumaini lies in its formal 
excellence; and in nothing is this more apparent than in 
the use of rhyme. Elaborate systems of rhyme schemes have 
been used, and tazfir Cwhich is the breaking of a line into 
three or four, and possibly more, short rhyming verse-sectionsj 
is sometimes practised.
Of all the rhyme patterns that were manipulated by the 
S. Arabians, only two were widely appropriated. The first 
rhymes aaaa bbba, etc.:,' and the second, abababab cdcdcda,b, 
etc. - both of which were transposed into the rggular 
alternation bait-tawshih-taqfil. Taken together, these three 
forms compose the corpus of humaini.
Humaini is essentially a style of poetry designed for
singing. It is distinctively lyrical in character, and
delights one’s aesthetic sensibility mainly by its music -
by skilfully devised rhyme arrangements, by well-chosen,
though contracted, selection of diction, by metrical formulas
of great variety, and by the spontaneous Qor intentionally
reserved) use of lahn.
The lahn in humaini is mainly restricted to the omission
of vowel-case-signs and using a sukun instead, and/or to the
savouring of the poem with colloquial words and expressions*
This kind of lahn is so characteristic of humaini that it* *
came to be known as "tariqat muwashshah ahl al-Yaman" and 
111ariqat al-humaini al-Yamani.1
PREFACE.
Phis thesis, which deals with humaini poetry in 3. Arabia, 
represents the labour of four years. It owes its inception to 
Professor R.D. Serjeant from whose scholarly concise book,
Prose and Poetry from Hadramawt (London, 1951), I have 
profited greatly.
The subject has presented me with a challenge, and I have 
read all the historical and biographical books on which I could 
lay my hands. Most of my readings, I confess, were not 
fruitful. The scarcity of informative material about humaini 
drove the learned al-Iryani and al-Aghbari, in their edition 
of al~Anisi?s humaini diwan: Tarji* al-Atyar... (Cairo,
A.H, 1569), to reproduce, as an introduction for the S.
Arabian style of prosody, the comments of Mustafa Sadiq al- 
Rafifi in his, Tarikh A dab al-fArab (Cairo, 1559/1940), III, 
160-85 , upon the different non-qarid types of poetry in
Arabic literature. Likewise, it made the learned al-Mu5ayyad
and al-Jirafi, who edited the humaini diwan of Muhd. b.
,7 * ■■ —  ,
’Abdallah Sharaf al-Din: Diwan Mubayyatat wa-Muwashshahat... 
(Cairo,s.a.), in no position to question the authenticity of 
the important version of fIsa b. Lutf—Allah with which we open 
the first chapter of this thesis; nor were they able to 
offer any information on the three S. Arabian washshahln
who are listed in that version*
These editors cannot but be excused; for not only that:
material relevant to huJaaini is hard to encounter in S.
Arabian books, but also (and I hardly need to say) because
the history of poetry in S. Arabia had never been written,
and to a large extent had not even been discovered.,
The aim of this thesis is not to expatiate upon the. life
and the literary achievements of each muwashshih, but to give,
with as much accuracy as possible, the main facets about the
S. Arabian style of poetry* Biographies, therefore, have
been as far as possible suppressed or relegated to the notes,
and essential details are sometimes coppressed to small
compass by presenting them on tabular form.. The notes
on each chapter, it is hoped, may prove to be of some
practical use to those who may desire to enter upon the study
al-shi!r al-qarid in S. Arabia®
It remains to say that the two terms, S. Arabia and Yaman,
are interchangeably used in this thesis to denote the area
extending from the northern borders of TAsir to the extreme
end of Hadramawt.• •
Lastly, I would like to express ray deep gratitude to my 
supervisors, Professor R.B. Serjeant and Lr. W.N, *Arafat,
under whose guidance and constant encouragement the - ' writing- 
this thesis was accomplished. I wish also to thank
the San’anite poets, ’A M  al-'Aziz al-Maqalih, Ibrahim b.
Ahmad al—Hadarani, and Salih al-Sunaidar, for their
f # i * * 0  S
hospitability, information, suggestions, and advice, which 
were extremely helpful and useful in the preparation of this 
work. Thanks are due in no small meansure also to Mr. F. 
Sayyid who took the trouble of informing me in writing about 
some of the S. Arabian Mss. that are preserved in the 
Egyptian Library; to those (particularly al-Qadi Ahmad b. 
Isma'il al-Suhbani and Mr. 'Abdallah Fadil Fari1) who placed 
at my disposal their printed books and manuscripts; to the 
staffs of the libraries of the Bodleian, British Museum, 
Ambrosiana, Leiden University, India Office, al-Jami1 al-Kabir 
of San’a ’, and the School of .Oriental and African Studies, 
for their patience and help.
INTRODUCTION.
In Yaman today, poetry is commonly divided into two 
kinds: al-hakaral^, which, is the regular Arabic prosody
_ O
(al-qari4) , and al-humaini, which is the popular poetry
that employs the "vulgar1 dialects (al-za.jal). In the past,
however, the term humaini denoted a special type of poetry.
The earliest reference to that term in a S. Arabian
biography is made by al-Khazrajl (+ 812/1409) who says about
Abu al-1Abbas Ahmad b. Muhammad b. fAli b. Fulaitah* #
(+ 731/1331)3:-
f,He was an assiduous writer and a 
Ibn Fulaitah. learned poet whose poetry is
beautiful. He was eloquent, 
especially attached to kings, and endowed with the gift of 
conversing very pleasantly. In his poetry, he is ostensibly 
a profligate and a wanton, but in real life, he was chaste and 
kept aloof from what he used to mention j~in his verses] .
He has a very interesting collection of poetry contained in 
two large volumes, the first of which, arranged alphabetically 
is exclusively given to the regular Arabic odes 
(al-*arabiyyat)^, while the second, which he called guq.
al-Fawakih wa-Nuzhat al-Mutafakih, includes - in addition
_   M.  «.» 5 — (3
to the 1arabiyyat - humainiyyat, sahiliyyat , balbal, and
7.
- 7duwainiyyat. He had compiled a hook containing a short 
selection of his poetry* and called it Tufcfat al-Mutali* wa-
Bughyat al-Mutakhali* . In it, he collected from his poe&s '
8 -  9 seven kinds of poetry which are farabi, duwainiyyat, halawah,
muwashshahat, balbal, sahiliyyat and humainiyyat. In this book
he included ten poems of each kind of the seven, the last of
each ten being a poem in which he apologised, asked pardon,
offered prayers, and begged forgiveness from God. One of
his writings is a book dealing with matrimony, which he
- - - 10
oalled Rushd al-habib Ila Mu1asharat al-Habib ....
His poetry is voluminous and beautiful in every subject, 
and all his poems are exquisite and excellent.1
It follows, then, frorni this important version of 
al-Khazraji that
(a) Humaini was an independent kind of poetry.
(b) The word hakami had not yet appeared in the poetic 
circles, and the termfarabi (or f arabiyyat for the poems) 
was used instead.
With the exception of 1arabi, muwashshah, halbal,
and humaini, I had failed to find, in all the manuscripts and « *
books at my disposal, the names of the other kinds as
mentioned by ai—Khazrajji. The saying of the Hijazite
Ahmad al-Qazani11: 111 could not compose well the
muwashshah, the humaini, and the other kinds of poetry * 7 * *
8.
that are used among -the people of al~Yaman, until I met 
al-Sayyid Hatimfal-Ahdal* (+1013/1604)1" , at least
ttls '■••H
suggests that there were other independent and popular 
kinds of poetry besides al-muwashshah and al humaini* 
Al-Sharjl (812-93/1410-88), quoting the beginning of a non- 
hakaml poem written by 'Abdallah b* Muhd. al-Nahari (+747/ 
1346), scornfully calls it !,rhymed prose" , and hence the 
opportunity to know the name of that species of poetry is 
thus lost*
The term 1arabi lingered in the diwans of some poets 
until the tenth century, after which it became extinct, 
and was replaced completely by the term hakami. The two 
other terms, humaini and muwashshah, hare continued to be 
in current use until the present day, but they became 
entangled with each other to the extent that they became 
synonymous to the majority of the S. Arabian writers and 
compilers. Let us now consider, very briefly, what the 
term humaini meant to the literary circles of S. Arabia who, 
for simplification, will be divided into three groups.
The first group did not draw a dividing line between 
humaini and muwashshah^and regarded the two terms as
*Starred names are poets who composed in the humaini style, 
and their biography, or sources of biography, will be given 
in the first chapter of this thesis.
9.
interchangeable with, each other# Of this group is fIsa h* Lutf-
Allah b. al-Mutahhar b. al-Imam Sharaf al-Din (986-1048/1578-
•}{■ — *  _
1638) who, introducing the humaini diwan of Muhd* h# ’Abdallah
(930-1010/1531-1601)*, wrote15:-
"When I finished writing down what I could find and obtain 
of the regular classical poems of Sidi Muhd. b. ’Abdallah 
Sharaf al-Din - may God hare mercy upon him - and having paid 
my debt in performing that task, I desired to make my last work 
[the collecting ofj the muwashshah known among the people [of 
al-Yaman] as al-huniaini.!f
On examining the printed diwan, which contains one
Man of_
Sharaf al-Din-
-  14
The diwa  hundred and eighteen humainiyyat , we
find that it consists of:-
(a) Seventy-eight malhuif poems which ’Isa expediently calls 
dhawat al-buyut1^ , or simply mubayyatat^ . (Their
. . -I n__________________________________ _
style is dubbed al-mubayyat ) . Each of these mubayyatat
consists of a limited number of metrically - uniform 
equal abyat (strophes), of two or four lines of 
the same metrical length, knitted together by a
-t-The lahn in these poems, as it is in humaini in general, is 
mainly restricted to the omission of vowel^case-endings and 
using a sukun instead, and (but not always) to the occasional 
use of words, or particles, or homely expressions, that 
savour colloquialism.
-M-Gne of the main shortcomings of the term mubayyat is 
that the strophio muzdawij style of poetry, can properly 
be grouped under it. It will be, of course, understood that 
’Isa stipulatively uses that term as the equivalent of =
"by a master-rhyme running at the end of each bait, and 
rhymes according to one of the following two schemes or its 
variation:-
(i) aaaa bbba coca, etc. This pattern will henceforth be 
designated as the first mubayyat form.
(ii) abababab cdcdodab efefefab, etc. This pattern will
henceforth be designated as the second mubayyat form.
18(b) Thirty-four poems (all of whioh, except two , are 
malhunah) that consist of the regular alternation bait - 
tawshih - taqfil. This pattern, to which no attention appears
to have been called hitherto, seems to have been popular only 
19in S. Arabia , and will be discussed in Chapter 2.
(o) Six muwashshahat that are typically Andalusian in rhyme 
scheme • As will be shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis, 
the muwashshah style typical of the Andalusians can properly
—  al-shi1r al-musammat in which the poem is divided into 
metrioally-uniform equal abyat (strophes) welded together 
by a master-rhyme running at the end of each bait, giving it 
a melodic completeness of its own. An individual bait may 
represent a complete change in tone and idea or only a very 
slight one.
+ How ’Isa b. Lutf-Allah and other S. Arabian poets 
and compilers regarded the Andalusian type of muwashshah 
will be depicted in Chapter 2. ----------
11.
"be grouped under the term mubayyat. However, because of its 
unpopularity in the S. Arabian diwans and sufun, and on account 
of its having a clear-cut physiognomy of its own, we shall 
continue referring to it as Andalusian type of muwashshah 
whenever the necessity arises*
(d) One poem consisting of the alternating pattern bait -
2i
tawshi^L - taqfflifr * This unpopular structural form will be
illustrated in Chapter 2.
The second group differentiated between humaini and
muwashshah. Of this group is al-Shaikh *Abd al-Latif b. * Abd
al-Bahman Ba-Waair, who compiled the diwan of his celebrated
_ teacher: Abu Bakr b. fAbdallah
The diwan of
al-'Aidarus. al-’Aidarus (851-914/1447-1508)-.
—  “  22The printed diwan is divided into 
three parts. The first part (pp. 51-114) includes the
1arabiyyat, the second (pp. 114-65), the muwashshahat, 
and the third (pp. 165-97), the humainiyyat. None of the 
seventy poems that compose the muwashshah section of MahfaMat 
al-Salik is 11 Andalusian” in rhyme scheme, and most of them, 
it must be noted, are malhunah. The muwashshahat of al~ 
•Aidarus are divided structurally as follows:-
(a) Sixty-eight poems consisting of the regular alternating 
pattern bait-tewshih-taqfil.
(b) Two poems (pp. 152, 147) that consist of the regular
12.
alternation bait-tawshih. This unpopular structural form will 
be discussed in Chapter 2.
As for the humaini section, it consists of sixty malhun
poems divided structurally as follows:-
(a) Fifty-seven poems in the mubayyat style.
(b) Two poems (pp. 183, 191) which rhyme ab ab ab, etc.
This pattern, which is the most popular rhyme structure among 
the bedouin poets of S. Arabia, will henceforth be 
designated as the bedouin form, and will be fully discussed 
in a later chapter.
(c) One monorhymic poem (p. 192)
Before leaving Mabaj.jat al-Salik, we must note:-
(i) The compiler differentiated between humaini and 
muwashshah without expressly stating the basis for such
dif f er en t iat ion.
— 24(ii) Some of the 1arabiyyat contain more than one rhyme ,
- 25while few are malhunah.*
(iii) A mubayyat poem (p. 65) is quoted within the 1 arabiyyat.
(iv) The two poems on pp. 110-11 are included within the
1arabiyyat although they do not differ, either in form or
in being malhunah, from the humainiyyah quoted on p. 185.
Therefore we would be right to assume that this 
classification by the compiler is arbitrary; that the
13.
categories are not clear-cut and exclusive; and, further,
that poems are found in one category which more properly
P 6belong to another. Indeed, the humainiyyah , in the second 
mubayyat form, commencing
t o-ill t s_> I <tvJ < vx. ’x  V*-^ t_Ll] tisvui \ r-—<_SjvjjyJ C— — O .X
is also quoted, under the term muwashshah, in al-Mustatraf 
of al-Ibshihi (790-c.850/1388-1446) where it is ascribed 
to Ita Sana’ al-Mulk (550-96/1155-1200)27.
The differentiation between humaini and muwashshah
can also be found in al-Zahr al-Basim where *Abd al-Qadir 
b. Shaikh al-’Aidarus (987-1038/1579-1628), as already stated 
above, quotes al-Qazani as saying: MI could not compose
well the humaini, the muwashshah, and the other kinds of 
poetry that are used among the people of al-Xaman, until I 
met al-Sayyid Hatim [jal-AhdalJ •,f Such references are less 
useful to us because they are not accompanied by examples 
from which one may discern any difference claimed between 
humaini and muwashshah. Al-Haimi (1073-1151/1662-1739)*,
for Instance, commenting upon the poetry of Haidar Agha 9
Metrical shoeme: -u
mentions the humaini - like muwashshah (al-muwashshah al-♦ * x *
_pg " T "" ..
humaini ) without quoting any example. Again, with his 
customary elegantly rhymed prose, al-Haimi, dealing with the 
poetry of al-Husain h. ’All h. al-Imam al-Mutawakkil
(1072-1149/1662-1736)*, gives us the impression that
- 29muwashshah and humaini are two distinct kinds of poetry
But the anonymous compiler of the small diwan of this poet doe
not claim to make such a difference, and groups his poetry
- -30under the two formal categories: al-hakami and al-humaini
Al-Haimi is one of the hest S. Arabian writers of his day, 
but we should be careful not to understand too much from some 
of his statements in Tib al-Samar; for writing in the 
artificial style of balanced satj1 , he often tended to be 
inaocurate and inexact. Indeed, exaggeration, insincerity, 
and similarity of epithets coined for the recommendation of 
different poets, can be noticed very easily throughout this 
otherwise valuable boo k .
The thiru group use different words to denote humaini. 
Some use "al-slii’r al-malhun-51" as an epithet for that 
style of poetry; but this epithet does not, on account 
of its looseness, help us to form a clear idea of what
humaini is, and the root 1-h-n, of the many connotations, 
may arouse the aversion of anyone claiming to have any 
pretension to learning. Others apply the term in a more 
loose sense to any short poem (whether written in grammatical 
Arabic or otherwise) which is intended or is appropriate 
for singing. This is because humaini, which is markedly
lyrical in character, has been so closely associated with
32music , and for such a long period of time, that it was, 
and still is, difficult to think of it as having an 
existence independent of music. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the term, by extension, came to cover any 
short poem (irrespective of diction, grammar, metre, or
rhyme scheme) that is intended, or is appropriate, to be
_ _ -x-
sung. The contemporary.poet ’Abdallah Hadi Subait , for
- . - -33
example, equates humaini with ttal-shi1 r al-ghina*i . By
this term he meant poetry intended, or appropriate to be
sung, and he has, therefore, included under the term humaini
— 34 _ „ _ _ . — .35
correct strophic muadawijat , as well as hakamryyat , ..
that are short and distinctively lyrical in character.
Having considered the opinion of the literary groups, 
we will now turn our attention to the diwan of al-Imam 
al-Wathiq. al-Mutahhar b. Muhd. b. al-Mutahhar (702-802/
16.
1302-14*02)* who was a contemporary of Ibn Fulaitah, and 
was considered as the most eloquent S. Arabian poet of 
bis day.
She diwan of al-Wathiq, consists of two types of poetry,
to wit, Farabi and humaini. The 
The diwan of 1 arabi is tbe traditional one-
al-Wathiq. rhyme qarid. and the humaini
is the muwashshah style of 
poetry. Humaini !,is written in a style more intimately 
associated with euphony and elegance11, while 1 arabi t!is 
more beautiful in its dignified diction and its serious and 
exalted themes .11 As we turn to the components of 
the humaini part (fols. 141-73), we find that the humainiyyat 
included (of which some are not malhunah) are composed in 
one of the following styles
(a) The regular muwashshah style in which the elements are 
bb© bait, the tawshih, and the tagfll (or, occasionally, 
the taqmi*)*
(b) The mubayyat style *
Did humaini poetry, then, in its early history, include 
the two styles as the diwan of al-j^thig^ has shown us?
Or was the term humaini only appliealbe to one of them as 
Ma&ajjat al—Salik tends to show? One also might be tempted 
to ask: Can we not assume that the humainiyyat
17.
of Ibn Fulaitah are in the mubayyat style? The learned 
'Abdallah b. 'All al-Waz,Ir (1074-1147/1663-1734)* wrote38:
"He Q* 'Isa b* Lutf-Allah] composed a dTwan of humaini 
poems, and was the person who collected the humaini and the 
muwashshah [poetr^Q of al-Sayyid Muhd, b. 'Abdallah Sharaf
— ■■ \j»
al-Dln,f. A similar remark is made by Isma'il/Muhd. b.
al-Husain b. al-Imam al-Qasim (+1080/1669) when he commented
39upon the poetry of Muhd. b. 'Abdallah. He wrote: "Most
of his poetry is in the humaini and the muwashshah styles.1
Can we, then, suggest that in these excerpts the 
term humaini refers to the mubayyat style of which consists 
the largest portion of the diwan of Muhd. b. 'Abdallah? Can 
we also refer to those who employed the terms muwashshah 
and humaini to give us the impression that the two kinds of 
poetry existed independently of each other? And, in addition, 
or apart from this, the bulk of literary humaini has reached 
us in the mubayyat style, especially in the first and the 
second mubayyat forms, and the S. Arabian diwans exhibit 
this very clearly.
Again, we cannot base our conclusion upon tentative 
speculations. Ihe fact is that both the mubayyat and the 
style of poetry in which the element tawshlh is an integral 
part of the poem have been handed down to us, by the poets 
pf S, Arabia, as examples of humaini. However, the problelfl
18.
is not as thorny as it may appear* The term mubayyat 
is mentioned oasually by 'Isa b. Lutf-Allah who equates humaini 
with al-muwashshah* Furthermore, the claim that the 
mubayyat style is not a muwashshah should be renounced.
Ibrahim b. Muhd. b. Ishag (1140-1241/1728-1825) groups 
'tke mubayyatat of his father under the general term 
al-muwashshah40; and Yusuf b. Yahya al-San'ani (1080-1121/ 
1669-1709) brands all the humainiyyat of Muhd. b. ‘Abdallah 
as 'tauwaslishab. rnalhun". Al-Shawkani (1172-1250/1758-1835)
mentions the commencing line of a mubayyatah42, written
4*3
by Muhd. b. ‘Abdallah , under the term muwashshah; and 
al-Shirwani (+1227/1812) quotes a poem, in the second
mubayyat form, as an example of the many beautiful
-  -  - 4 4
“muwashshahat“ composed by Haidar Agha •
Such references are many and are correct. Their 
correctness lies in the assumption that the term muwashshah
 ...   -li
specifically, is applicable to any poem that lias a master-
rhyme, called ’amud al-qasidah, which runs throughout the
—  -
whole poem . As will be shown in the second chapter of 
this thesis, some forms of the mubayyat style in S,
Arabia were transposed into the regular alternation bait- 
taw&hih-taqfil at a certain period of time, and the 
link between I:them and the pattern in question is clear 
indeed* For reasons of general convenience, however,
19.
it is necessary, if we would avoid ambiguity and 
misunderstanding, to state explicitly the range of 
application we propose to give to the terms which will be 
employed in the following chapters, that is, the sense 
in which we are going to use them. We shall do well, V ■.. = 
then, if we adopt the following terms:-
(a) The regular muwashshah: to denote poems composed of
the alternating pattern bait-tawshih-taq.fi!. 
o o  The mubayyat muwashshah: to denote poems structurally
divided into metric ally-uniform equal abyat (strophes) 
welded together by a master-rhyme running at the end of 
every strophe, each bait being a unit by itself, a self- 
contained entity. Since the abyat are made by grouping lines, 
obviously twio lines, having the same metrical length, are 
the fewest a bait may contain. There is no arbitrary limit at 
the other extreme end to the number of lines a strophe may have 
although, in S. Arabian practice, abyat of more than six lines 
are very rare. Of all the mubayyat muwashshah patterns that 
have appeared in the 3* Arabian diwans4", only the first and 
the second mubayyat forms were widely appropriated, and
+ A representative, though by no means complete, table of 
the mubayyat muwashshalj rhyme patterns in S. Arabia, is given
in the second chapter of this thesis.
both of them^put together, compose the bulk of humaini.
(c) The muwashshah: to denote poems that are divided into
rhyme runs throughout the whole poem, closing every bait 
or fasl.
Considered as a whole, humaini shows the same 
characteristics that have already been noted in the diwans
definition made by al-Zabidi 
(1145-1205/1752-91) - that 
flal-humaini is a species of newly-invented metres [sic] 
which is known as al-muwashshah, a Yamanite word [in origin
partially correct. The muwashshah poetry in the literary 
circles of S. Arabia is written in classical language.
However, only a limited (considerable enough, it is true, 
but still limited) number of S. Arabian muwashshahat are not 
malhunah, and yet these are not highly appreciated because 
vowel-case-endings are expected in hakami and associated
+ I have adopted the term fasl to denote the alternating unit 
bait-tawshlh, or bait-tawshrh-’taqfII, or bait~tawshih-taqm5.
abyat (strophes) or fusul* (sections) in which a master
S?he nature of 
humaini.
of al-Wathiq. and Muhd. b. 
’Abdallah Sharaf al-DIn. The
narrow, and is, therefore, only
—47with it, whereas they are usually avoided in humaini *
The lahn in the muwashshahat of S. Arabia is mainly
restricted to the omission of case signs and using a sukun
instead, and (though not always) to the reserved use of
— Aft
vocabular taznim (by which term is intended, throughout this
thesis, the occasional use of words or homely expressions, that
savour colloquialism*). This is done either spontaneously, or
else intentionally, because the lahn, firstly, pleases the
S. Arabian in general, and the Yamanite singer in particular;
and, secondly, because this kind of lahn is thought to make the
total effect of the poem, m  the ear and the mind, more
49delightful and more moving . This characteristic was 
observed by Ibn Maf sum (1052-1117/1642-1705) who wrote^:-
+ Perhaps the most valuable of a,ll suggestions that may be 
thrown out in the way of helping the reader in reciting
humaini is one so simple and obvious that, but for the fact 
that its practical bearing is seldom recognised in the only 
edited humaini diwans (that of Sharaf al-Din and fAbd al— 
Rahman al-Anisf^it would hardly call for formal statement.
In our recitation of humaini we should always remember that thej_______ )
S. Arabian washshahin often use vocabular taznim in one or 
more lines of their poems. This means that the metre should 
be subordinated to the speech rhythm, and, therefore, the last 
letter of every muzannam word should be regarded as "quiescent11 
irrespective of the quantitative need of the particular line.
!fThe people of al-Yaman have a certain kind of prosody 
which they call al-muwashshah. It is quite different from 
the muwashshah of the people of al-Maghrib, and the pmainj 
difference between the two is that correctness [^regarding 
case-endings^ in the muwashshah of the people of al-Maghrib
is strictly observed, and if non-observance of grammar
dropping case signsj occurs in some of the muwashshahat
that are composed in their pattern, it is because the 
composer of the muwashshah is unacquainted with the Arabic
grammatical rules, and his example is not followed. The
muwashshah of the people of al-Yaman is quite the opposite,
because none of the grammatical rules are observed, nay, the
lahn in it is more pleasant and more moving.”
We should not, therefore, show surprise if we find
— 51phrases such as ,fmuwashshah 'ala tariqat ahl al-Yaman ”,
and "tariqat al-humaini al-Yamani^
Humaini, though popular in S. Arabia, was highly 
scorned by the biographers of that country. Indeed, the
looked down upon non-hakami species of poetry. Al-Sharji
bulk of humaini was lost as the
Scorn of humaini result of several factors, one 
of which is the way learned mem
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5*5uses the pejorative adjectival phrases "rhymed prose " and
— 54 —"saj* malhun " to denote two non-hakami poems, and does not
even condescend to mention the type (or types) to which they
belong* Al-Haimi mentions the term humaini on several
occasions in lib al-Samar but without quoting even one
example - as did'al-rShawlsani and some other S* Arabian
biographers* Others did not even bother themselves to
mention that term* Al-Qadi Ahmad b. al-Husain b. al-Qasim
(+1298/1880), writing to a sayyid* quoted the beginning of a
humaini verse of his composition, and added: "Were it not
for your high rank*.* my intention would have been, indeed,
to quote the whole poem^."
Such is the scorn with which humaini was regarded.
Being a style of poetry in which the lahn predominates, poets 
prone to less respectable ways of life tended to express 
themselves in humaini using obscene language* For some of 
them, especially after the tenth century A.H., humaini 
became the field of haal - a word that may connote many 
things except seriousness and the respectable aspects of life 
— while hakami was the medium for seriousness, or, at least, 
a field where a poet should cover or tone down any feeling
that might offend conservative susceptibilities* No wonder,
— 56then, if the preponderant hakami was treated as jjdd mu*rab
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— 57 —in contrast with the haal malhun , the humaini.
Such a narrow outlook on a kind of poetry which is
ungrammatical and not strictly traditional in language, is,
of course, not new in the history of Arabic literature, and
the Andalusian muwashshahat, classified in importance
after the qarid, are cases in point. Al—Maqqari, unlike
Ihn Bassam and al-Fath b. Khaqam, quoted several muwashshahat
in both Nafh al-Tib and Aeshar al-Hiyad. However, to a/void
any ridicule that might be poured on him by those who
regard the muwashshah style of poetry as a field for trifles
and inanity, al-Maqqarl was tactful enough to produce three
excuses for his ,!presumptuousness,f in quoting some
muwashshah poems, one of which is that preceding authors,
whom he imitates, included in their books some jocular
50utterances and facetious remarks . Indeed, the word haal 
became exactly synonymous with any incorrect kind of poetry.
Ibn Quaman (+554/1159) employs haal as a synonym of aajal« 
and similar connotations may be deduced from two versions 
of Ibn al-Khatib (713-76/1313-74)59.
Humaini, in general, is transmitted orally, in the 
anthologies known as safayin*. and in diwans. Through oral
+ This is how the pi. of saflnah is pronouncdd in Aden and 
San*a5. For specimens of S. Arabian safayin, see, for example, 
Gr. Levi Della Vida,, Elenco dei Manosoritti Arabi Islamic! 
della Biblioteoa Vaticana (Roma, 1955), nos. 946, 947, 1055, 
108?, 1155, 1192, 1205.
transmission was lost a great 
Transmission of deal of the vast quantity of
humaini. humaini. The safa.yin, however,
are an important source. A 
safinah is generally a random collection of poetry owned 
by individuals who copy different poems either from books 
or dlwans or as they hear them from singers and c o m p o s e r s ^ .
In many of these safayin, the bulk of the poems included are
choice humainiyyat, and in this way they provide the best 
method through which humaini has been handed down* But 
most of these saf ayin do not enjoy any plan of arrangement, 
are full of misleading errors, and characterized by the 
tendency to attribute the majority of the humainiyyat 
included to prominent S. Arabian w&skshahxn such as Muhd. 
b* 'Abdallah Sharaf al—Din and * Abd al-Bahman al-3nisi 
(1168-1250/1755-1834)*.
The diwans of some poets present a good source for 
anyone dealing with humaini. It is almost a general rule in 
S. Arabia that a poet dies without collecting his own 
poetry. If the poet is eminent, then one of his relatives, 
disciples, or admirers, may shoulder the task of compiling 
a cliwan for him. The tendency among Yamanite compilers is 
to append a certain number of humainiyyat in the diwan
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of the poet ; tut some of these compilers sometimes tend 
to overlook the humainiyyat, and exclude them completely 
from the whole collection. Thus a poet’s humaini products 
are either forgotten through the lapse of time, or else, 
because of a oertain characteristic, is wholly or partially 
preserved in safayin. The humainiyyat of al~Husain b» ’Abd 
al-Qadir (1061-1112/1651-1700)* and ’Ali^b, Mu&d. al-Ansi 
(1048-1139/1673-1727)*, to take only familiar names, are 
cases in point. One may collect many muwashshahat by these 
two celebrated poets from different safayin but not from 
their respective dlwans.
1, Mr, 'Abd al-'Azia al~Maqalih>: suggested to me that the 
word is a relative adjective of Hakam, a well-known
S, Arabian tribe which was famous for eloquence and 
correctness of speech. His claim may, indeed, be supported 
by referring to the saying of 1Umarah al-Hakami, Xaman - 
Its Early Medieaval History, ed. and tr. H.C, Kay (London, 
1892), trans., p# 29, that the Hakamites tfhave preserved 
the Arabic language in its purity,, .Their ■: speech has been 
preserved from intermarriage or association with 
townspeople. They are sedentary people who do not wander 
or quit their homes”.
Yaqut al-Rumi, Mu1jam al—Buldan, ed« Wu s t enf e1d
(Leipzig, 1866^73), III, 707, and al-Fairuzabadi (Qamus,
Hakaraites do not allow any stranger to stay among them 
for more than three days lest their language becomes 
corrupted,
2. Nobody could suggest to me the origin of the word 
humaini, and I failed to find an explanation to it. Neither 
Nashwan b„ Sa’Id al-Himyari (+573/1178) in Shams al'-Ulum, 
nor the Arab lexicographers, such as Ibn Duraid (223-321/ 
838-933) and al-Saghani (577-665/1181-1266), mention the 
term as a certain genre of poetry. Indeed, the compiler 
of al-Qamus a,l-Muhit lived in Zabid for about twenty years 
at a time when the term humaini, as the S, Arabian synonym 
for the term muwashshah, was already in use. These 
lexicographers, as well as al-Sam'ani (506-62/1112-67)
Q-l-An sab, mention the word humaini as a relative 
adjective of Humain, a grandfather of the Companion Simak 
b. Mukhramah. Al-Hamdani, al-Iklil, ed. al-Akwa* (Cairo, 
1383/1963), I, 127, however, gives Humain as a S. Arabian
The two epithets, al-shi!r al-fasih and al-shi'r 
al+mukassar, are also employed today as the respective
synonyms of hakami and humaini. It is interesting to note
s .v . oJ lI), repeat what 1 Umarah had stated. Al-Zabidi 
(Taj, s.v.o-X-O, makes the interesting statement that the 
name«
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that Ba~Makhramah, E. Tarlkh Thaghr 'Adan, ed. 0. Lofgren 
(Leiden, 1956-50), 11, 80, uses the term al-mukassarat 
side by side with the term al-1arabiyyat in connection with 
a certain S. Arabian poet who lived during the time of 
al-Malik al-Mujahid (b. 706/1306-07; r. 721/1321; d. 764/ 
1363), the Rasulite king in whose honour Ibn Fulaitah wrote 
many renowned poems (or. ibid, II, 151).
3. 1 Ali b. Hasan al-Khazraji, liras A*lam al-Zaman...,
Br. Mus., Or. 2425, fol. 183b; see also Isma!il Pasha
al-Baghdadi, I-Iadiyyat al-’Arifin . .., (Istanbul, 1951-53), I, 
107.
4. This diwan is preserved in the library of al-Jami* 
al-Kabir of San1a ’, no. 35, under the title "Dlwan Fulaitah 
[sic] al-Hakami [sic] . It consists of one hundred and forty 
folios, the poems being arranged alphabetically according
to their rhyming letter. Ibn Fulaitah*s name, as given in the 
first folio of this Ms., is, however, Abu Muhd. Ahmad b. Muhd. 
b* Fulaitah.
For other poems of Ibn Fulaitah, see Bella Vida, op. 
cit., nos. 1118.8, 1203 (Pol. 3). Forty-six lines of his 
hakami composition are also quoted in the Ambrosiana Ms.,
C 163, foIs• I64b-65a.
5. The sahiliyyat are perhaps a special type of poetry 
cultivated by the people of the long coast of Tihamah. The
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Tihamites today have a certain colloquial species of 
poetry which has a peculiar pattern of its own, an example 
of which is quoted in al-’Aqili, Min Tarikh al-Mikhlaf al™ 
Sulaimani COairo, 1378/1958' —  [in progress] ), II, 240*
6 . Few specimens of this colloquial type of poetry are quoted 
in Husain al-Ahdal, Tarikh al-!UlamaJ wa-al-Muluk, Br. Mus., 
Or. 1345, fol, 255a; Tarikh Thaghr "Adan, op. cit., II, 65. 
The metrical scheme of these poems is
|i-u |-U-|-U- -U I -U- j -u*
"Alawi b. Tahir al-Haddad, al-Shamil fi Tarikh Hadramawt
4 I #  * *
wa-Makhalifiha (^Singapore, 1359/1940.), p. 109, equates 
al-baltSal with al-shafrwani - a term fully discussed by 
Professor R.B. Serjeant, Prose and Poetry from Hadramawt 
/London, 1951J, p. 26ff.
7. Al-duwainiyyat are presumably poems in which the syllables 
dan-ya-dan-ya-dana are used as a ringing refrain. Some of 
the best examples of dan-ya-dan poems are quoted in Ahmad 
Fadl al-"Abdali, Biwan al-Aghani al-Lahjiyyah (Aden, 1357/ 
1938), p. 59; "Abdallah Hadi Subait, al-Dumu" al-Bahikah 
Oden, 1373/1953), p. 229. The metrical scheme of these 
poems is
|—  1-u-i-u—  | —  I-u-|-u—
8 . These styles of poetry make the claim of al-Hilli
C 677-7 50/1278-1349) , al-’AtiiL al-Hali..., ed. W • Hoenerbach
     111111.1 ■um ai iri iM-niiiiii in  "T
(/Wiesbaden, 1956), p. 7, seem unfounded.
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9. I have no information on this style of poetry.
10. A oopy of whioh is preserved in the Egyptian Library, 
no. 366y Adah. For other copies of this work, see E.G. Brown, 
A Handlist of the Muhammadan Manuscripts Preserved in the 
Library of the University of Cambridge, (^Cambridge, 1900), 
no. 477 QQ.q. 130); Be Slane, Catalogue des Manusorits 
Arabes ... laris, 1883-93), no. 30 31. The version of Hajji 
Khalifah, iiashf al-Eunun, ed. and tr. G. Flugel ^Leipzig
and London, 1835-58), III, 464, should be corrected. The 
is given as ibn Qulaitah instead of Ibn Fulaitah, and the ^ear 
of his death is A.H. 231 instead of 731.
11. Cf. fAbd al-Qadir b. Shaikh al-fAidarus, al-Zahr al-Basim 
min Rawflat al-Ustadh gatim, India Office, L 638-B 75. As 
will be shown in the first chapter, the diwanls) of Hatim 
do(ps) not contain any species of poetry other than hakami
and humaini.
12. Al-Sharji, Tabaqat al-Khawass..., QCairo, 1321/1903),
p. 126. Ibn al-Mujawir Q601-90/1205-91), Tarikh al-Mustabsir, 
ed. 0. Lbfgren ^Leiden, 1951-54), II, 158, quotes a S.
Arabian non-hakami poem without, however, specifying the 
name of the species of poetry to which it belongs.
13. Liwan Mubayyatat wa-Muwashshahat al-Sayyid Muhammad b. 
fAbdallah b. al-Imam Sharaf al-Bin, ed. al-MuJayyad and 
al-Jirafi (Cairo, n.d., but probably 1956), p. 9. I should 
note here that the above misleading title was supplied by the
editors themselves, for it does not appear in the two Mss. 
copies of the diwan in question (as possessed by al-fIzzi 
Salih al-Sunaidar), nor in M. Hartmann, Das Arabisohe 
Strophengedioht, I. Has Muwassafr (Weimar, 1897), p. 67f.
14. The printed dlwan actually contains one hundred and 
twenty-five poems, but five (pp. 205-11) have been added by 
the bwo editors, whereas the sixth (pp. 192-3) is 
monorhymic in form.
15. Ibid., p. 10.
16. Ibid., p. 82.
17. Ibid., p. 133
18. Ibid., pp. 12, 147.
19. So far as I could discover, the only non-Yamanite 
sources which include specimens of this type of muwashshah 
are
(a) Shihab al-Din Muhd. b. Isma'il (1210-r74/1795-1857), 
Safinat al-Mulk wa-Nafisat al-Eulk (Cairo, 1893). This is 
an anthology of select songs, and is a good source of the 
muwashshah poetry as a whole. The Egyptian compiler of this
valuable safinah, however, does not mention the name of the
author of any included poem; but 1 do feel that some of
these poems were composed by S. Arabians. Two of the
—  —
included songs (pp. 37, 147) are undoubtedly of al-Sudi 
since they are quoted, under his name, in the Ambrosiana
Ms., D 408, and the Leiden Ms., Or. 2697, fol. 56, 
respectively.
(h) *Abd al-Karim al— fAllaf, al-Tarab 1ind al-fArab 
(Baghdad, 1364/1945), p. 112f. Likewise, the authors of 
these songs are not mentioned.
(o) Gr.W. Freytag, Darstellung der Arabisohen Verskunst
(Bonn, 1830), pp. 422-24, quotes one of such muwashshahat
under the name of •Ata> b. Muhd. Ibn Fath-Allah al-Iskandari
* * «
without, however, giving any information about this poet,
not even the year of his death. Hartmann, Das Muwassah, p. 65
mentions the poet in question as a composer in the muwashshah
style without adding anything of value beyond the statement 
that he has a diwan, called Kashf al-Asrar. I have no 
further information on this poet.
20. Cf. Diwan Mubayyatat, pp. 21, 38, 51, 101-02, 150, 181.
21. Ibid., p, 74. This type of muwashshah does not 
probably exist outside S. Arabian sources.
22. MagaJjat al-Salik wa-Hujjat al-Nasik, appended to his,*
al-Juz’ al-Latif fi al-Tahkim al-Sharif (Cairo, 2nd ed., 
1355/1936). His famous muwashshah poem (p. 114f) was 
elucidated by many of his admirers, and some of the 
commentaries upon it are mentioned in W. Ahlwardt,
Ver&eiohniss der Arabischen Handschriften der Konigl.
Bibliothek zu Berlin (Berlin, 1887-99), no. 7928.
23. It actually consists of seventy-five poems, eight of viWk 
(pp. 189-91, 193, 195, 197) are, however, so short - four or 
five lines only - that you cannot speak of their following
a certain rhyme pattern. The remaining seven poems (pp. 190, 
193-97) do not differ, either in form or in being malhunah, 
from, for example, the 1arabiyyah which is quoted on p. 110.
24. See, for instance, the poems on pp. 63, 76, 77.
25. See, for example, the poems on pp. 72, 111.
26. Ibid., p. 182.
27. Cf. al-Ibshihi, al-Mustatraf ... (Cairo, A.H. 1304),
II, 199-200. This humainiyyah is a well-known recorded song 
in S. Arabia. Whoever is its composer, we must acknowledge 
the fact that Ibn Sana5 al-Mulk, to whom the muwashshah
is ascribed, could not be the one who wrote it. Firstly, 
it is not included in his printed diwag^, ed. fAbd al-Haqq 
(Haiderabad, 1377/1958); and, secondly, the author,1 of* Bar 
al-Tiria had a strong aversion to lahn, and only allowed it 
in the concluding verses of the Andalusian type of 
muwashshah. For this reason alone, he did not quote an 
example of the muwashshah mal^En known as al-!arus(y.
Ibn Sana5 al-Mulk, Bar al-Tiraz ..., ed. J. al-Rikabi (Damascus* 
1368/1949), p. 27). Moreover, the rhyme pattern of the poem
in question is not i?Andalusiant?, and Ibn S^na5 al-Mulk
is not known to have written any poem in the second
mubayyat form.
28. Ahmad al-Haimi, Tib al-Samar fi Awqat al-Saihar, Br.
Mus., Or. 2427, I, 295b.
29. Ibid., I, 194a.
30. Diwan Sidi al-Husain b. 'All b. al-Imam al-Mutawakkil,
an Ms. in possession of al-Qadi al-Haj Ahmad b. Isma/il
b. Nasir of Suhban. The humaini section in this Ms. contains* 0 *
twelve muwashshahat, none of which, it must be noted, is 
Andalusian in rhyme scheme.
31. See, for instance, al-Shawkani, al-Badr al-Talif... 
(Cairo, A.H. 1345), II, 79; Zabarah, Nail al-Watar...
(Cairo, A.H. 1348-50), II, 44, 324, 416.
32. Cf. the version of !Isa b. Lutf-Allah in Diwan 
Mubayyatat, op. oit., p. 10.
33. Al-Dumu* al-Dabikah, p. 166.
34. See, e.g. p. 182.
35. See, e.g. pp. 173, 242.
36. Diwan al-Wathiq, Ambrosiana, A92, fol. 141.
37. Isma'il b. Muhd. b. al-Husain (+1080/1669), Simt
al-La^al min Shifr al-Jl, Br. Mus., Or. 3969, fol* 129,
quotes for him a strophic poem which is typically Andalusian 
in rhyme scheme; but the same poem is quoted in al-Safadi
(696-764/1296-1363), al-Wafi bi-al-Wafayat, ed. H. Ritter 
and others (Istanbul and Damascus, 1931-59), III, 54f, 
where it is attributed to Ibn Daniyal al-Mawsili (+708/1308). 
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi, Fawat al-Wafayat, ed. Muhd. Muhyi 
al-Din 'Abd al-Hamid (Cairo, 1951), II, 391, also 
quotes the poem in question under the name of Ibn Daniyal.
38. 'Abdallah b. *Ali al-Wazir, Tabaq al-Halwa wa-Sihaf 
al-Mann wa-al-Salwa, Br. Mus., Or. 3919, fol. 5b.
39. Simt al-La?al, op. oit., fol. 185a.
40. Salwat al-Musht^q min Nazm al-Mawla Muhammad b. Ishaq, 
Ambrosiana, C 79, iii, fol. 121. All the included poems, it 
must be noted, are in the second mubayyat form.
41. Yusuf b. Xahya al-San'ani, Nasmat al-Sahar fiman 
Tashayya1 wa-Sha*ar, 11;^ an Ms. (In two volumes)+ in 
possession of al-Qadi al-Haj Ahmad b. Isma'il of Suhban.
42. Al-Badr al-Tali', II, 195.
43. The whole poem, which is in the second mubayyat form, 
is quoted in Piwan Mubayyatat, p. 108.
44. Al-Shirwani, Hadiqat al-Afrah li-Izahat al-Atrah 
(Cairo, A.H. 1320), p. 15.
45. Cf. the second chapter of this thesis. For this
reason alone, it seems, the author of Fawat al-Wafayat, I,
95, and Muhd. b. Ahmad al-Hanafi, al-Durr al-Maknun fi 
al-Sab1 [sic] al-Funun, Br. Mus., Add. 9570, ii, fols. 101b-
+ For copies of which, see A.I. Arberry, A Second 8up.Handlist
104a, treat al~musammat al-mukhammas under the term muwashshah* * •
46. Taj al-fArus, s.v.(jl75^ . The word humaini, though 
Yamanite in origin, is not, however, restricted to S.
Arabia. Cf. Muhd. Safid Kamal, al-Azhar al-Nadiyah min 
Ahh’ar al-Badiyah (Cairo, n.d., but probably 1961), p. 10; 
Prose and Poetry from Hadramawt, p. 14, nt. 7; H. Derenbourg,
Les Manusorits Arabes de lfEsourial (Paris, 1884-1903), I,
246, no. 374.1.
47. Cf. the grim remark of al-Shirwani, Nafhat al-Yaman fima 
Yazul bi-Dhikrih al-Shajan (Cairo, 1356/1937), p. 93.
48. This term is borrowed from al-!Atil al-Hali, p. 12.
49. Cf. *Abd al-Rahman b. Mustafa al-*Aidarus, Tarwih
► * * v * •
al-Bal wa-Tahyij al-Balbal (Bulaq, A.H. 1283), p. 122.
50. Ibn Ma'sum, Sulafat al-’Asr fi Mahasih ,al-Shu* ara9
* * *
bi-Kull Misr (Cairo, 1334/1907), p. 244. It should be noted 
that Ibn Ma' sum quotes, on p. 465, a poem in the second
mubayyat form under the general term muwashshah.
51. See, for instance, ibid., pp. 452, 465; Hadlqat al-Afrah 
p. 15, al-Shilli, 1 Iqd al-Jawahir wa-al-Durar fi Akhbar 
al-Qarn al-Hadi*ashar, Br. Mus., Add. 16647, ii,
=  of the Muhd. Mss, in the University and Colleges of 
Cambridge (Cambridge, 1952), nos. 204 (a), 205 (a).
fol. 258a.
52. See, for example, 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mustafa al-’Aidarus, 
Tanmiq al-Asfar fima Jara lahu ma'a Ikhwan al-Adab... fi 
Bafd al-Asfar (Cairo, A.H. 1304), p. 259.
53. Tabaqat al-Khawas§, p. 126.
54. Ibid., p. 8.
mu m i
55. Nail aiSL-Watar, I, 89.
56. Ibid., II, 8. The poem which .-Zabarah has in mind is 
appended to the Ms. diwan of Ahmad Sharaf al-Din al-Qarrah
which I possess.
57. Nail al-Watar, II, 308.
58. Cf. al-MaqqarI, Azhar al-Riyad fi Akhbar !Iyad, ed. al- 
Saqqa and others (Cairo, 1939-42), II, 227.
59. Cf. al-Ahwani, al-Zajal fi al-Andalus (Cairo, 1957), 
p. 60.
60. So far as I could discover, the earliest usage of the
term safinah, as an anthology of select verses, is made by
al-Tha'alibi (350-429/961-1038), Yatimat al-Dahr.. (Damascus, 
A.H. 1303), III, 207.
61. Some of the compilers, however, tend to insert in the
diwans, which they undertake to collect, few specimens of the 
humainiyyat that were composed by the poets, and no 
sincere effort is made on their part to collect as many 
humaini poems as they could. This fact can be attested
by the small number of humainiyyat that are included, for 
example, in the diwans of Yahya b. Ibrahim al-Jab-hafi*,
M uhd. b. Ishaq , and Ishaq b. Yusuf.
It should be noted that when a poet collects his own
poetry, he would either give us valuable information, as
did al-Qatin in his t!diwan^ , Br. Mus., Or. 3730, fol. . 136
or he would collect all that he composed, accompanied by
■x* ~ —
informative notes, as did al-Khufanji in his diwan a copy 
of which is in my possession.
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CHAPTER ONE 
HISTORY OF HUMAINI 
IN
SOUTH ARABIA.
I.
’Isa b. Lutf-Allah, introducing tbe bumaini diwan 
of Muhd,. b. 1Abdallab Sharaf al-Din, wrote:i
5)
( M i  Oj. *iili M  V
Oi illj yj I £ t__s?,> (3 c, t—^ sx\)l c J»U* MTj £ <—ty^1
y . “*
 0  ^ i  ^  ^ V (3*^-^ \ jl£- |
6 t cjo lJ j) 1  ^ ajjcj^-o ljW o j) (* mAm? yjy*~’ CS * ^  Ja) I <^ _J
1 ^ £ <\ljb c f ,  ^ tif vxl i M'  ^ * <:Im |  i V oi i t—£  ^ ^
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’’When I finished writing down what I was able to find 
and obtain of the regular classical poems of Sidi Muhammad 
b. *Abdallah b. a 1-Imam Sharaf al-Din - may God have mercy 
upon him - and having paid my debt in performing that task,
I desired to make my last work |~the collecting o
- !■
muwashshah known among the people Lof al-Yamani as
■ .tt . r.r—  •• i ii i i mi h m  lain ii
al-hurnaini. This is a kind of prosody which recent poets 
came to like, and for which the ancients provided no 
precedent* It has various metres and harmonious, agreeable 
themes# The first one to provide an "argument" in favour 
of the muwashshah* and who thus made its high-road dear, 
in the land of al-Yaman, is al~Faq;ih Shihab al-Din Ahmad b . 
Fulaitah. He was followed by al-Fa&Ih Fakhr al-Din 
’Abdallah b. Abi Baler al-Mazaah. Both lived during the 
reign of the Ghassanite dynasty# Then came the imam of 
learning and sufism, al-Faq;ih al-Imam 'Abd al-Rahman 
b. Ibrahim al-'Alawi. He was one of those who handed round 
the drinking oup, and sang of wine in themes that surpass 
[in their beauty] a meadow which has been refreshed by a 
succession of rain-bearing olouds. Al^'Alawi lived during
* TheRasulite dynasty (625 * 850/1228 - 1416) who 
claimed to be descended from the Arab tribe of 
Ghassan.
fl the
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the reign of al-Sultan f Amir b . * Abd al-Wahhitb and during 
part of that of our grand grandfather, al-Imam Sharaf 
al-Din. He praised him and his son, al-Khalifah al™ 
Mutahhar, in eulogies whose high places the stars would 
desire, and whose brightness full moons would long for.,!
This.,important version presents us with a difficulty. 
The poems collected and arranged by flsa to form the 
humaini diwan of Muhd. b. 'Abdallah, show clearly that he 
is speaking about the muwashshah in general, and the 
muwashshah malhun in particular. However, in order to 
give a better evaluation of the foregoing statement, we 
have to turn to the complementary second chapter of this 
thesis, where the general structural characteristics of the 
muwashshah poetry, as a whole, are discussed; but for 
the moment we can exclude, without any hesitation, the 
possibility that Ibn Fulaitah was the first to introduce to 
S. Arabia^ either the mubayyat muwashshah or the Andalusian 
craft *•
*
As will be shown_in the next chapter, the muwashshah sfc-yle 
of poetry typical of the Spanish Arabs can properly be 
grouped under the term mubayyat, and as such it must be 
regarded. However,^because of its unpopularity among the 
S. Arabian washshahin, and on account of its having a 
distinct rhyming structure of its own, we shall continue 
referring to it as Andalusian type of muwashshah whenever 
the necessity arises. It must not be forgotten, however,
continued end of next page(
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The mubayyat muwashshah is older in time than either 
the Andalusian muwashshah or the regular muwashshah* Ihe 
important and rather ambiguous version of al-Sharfabl
al-shi1 r al-mutadakhil al-vqawafi as far as the fifth century 
A.H; and, moreover,, some mubayyatat had reached us before 
the time of Ibn Fulaitah as will be explained in the next 
chapter. Bearing this in mind, let it be remembered that 
the bulk of humaini,from the eighth century to the thirteenth, 
is com-pospd in the mubayyat style, especially in the second
poetical scene. Xaman and Egypt were somewhat linked, first 
spiritually, and, later, politically, for about four 
centuries, beginning with the entry of the Fatimid Da'i,
*contd. nor is the attentive reader likely to forget, that 
whenever the Andalusian type of muwashshah is contrasted with, 
or excluded from, the mubayyat muwashshah * the latter term 
is stipulatively used to mean the various forms of al-shi?r 
al-musammat»(or their variations) that are tabulated on page 13s:
—  —  2in liraz al-Majails, takes back the history of what he calls
mubayyat form, and the term muwashshah is generally applied 
 to it.
As for the Andalusian type of muwashshah « this style
The Andalusian type of 
muwashshah 
in the Arab East.
of poetry was known to the 
S. Arabians long before
Ibn Fulaitah entered the 1
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Mansur al-Yaman, in A.H. 269, and ending, politically, 
with the seizure of power in Zabid by the Kasulite 'Umar 
b. 'All in A.H* 626.
The Andalusian muwashshah * at least in the sixth 
century, was known to, and imitated by, the Eastern Arab 
poets, and its infiltration into Yaman was, therefore, to 
be expected. Some of the Spanish Arabs who settled in 
Egypt had undoubtedly helped in making the art of this 
craft clear to the poets of Cairo. Al-Husain Muhd. 
al-Tujibi al-Qur^ubi came to Egypt in A.H. 442, and left
3
for Yaman where he lived until he met his death in 456 .
Al-FalishI came to Egypt where he composed a muwashshah
poemf and met the learned al-Silafi (478 - 576/1085 - 1180)^
who is known to have composed in the Andalusian type of
muwashshah during his long stay in Alexandria^ where,
from A.H*511 until his death, he was discoursing on the
hadith and theology. Umayyah b. Abi al-Salt (460-529/1067 -
1134) and *Abd al-Mun im al-Ghassanl (531-602/1137-1205)
are two Andalusian-Maghribite poets who deserve mentioning.
The first, who is known to have written a treatise on 
7music , lived in Alexandria and Cairo from A.H. 489 to 
A.H. 506, while the second, who has a dxwan exclusively
given to his muwashshah compositions, reached Egypt and
8 — eulogised Salddin during whose reign the Ayyubids annexed
S. Arabia. Perhaps the Yamanite poet, 'Umarah al-Hakamx
/j. A »
(c. 515-69/1121-1174), who finally settled in Cairo in
A.H, 552, as well as the celebrated al-Qadi a1-Fadil
(529-96/1135-1200), who was the patron of many learned men
and poets, including ’Umarah and al-Silafi, learned about
the Andalusian style from one of those Spanish settlers,
and composed some poems in imitation . Neither must we
forget that it was during this period that Ibn Sana*
al-Mulk (550-96/1155-1200) wrote Par al—liraa.
In addition to this, it Is highly probable,' that the
Andalusian style was imported to S. Arabia through the
contact of the Yamanites themselves with the Spanish
pilgrims at Mecca, or, perhaps, through their contact with
Eastern poets to whom that type of prosody was undoubtedly
known in the sixth century. Ibn fArab! (560-638/1163-1240)
made several pilgrimages and is known to have exploited the
10Andalusian type of muwashshah for sufi purposes
Al-Shustari (610-75/1213—76), claimed to be the first
11to exploit the zaial for mystical purposes/ came to Cairo
■inT iniin M mr-IW IIM V  *  *
where he met, and was influenced by, Abu al—Hasan al—
Shadhili (591-656/1195-1258), and visited Mecca many times
for the pilgrimage. Al-Shustari was a disciple of the
great sufi of the Maghrib, Shu’aib b. Abu Madyan (+590/1194),
who is known to have written poems after the Andalusian 
12model. As will be shown in a later chapter, the two orders 
of Abu Madyan and al-Shadhili had Yamanite followers long
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before Ibn Fulaitah was born. What is more, the occurrence 
of some strophic poems that imitate the Andalusian rhyme
  __ ___ rz
patterns in both the diwans of 'Umarah al-Hakami and 
Ahmad b. 'Alwan (+665/1266-67)^, entirely preclude the 
supposition that Ibn Fulaitah was the first Yamanite to 
write in that style. Nor can it be claimed that he was the 
one who gave the Andalusian craft a vogue among the poets 
of S. Arabia, because that craft was never, at any time, 
popular, in Yaman as is attested by the negligible number 
of poems composed in imitation of it by some S. Arabian 
poets, and by its complete absence in most of the extant 
humaini diwans.
The name of Ibn Fulaitah may, perhaps, be connected 
with the regular muwashshah which was probably the outcome 
of several attempts made upon the first and the second 
mubayyat forma until the perfect pattern bait-taw shih-taqfil 
was originated and universally accepted. I shall endeavour, 
in the next chapter, to show that the claim of 'Isa b.
Luff—Allah ~ that Ibn Fulaitah was the first Yamanite to 
provide a convincing "argument” in favour of the 
muwashshah - can b? justified only if it is to be confined 
within the range of two possibilities
(a) That Ibn Fulaitah was the first S. Arabian poet to
establish a clear pattern for the regular muwashshah 
to be followed.
(b) That he was the man who gave humaini ?as a whole, 
the right of citizenship in the literary ciroles 
of S . Arabia.
The learned 'Abdallah b. 'Ali al-Wazir (1074-1147/ 
1663-1734) was apparently content to follow in the 
footsteps of 'Isa and state that T!the first to compose 
in the humaini style were Ahmad Fulaitah j~sicT| and 
al-Faqih Fa 1th.r al-Din *Abclallah al-Mazzah; and then came 
the imam of sufism, al~Fa<Jih 'Abd al-Rahman al™1 Alawi.ff 
This statement shows clearly how Yamanite writers are 
sometimes inexact ash misleading.
Be that as it may, the diwan of al-Wathlq can be 
taken as a counterpoise to Ibn Fulaitah*s Bughyat al- 
Mutakhali' because both men lived in the same period, and 
eulogised the same Basulite kings; al-Mu'&yyad and 
al-Mujahido
— — 16 The Zaidite al-Imam al-Wathig; was very learned, and
considered as the most eloquent S. Arabian poet among his
contemporaries* Boira in A.H. 702, he set himself in youth
A_  ^ to realise a dream which
Al-Imam al-Wathig.
(+802/1402)* haunted him for a
considerable period of time. 
He stored his mind with the necessary knowledge to enable
him to convert that dream into reality. With the death
of the Zaidite imam. al-Mahdi Muhd. b. al-Mutahhar fe.
' * *
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Yahya (b. 660/1261; imam 701/ 1301; d. 729/1329), two
claimants to the Imamate found themselves opposed to each 
other. Al-Wathiq, finding that the Zaadites were divided 
among themselves and tired of constant wars, could not 
afford to let such an opportunity pass.
The Zaidites believe in the bai'ah, and the Imamate 
is open to any qualified Zaidite descended from the 
Prophet, provided that he stands forth and publicly claims 
recognition of his authority. After the death of the first 
Zaidite imam in Yaman, Yahya b« al-Husain (b. 245/859; 
entered Yaman 280/890; d 0 298/910)*, the Zaidites, from 
the end of the third century to A.Ii. 923, exercised, 
through varying vicissitudes, intermittent authority over 
San*a? and Safdahs but suffered as much at the hands of 
rival Imams as from their enemies0 Only under the strong 
leadership of Ahmad b. Yahya b, al—Husain (bo 278/891,
Imam 301/913; d. 325/936) and 'Abdallah b. Hamzah (be 561/ 
1166; imam 583/1187; d. 614/1217) did they enjoy unity 
and take the offensive often with success.
As a qualified Zaidite, al-Wathiq, therefore, 
claimed the Imamate for himself in 730, but finding that
His life and activities in Yaman form the subject of 
the Br. Mus.* Ms., Or. 3901.
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his opponents were multiplying and irreoonoliable, he gave 
up the hope for the time being, and tendered his 
submission to one of his rivals. Yet his thirst for the 
Imamate was never quenched, and when the opportunity arose 
again in A.H. 750, he declared himself as imam, but failed 
to gain as many supporters as his enemies could. Henceforth, 
he suppressed his ambition, and with virtue, honesty and 
open-mindedness that form his salient charactex'istics, led 
a peaoeful life, discoursing on the hadlth and Saidite 
theology until he met his death.
Al-Wathiq. and Ibn Fulaitah lived during the reign of 
the generous Basulites (625-850/1228-1416) who supplanted 
the Ayyubids (567-625/1173-1228), fought gallantly against 
the Zaidites, and built many schools in the major towns? 
Zabid, Aden, and Ta’izz, around which literature thrived, 
and literary groups found protection, zeal, and reward.
In this period, the sufi movement flourished, and Arabic
_ poetry was cultivated
The Rasulites
(625-850/1228—1416)* diligently. This is the age
of al-Yafi’i (+768/13678,
al-Janadi (+732/1332), al-
Khazrajl (+803/1400), al-Jabarti (+806/1408), Ibn al-Muq.ri
(+837/1433) and al-Sharji (+*893/1487)-to mention only a few
familiar —
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names*
This literary prosperity was made possible by the
relatively stable rule of the Kasulites who were able to
establish a permanent government in Zabid. Before them,
and before the Ayyubids whom they supplanted, S. Arabian
was the scene of prolonged strife, a prey to contending
factions of rival imams and Arab and African families, and
was continually overrun by predatory tribes. With the
establishment of the Ziadite dynasty in A.H. 204, the
history of S. Arabia became slightly connected with the main
streams of Islamic history. Petty states sprang up and
flourished for a shorter period to be rooted out by others
of the same nature. Arabic and Yamanite books recorded the
•x-
history of the important dynasties , but passed over many
others. fAli b. Mahdi (+554/1159), the founder of the
Banu Mahdi dynasty (545-569/1159-1175), for example, took
possession of the whole of Yaman, except Aden, and put an
17end to twenty-five dynasties, most of Whom we do not 
know, not even their names. And when the Ayyubids arrived
* These ares
(I) The Ziadite (204-409/819-1018).
(II) The Yu’firite (247-545/861-956).
(Ill) The Najahite (412-555/1021-1158).
(IV) The Sulaih.it e (429-95/1057-1101).
(VI) The Hamdanite (492-569/1098-1175).
(Vll) The Zurai1ite (476-569/1085-1175).
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in A.H. 569, Yaman was divided among local chiefs, 1 and in
18every district there was an independent ruler ff.
But to revert to the Kasulites, most of whom were 
tender towards the peasantry, did commendahle deeds of justice 
and moderation in respect of their subjects, and, what is 
more, had an earnest desire for learning, and were sharers 
in many branches of knowledge.
The founder of the dynasty, Nur al-Din * Umar b. 'All 
(r. 626/1229; d. 647/1249), whose kingdom stretched from 
Hadramawt to Mecca, built several colleges in the major towns 
of S. Arabia, and a mosque in every village of Tihamah,
19
to which he assigned ample estates in mortmain. ' Al-Malik
al-Mu’ayyad (r. 696/1297; d. 721/1321), who built several
colleges in Aden and Zabid, was a respectable sovereign
20possessing about one hundred thousand books* His father, 
al-Muaaffar (r. 647/1249; d* 694/1295), outranked him in 
learning, and was more involved with the literary activities 
of his day than was his son. He used to occupy himself 
with science, of which he acquired as much as was 
vouchsafed to him in every branch* He possessed a complete 
mastery over the science of medicine, and wrote many books. 
His insatiability for knowledge is substantiated by the fact 
that on finding the same defect in several copies of the
same commentary of al-Bazi (544-606/1149-1209/10) on
the Qur?an, lie sent a special envoy to Khurasan to "bring
21back to him the original script of the author*
As for al-Malik al-MuJahid (r. 721/1321; d. 764/1363),
he was considered as the most learned of the Kasulites,
—  -  22and wrote many books* He composed a diwan of poetry , 
patronised many men of letters, including Ibn Fulaitah 
and al-Wathiq, and had an extensive knowledge in
23astronomy, geomancy, and some branches of Jurisprudence *
His son, al-Afdal (+778/1377), who was eulogized by
al-Wathiq, was a Jurist, learned in a number of branches
of science, an adept at syntax, literature, lexicology,
24genealogy, and had written many books • Al-Malik
al-Ashraf (r*778/1376; d* 803/1400), during whose reign
the mosques and colleges of Zabid alone numbered two
25hundred and thirty , wrote many excellent works on
26grammar, astronomy, and history"" , and invited 
ai-Fairuzabadi (729-816/1329-1413) to stay in Zabid 
where he spent twenty fruitful jrears, enjoyed the 
patronage of al-Ashraf and his son, al-Nasir (+1829/1426), 
and wrote many books including the celebrated al-Qamus 
al-Muhlt * And how noble a sentiment did al-Ashraf express
when he wrote to the compiler of al-Qamus who desired to 
leave Zabid and spend the remaining part of his life in
52.
Mecca! —
ffYaman was in full darkness, and became illuminated
by you* How could it be possible for you to proceed {j?o
Mecca} while you know that God has revived through you
what was dead in learning I prefer to be dead, or
deprived of worldly luxuries, to your parting the Xaman
27
and its populace.1
(The second name mentioned in the version of 'Isa b.
Lutf-Allah is that of al-Mazzah. I gathered from different 
safayin that his complete name is 'Abdallah b. Abi Bakr 
b. Ahmad b. Isma'il al-Mawza'i, known as al-Mazzah. Al-* 7 *
—  28 Mazzah told us part of his life ! how his love for a
beautiful maiden made him neglect 
Al-Mazzah, uncle's advice; how fear
gripped him and made him :run to
a desolate place, v/here, falling asleep, he saw in a dream 
"a person with a horrible appearance and dishevelled hair.
He fed me something that looked like dough and tasted like
53.
honey, and said: 'Xour livelihood shall he in this1**..
Then I woke up with my mind swarming with verses.1
Thereupon, so the story runs, he became a celebrated poet
both in hakami and humaini.* *
His love for his beloved, however, clung tenaciously 
to his heart, and when he asked her father for her hand in 
marriage, a great sum of money was demanded of him which 
he was unable to pay. Confronted with the fear of losing 
his beloved, a sudden thought occurred to him: to praise
al-Imam al-Mansur 1Ali b. Salah (b. 775/1373* imam 793/1390\ 
d. 840/1436), whereupon he eulogised him with a renowned 
hakami poem, the reward of which was generous and 
enoouraging.
Apart from this story, as quoted by *Isa b. Lutf-
Allah, al-Maszah did not receive any attention from the
known biographers of his country. Al-Mazzah is known to
_ 0.9have a compiled humaini diwan , but whether it is still 
possible to procure it is hard to tell.
The poems of al-Mazzah, one may rightly assume, are 
generally characterized by simplicity, tenderness and 
refinement. His muwashshah songs, which were popular until 
the thirteenth century A . H . s e r v e d  as models to 
successive generations, and came to be imitated by many.
Muhd. b 8 1Abdallah Sharaf al-Din (930-1010/1531-1601)
imitated M m  in eleven poems, and preferred M s  poetry,
-31as a whole, to that of Ibn Fulaitah and al-’Alawi 6
— —3 2Al-Khufanji (+1180/1766) imitated fifteen poems of al-Mazzan
and we can hardly err if we assume that other Xamanite poets
imitated him, but they, or the compilers of their diwans,
did not mention his name or the opening lines of the poems
which they imitated*
The imitations made by Muhd. bo 'Abdallah and al-
IQiufanjl show evidently that al-Maaaah composed in both
33the two favoured styles: the regular muwashshah and
the mubayyat muwashshah. Indeed, poems in the second 
mubayyat form compose the bulk of these imitations.
The third name mentioned by Isa b. Lutf-Allah is that 
of !Abd al-Rahman b. Ibrahim al-'Alawx who lived during the 
reign of the Tahir it e king: a 1-Sultan 1 Amir b« 'Abd al-
Wahhab*
Like all the Tahirites (850H223/1416-1517), who 
supplanted the Rasulites, al-Sultan 1 Amir, who came to 
power after the death of his father in A.H* 894, was
well-known for his benevolence and love for knowledge*
55.
Though, he inflicted many heavy losses upon the Zaidites in
wars, his name, as a Sunnite
Al-Sultan 'Amir
-  ^ champion, does not invoke a
( 866- 923/ 1762- 1516 ) .  *  *
stream of invective among fair- 
minded Zaidite critics* For no 
reasonable person can deny what the wise and beneficient 
rule of 'Smir meant for Yaman as a whole* He built many 
schools and mosques, constructed roads, cisterns and water­
courses over the country, reduced taxes, distributed alms 
among the poor, encouraged literature, and made order prevail 
over the major part of a country that was, and still remains,
a natural stage for wars and insecurity. Historians and
biographers have accorded him a distinguished place in the 
history of S. Arabia, and stressed an important aspect of 
his varied life - that he was a profound lover of 
knowledge.
Unfortunately, the last years of ' Amir* s reign 
coincided with that of the crafty and oelebrated Zaidite 
imam, Yahya b. Sharaf al-Din (b. 877/14735 imam 912/1507; 
d* 965/1558), who turned to the Egyptian Mamluks for help 
against 'Irriir. * Amir fought gallantly, but was outnumbered, 
and with his downfall, a new and black chapter in the 
history of S. Arabia was opened;—
"My friends, order has perished after 'Smir and after his
■brother5 the most just of men among the populace•
Sinee they departed, by God! by God, we are verily in
35utmost despair of safety and solace. 1 
However, the people of Yaman did net forget ’Smir. His 
justice and benevolence became proverbial, Ibn Q'adI 
Khan (+988/1580) wrote^s —
,MSmir continued to be mourned and eulogised for a 
long time after his death, so long that I have heard that 
after A.H. 940, the people of al-Yaman were still praising 
him in eulogies for which they made established rules for 
singing.11
It was during the reign of ’Amir and his father that 
’Abd al-Bahman b. Ibrahim al-Alawi lived. His complete 
name, according to the author of Anwar al-Rabf » is 
’Abd al-Rahman b. Ibrahim b. Isma’Il b. ’Abdallah b. ’Abd 
al-Bahman b. Muhd. b. Yusuf b, ’Umar al~Zabidi al-Shafi’i,i ♦ *
known as Wajih al-Din al-’Alawi. He was born aboxit A.H.
860 in Zabid, grew up in that town, and left for Mecca
several times to attend lectures 
Al^Alawi n When he finally settled in Zabid
his attention was turned to 
jurisprudence and the hadith, and he established himself as
a prominent man of letters. In A.H. 886, al-Malik al-
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al~Mansur *113(1 al-Wahhab entrusted him with a certain post 
to whioh he clung tenaciously until he becamfe totally blind, 
whereupon al-Mansur dismissed him.
Al-1Alawi came from a family gifted with a special taste 
for verse. No wonder, then, if 1Abd al-Rahman became one 
of the most prominent poets in the field of humaini. He 
"composed good poetry^and his diwan is famous*" "He was 
sweet-tempered, bland in oonversation, and pleasant in 
speaking clearly.*.He composed a rhetorical poem which he 
called al-Jawhar al-Raf1 and wrote on it a good 
explanatory commentary. A number of learned men of his 
day, among whom is the well-versed Sha1ban b. Muhd. al— 
Qadiri and Shaikh al-Islam Shihab al-Din Ahmad b. Hajar 
al-Asqalani, praised the poem. The compiler of al-Qamust 
Shaikh Majd al-Din al-Fairusabadi, had also praised it...
He died about A.H. 920.38"
This version of Ibn Ma'sum is not precise. Firstly, 
al-1Alawi was born after the death of Ibn Hajar (775-852/ 
1375-1448) who met al-Fairuzabadi (+816/1413) in Zabid 
and, secondly, there is not a vestige of truth in the claim 
that *Abd al-Rahman b. Ibrahim al-1Alawi was the author of 
al-Jawhar al-RafI*. The author of that long poem is *Abd
al-Rahman b. Muhd. b. Yusuf b. !Ali al- 1 Alawi" al-Hanafi * * •
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al-Zabidi (748-803/1347-1401)* Both Ibn Hajar and al- 
Fairuzabadi praised his poen^»
The error committed by Ibn Ma'sum arose, I think, from 
the similarity of the names of both, the fcumaini poet and 
the author of al-Jawhar al-Rafx1 * Moreover, the line of 
descent of the humaini poet, as stated in Anwar al-Rabl' * 
is partially wrong* Al-Sakhawi (831-902/1427-97), who 
met ’Abd al-Rahman b 0 Ibrahim al-1Alawi, makes the 
following statement^"1; —
ftAbd al-Rahman b, Ibrahim b* Isma'il b* *Abdallah 
b « 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Umar b * 'All Wajih al-Din a1-Yamani 
al-Shafi' i*tf
„  _  42
Al-'Alawiss diwan is completely devoted to his 
performances in humaini * Of the one hundred and thirty 
humainiyyat that make up his diwan, one hundred and 
twenty-four are in the muwashshab style, while the 
remaining six are bedouin in form* The muwashshabat of 
al'Alawi, of which some are not malhunah„ show the same 
structural characteristics that have already been noted in 
the diwan of Muhd* b. 'Abdallah Sharaf al-Din, and most of 
them, it must be noted, are in the second mubayyat form* 
There is nothing unusual or remarkable about al-'Alawi*s
experiences, but his simple statements are unforgettable
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poems because of the exquisite music of his words and the 
natural flow of his rhythm. The manipulation of the sukun
■wfr
is practically perfect, tagfiff. is used with the greatest 
ease, and metrical formulas of great variety are most 
skilfully handled.
II.
It is axiomatic to say that other S. Arabian poets, 
apart from the three mentioned by 'Isa b. Lutf-Allah, 
had composed in the foumaini style from the beginning of 
the history of this type of prosody until the time of Muhd. 
t>. 1 iibdallah. Sharaf al-Din. Of these are al~Imam al-Wathiq, 
al-Xm.ara al-Mutahhar h. Muhd. h. Sulaiman al-HamziI * *
(+879/1475)44? Abu Bakr b. 'Abdallah al-Aidarus (851-914/ 
1447-1508)45, Yahya b. al-Mutahhar al-Hamzx (894-92.3/1488- 
1517), and Musa b. Yahya Bahran (888-957/1483-1550).
We have already mentioned the diwans of al-Wathiq 
and al-'Aidarus. Concerning the diwan of al-Imam al-
Mutahhar al-Hamzi, it contains one mubayyatah which is not
— 46 — —malhunah. The diwan of his son, Yahya, on the other hand,
contains twenty-four muwashshahat which show the same
structural characteristics that have already been noted in
the diwan of al-Wathiq,.
—  „l. .. . .    II mil III I    » Bil ■■Mill I  ......... >!!■■■■ 11 . m il ■
* Also called ta'&id: the breaking of a line into three
or four, and possibly more, rhyming UE£it*sb#.
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The humaini portion in the diwan of Bahran is 
composed of fourteen muwashshah poems, many of which 
(particularly those that are typically Andalusian in rhyme
Aft —* —
scheme ) are not malhunah; hut the author of al-Suluk 
al-Dhahabiyyah^ quotes a malhun poem (couched in the 
form of a letter ) which he ascribes to Bahran? the poem, 
he it noted, is written “after the poetical style known as 
al-humaini *,f The structural scheme of this poem is ah ah 
ah, etc. This rhyme pattern, which is always malhun in 
the known S. Arabian diwans, is what I have called, for 
lack of a better epithet, the bedouin form, and two poems 
that follow the pattern in question have appeared in 
Mahajjat al-Salik.
The humaini poetry of the afore-mentioned poets 
cannot he ranked with that of al-Maazah and al-'Alawi 
for tenderness and melody, and hence *Isa b. Lutf-Allah 
can he forgiven, if, as a humainist himself, he chose to 
mention only the names of three poets whom he assumed to 
ho good composers in humaini* Yet one cannot hut castigate 
him on the ground that he passed over the greatest exponent 
of humaini Yaman has ever produced - al-Sudi (+932/1525),
*1 should note here that the oldest @pistolary_verse in _ 
Arabic is prbbably^the one which is quoted in Diwan Bash.3h.ar 
h. Burd, ed. Ibn 'Ashur (Cairo, 1369-76/1950-57J7T7”20§T"~~"”
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whose poetry breathes tenderness which* in his case, is often 
concomitant with melodious rhythm*
Abu 1 Abdallah Muhd* b. 1 All b* Ahmad b<* Ibrahim al-Sudi,
known as fAbd al-Hadi, or simply,
Al-Sudi* n , . 0al-Hadx, was born rn San1a 5
where he grew up and married*
It is aaid that one day while wandering in the outskirts of
San'a’, he stumbled across a gat - tree of which he chewed some
leaves, and, as a result, he suffered from fits of
abstraction, and left the town of his origin* After
wandering in the wilderness for a considerable time, he
chose Ta'izz as his final abode* In that town, he led a
mystic way of life? disinterested in wordly matters^and
drawn very strongly towards God*
During the whole period which he lived in fa'izs,
al-Sudi3s mystical aversion to the normal way of life, and
his ecstatic utterances, exposed him to the eensure and
ridicule of the multitude* We are told that a street in
fa’izz bears his name because the inhabitants of that street,
who used to laugh at al-Sudi3s neglected appearance and
indifference to human conventionalities, were punished by
pjl
God by having a hereditary defect in their eyes.
Al—Sudi,s poetry is fluent, moving and rhythmical* I 
could not, I confess, resist being carried away by the
62.
emotions which I have experienced throughout my reading of 
his poems. I have never read any humainist who could 
outrank him. Tens of poets have composed in the humaini 
style, but very few of them established themselves as 
masters of this craft: al-Mazzah, al-’Alawi, Mu&d. b.
’Abdallah Sharaf al-Din, Haidar Agha, 'All b. Mujjid. al-iknsi, 
’Abdallah b. ’Alawi al^Haddad, al-Husain b. 'All, Xahya 
b. Ibrahim al-Jahhafi, 'Abd al-Rahman al-Snisi, and his* « * * 7
son Ahmad. But al-Sudi is the master of these masters,
and the unsurpassable humainist of S. Arabia.
Al-Sudi never considered poetry as the decoration of
a preconceived and clearly defined matter. He only composed
when undergoing the "divine attraction" (al-jadhb) , and
without being fettered by the Arabic stereotyped expressions.
During his ecstatic experiences, he will write on walls with
charcoal, and when the acuteness of these experiences fades
away, he will erase what he wrote. When his students knew
that habit of his, they used to hurry and copy what poems
52they could find on the walls, and collect them. The 
collections of these students compose the diwan(s) of al-Sudi.
^ The author of al-Nur al-Safir did not realize that in any 
poetic creative experience, a short period of tranquility 
is necessary.
It seems that different compilers had collected the poems 
which they could attain, and gay© each collection a name 
which they thought befitting, I hare come across the 
following four namest
(a) Diwan fAbd al-Iiadi al-Sudi*?^
(b) Kitab Khalil al-Afrah wa-Rahat al-Arwah wa-Mudhhib 
a 1-At rah. ^
(c) Diwan Abu 'Abdallah Muhd, b. 'All b. Ahmad b. Ibrahim 
b. Muhd, al-Sudi „
(d) Nasamat aldSafrar wa Nafahat al-2ahar^^.
Whatever the difference in the arrangements and 
quantities of the afcre-mentioned collections, the humaini 
poetry of al-Sudi shows the same general chax^acteristicks 
that have already been noted in the previously mentioned 
diwans: typical Yamanite muwashshahat in which the sukun
predominates the terminations of some words in each verse, 
and, statistically speaking, poems in the second mubayyat 
form are in the majority.
The tenth century is remarkable for having produced
some great S. Arabian washshahin among Whom is the well-known
— 57 —Muhd. b • 'Abdallah Sharaf al-Din whose humaini poetry is
64 •
widely exploited by the singers of Aden a,nd San'a?, and 
whom I consider next in tenderness to al-Sudi and al™’Alawi.
He is the grandson of the celebrated Zaidite imam
Muljid» D. 'A b d a lla h  Yal y^a S b ara f a l~D ln58>
(930-1010/1531-1601). and his father, 1Abdallah
(+973/1565)^, is a well-known
hakamist. Very little is known of Muhammad’s life beyond
a few anecdotes, but his biographers agree that he was a
great poet, of a kind disposition, generous, and learned*
The diversity of his knowledge is reflected in his hakami
poetry, and some of his hakamiyyat are, indeed, the subject
of separate and independent books
’Isa b* Lutf-Allah collected his poems in two diwans:
_  t o  *-------------------------------- ~
hakami and humaini. He wrote: —4 *
”1 have collected his scattered poems, arranged the 
current and disjointed ones, met with many difficulties in 
obtaining them from people [/who possessed them], and sought 
them earnestly from people living in distant places. His 
Qaakaml and humaini] poetry outranks, in its beauty, stringed 
pearls.”
Concerning humaini, Muhd. ’’surpassed his companions in 
this field, and excelled rival riders in that course» I have 
collected in this Q^umaj.nl] diwan of his what would please 
the reader, and from whose lights suns desire to borrow\ and
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1 have given, in the case of most of the poems, the reasons 
for composing them^and the motives for inditing thexm* I 
inserted in this fhuiTiainii diwan only the true versions, 
some of which I received orally from him, or otherwise 
through his writings * He - may God have mercy upon him - 
told me that his poems were written at intervals, and 
were not preserved |7±n a safInalQ. This is why I spent 
twenty years in collecting them, u
HAnd let it he 3mown that Sidi Mohd* h, 1Abdallah 
did not follow, in the amatory verses of these renowned 
j^umainf] poems, the traces of the masters of symbolical 
imagery,ufeo employ allegorical and symbolic diction 
involving divine attributes' and prophetic qualities in 
describing the beloved — as is the Gase in the poetry 
of al- ’Alawi and those who trod in his footsteps* Most 
of their muwashshalg&t and erotic verses are symbolical, and 
not about a certain specified beloved*, * In the case of 
Muhd* bo 1 Abdallah, it is quite the opposite; for 
every erotic poem of his was composed on a definite 
beloved one* If he describes a union or a separation, 
then it is as he describes it; if he weeps at a parting 
or a farewell, then it is so; if he mentions shunning by 
a beloved, and complains of her abstention and parting, 
then it is so, too* Some of my friends told me that a group
6 6  s
of people differed in opinion about a muwashshah poem of 
Sidi Muhd* bo Abdallah in which the name "Laila" is 
mentionedo Some of them were of the opinion that "Laila" 
was a symbol for the Kafbah* One of them saids 1 Let us 
go to him and ask him about it,.,' When they stood in his 
presence9 and narrated to him their story, Muhd* saids 
1 All p-f you are mistaken in what you thoughto I employed
jF* *
the name "Laila" only to represent a beautiful maiden* ’ "
From the foregoing version, one can sense a feeling
of earnestness on the part of *Isa to deny any connection
of Muhd* with the sufi doctrines of his time* The fact
is that Mufyd ., at a particular moment of his life, became
involved in sifism, and defended it against the severe
attacks of al-Imam al~Q asim al-Kabir (b o  967/1559; imam
1006/1597; d. 1029/1620), And because he did so, he was
65sharply criticised by learned Zaidites,
We need not, here, spend much time discussing this 
facto But one may question the authenticity of some of 
the versions of 1 Isa b* Lutf-Allah* Most of the stories 
which he narrates might have been the creation of his own 
in order to give an earthly colouring to some of the poems* 
Moreover, it is possible that he did not insert those poems 
in which sufi principles are clearly manifested, and which 
perhaps presented him with the problem of inventing
67.
appropriate stories that would have given them a worldy 
background*
The huraainiyyat of Muhd* ho 1Abdallah are 
characterised. by an aristrocatic choice of diction and
66imagery* Many of his poems were sung during his lifetime ? 
and no wonder that his poems were widely circulating in 
different parts of his country to an extent which made 
9 Isa spend twenty years in collecting them*
A prominent characteristic of his humaini poems
iWHimi'il i n i i ii' ,i i ■ I■ ■■
is the tender and rather sad rhythm which stirs the very 
depths of the soul* This touch of sadness might have been 
the reflection of his inmost core* Wars had become the 
order of the days political unrest was at its highest 9 the 
glory of his illustrious family crumbled under the feet of 
the Turks ? opportunism and ruthlessness were the tra.de 
mark of his environment * and life in his country seemed 
to him devoid of all depth of morality and spiritualism 0 
Sufism? though regarded by his class and sect as treason 
and perfidy? was the escape from his loneliness? and he 
nurtured its teachings and principles until his death*
Another important humainist of the tenth century is
Hatim al-Ahdal who, in his time5 is considered by 
-67al-Muhibbi as an unparalleled poet, as a pros e-writer and
as a learned man; and who, as a. mystic, is considered by
A O ^
al— 'Aidarus as the Ibn 1 Arabi and the Dhu a,1-Nun of 
his time, and the BistamI and the Junaid of his century* 
Hatim led a real mystical life in al—Mochas he was 
not concerned with phenomenal existence, with the demands 
of human needs, became completely oblivious to all that 
would have claimed him apart from the Beloved, and cleaved, 
unwearingly, to every means to approach Him,, At the end, 
it seems, Hatim attained his aim, and in his diwan(s)
_ there are some wild utterances
Hatim al-Ahdal
(+1013/] 604) which, if one may hazard a
generalisation, make him unique 
in the history of S0 Arabian poetry*
To Hatim are attributed some miraculous performances, 
one of which is that he fell in love with a beautiful 
maiden, but their enviable love did not last long as a 
result of the activities of a certain calumniator. When 
Hatim knew this source of evil, he composed a humaini 
poem in which he wished the slanderer to be stung by a 
scorpion, and God answered his call by invoking the deadly 
vengeance upon the backbiter,, This malhun poem, which is 
in the second mubayyat form, is considered as a muwashshah. 
typical of Yaman by both al-Shi 111 and Ibn Ma’sum,^
Hatim?s diwan is bulky,, Some of his disciples, says
69 □
- 70says al-*1 Aidarus , collected has poetry in a large volume,
the poems being those which he dictated to his students
whenever he was under a spell of inspiration (al-warid).
One may remember here the statement made by al-Oa^ani
that he could not compose well nthe muwashshah, the humaini,
and the other types of poetry that are in use among the
people of al-Yaman11, until he met Hatim. But Hatim* s 
—  —  71
diwan(s)' dofes^not show that he employed any Yamanite kind 
of poetry other than humaini. Hatim, or perhaps the compiler
of his diwan, equates humaini with al-muwashshah, He also
72 “ “  “ “
wrot e : —
nfhe art of al-muwashshah is one of the fields in which
*
no one can excel except .those very few eloquent poets and 
rarely refined composers who are the masters of the literary 
sciences that include Rhetoric and Philology, as is
mentioned by Ibn Sana’ a1-MuIk - may God have mercy upon him -
in Par al-Tiraz'. He £= Ibn Sana’ al-MulkJ made it known that 
the Westerners had the precedence in originating 
al-muwashshah, and eloquence in composing it, and were 
followed by the Egyptians who were sufficiently qualified
^Nothing of the kind is mentioned in the printed Par al-liraa.
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to enter the House of Embroidery already mentioned. Others,
stand in front of its gate, and, without being invited, force 
themselves in* If Hatim falls ghort in his (jmuwashshaQ 
compositions, then, at least, the listeners to his songs, 
and the readers of his muwashshahat, will have the 
opportunity to feel the exhaltations of the Merciful wafting 
from the direction of al-Taman.”
The muwashshah which Hatim has in mind is the mubayyat 
muwashshah (particularly the second mubayyat form) and the 
regular muwashshah. It is interesting to note that Hatim
included in the term muwashshah correct strophic poems that 
are takhmisat of some poems of other poets . Many of the 
muwashshahat included are not mal£unah; and the lahn in 
him, when it is manipulated, is mainly restricted to the 
employment of the sukun, or to vocabular taznim which is 
substitutable by Arabic equivalents without affecting the 
particular line.
This is an allusion to the well-known tradition: ,!I
feel the breath of the Merciful from the quarter of al-Yaman
like the Poor (j= HatimJ - may God forgive him - unashamedly
71.
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From the days of Ibn Fulaitah on, the composition of 
humaini continued on a large scale, and from the turning of 
the tenth century, many names that are jotted down in 
sa fay in 9 indicate that the fyumaini style became the rogue 
among the educated classes of S0 Arabia, Very few of 
these humainists, however, could be credited with the 
genius of a 1-'Alawi or al-Sudi• A lack of expressed 
personality, an absence of personal originality, loose 
sentimentalism, imitativeness, repetitiveness - these must 
be regarded as the general principal characteristics of 
the majority of the composers in the field of humaini 
after the tenth century of Hijrah*
One can hardly give reasons for the qualitative 
decadence of humaini after the tenth century, but one can 
hardly do better than to revert to the period and the 
environment *
With the death of ' Amir bo * Abd al-Wahhab in A.H*
923, the Sunnite part of that country fell into chaos, the
capital, Zabid, was at the mercy of local chiefs and
Mamluk rebels, and the highroads were the natural fields
74for bedouin brigands., Order was restored to most parts 
of S. Arabia for a while by the strong hand of al-Mutahhar
72*
The po1it i cal c oncUtio ns 
of S„ Arabia after 
the tenth century A0H 0
b* Yahya Sharaf al-Din (908-80/ 
1502-72)^^, hut with the coming of 
the Turks, disorder prevailed 
again? and al-Mutahhar spent the
remaining part of his life battling against the Ottomans, 
or harassing them by rapid incursions and frequent plunder 
by expeditions „ The prevailing disorder and insecurity 
of the tenth century invited Ibn Qadi Khan to make the
1 Among the wonders of God is that each of the seven 
divisions of the habitable quarter of the Universe is 
associated with one of the corresponding planets« Yaman 
is linked with Saturn whose influence, by the will of God 
and His established decree, is connected with discord, evil 
deeds, and wars* Consequently, it is seldom that Yaman 
is not convulsed with wars because of that planetal 
influence, which takes place by the unavoidable decree of 
God, the Powerful and the Omniscient01
The first Turkish occupation of Yaman began soon after 
the downfall of *Amir0 The sultans of Turkey were 
ambitious to control the Red Sea trade-route to India, to 
extend their conquests eastward, and to meet the challenge 
of the Patuguese who, on succeeding in rounding the Cape
of Good Hope in A„H* 903, began to harry the Mosle.m fleets
following interesting comment
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on the high seas, frequently pillaged the Arabian coast, and
77even attempted to block the Red Sea to Moslem shipping „ 
Therefore in A.Ho 945, the Ottoman fleet captured Aden and 
some other seaport towns of Tihamah; but it was not until 
A 0Ho 988 that the Turks were able to install Hasan Pasha 
as the first governor of Yamaxu The ?urks, however, spent 
the ensuing fifty years in the suppression of repeated 
attempts of rebellion, accompanied by incessant strife
7 o
between them and different imams or tribal chiefs .
In the beginning of the eleventh century, the
Zaidites found a leader in the person of al-Imam al-Qa&im
b. Muhd. (b. 967/1560; imam 1006/1597; do 1029/1620),
who tirelessly warred against the Turks (whose name and
government by now had become alike odious), and occupied
most of the mountaineous districts* His son, al-Imam
Muhd* (b« 990/1523; imam 1029/1620; d* 1054/1644),
compelled the Turks to evacuate the remaining part of the
country; and for the first time in the tragic history of
the Zaidites, the whole of Xaman, we are told, was firmly
governed by a single imam without being rivalled by any
79claimant to the Imamate • It is very probable, as
80Playfair states, that the Turks did not make a very 
spirited resistance to him, xoerhaps because on account of the. 
Red Sea trade-route having declined in importance as the
74.
Cape route to the East became more frequented*
Al-Imam Muhd. was succeeded by his brother Isma'il
(b. 1019/1610; imam 1054/1644; d. 1087/1676), who ruled
unchallenged, and died universally respected and esteemed
for his piety, learning, and administrative talents. His
cousin, Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. al-Qasim (b. 1029/1620; imam
1087/1676; d. 1092/1681), succeeded him, and likewise ruled
with firmness and justice.
There is no need further to persue the various holders
of the Imamate; for by the year of Ahmad9s death, we can
mark the beginning of the gradual degeneration and dissolution
of S. Arabia as a whole. The country became continually
overrun by lawless and predatory tribes; and it was usual
to find more than one imam - and sometimes five - contending
81to hold both the spiritual and the temporal swords „ By 
A.He 114 0 several petty chiefs, of tribes or families , \ 
with long-standing bitter fends against each other, were
o n
independent, some styling themselves as sultans .
This condition was accentuated by the next coming of 
the Turks who undertook to subjugate anew the Xaman when the 
Wahhabi movement in A eH. 1218 biased across Arabia. In A.H. 
12152 the Turks wrested the coastal strip of Tihamah, 
including the important ports of al-Hudaidah and al—Mocha, 
fi^ om al-Sharif Hamud b. Muhd. (+1255/1818) of Abu ’Arish,
75.
who, for reasons of liis own, sided, with, though later fought 
against 5 the Wahhabis of *Asir. The Wahhabis of Yaman being 
reduced, the Turks entered into a negotiation with the weak 
imam of San1 a*^the then .Ahmad h. fAli(b. 1170/1756; imam 
1224/1809; d. 1251/1815-16), who was only too glad to pay an
annual tribute, in consideration of having a whole province
84restored to his sway * The reign of his son, !Abdaliah 
(b. 1208/1793; imam 1231/1815; d. 1251/1835), however, was 
much disturbed by internecine feuds; not only did he fail 
to retain Tihamah which had been filched from his father, 
and which had been restored to him by the Turks, but a 
large portion of his domains, including Ta’izz and Jiblah, 
were seized by the two predatory tribes of Dhu Muhammad 
and Dhu Husain; and he was also obliged to subsidise the
neighbouring tribes of San1a* in order to prevent them
8 5plundering that town .
In A.H. 1247, we witness the struggle for mastery 
between the Porte and Muhd. 'Ali Pasha of Egypt. /By A.H. 
1253, the armies of Egypt, under the command of Ibrahim 
Pasha, were occupying Tihamah, from al-Qunfadah to al-Mocha. 
Ibrahim*s activities in Tihamah prompted the British, 
in A.H. 1254, to capture Aden from the 'Abdalite sultan 
of Lahj; but in the next year, the Egyptians were 
compelled to evacuate Tihamah, and most of the coastal towns
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were handed over by the Po.t'te to a, 1-Sharif Husain b. Haidar 
b. 1 All.
In A.H. 1265, the Turks, thinking that the proper time
had arrived to take possession of Yaman, occupied Tihamah,
and summoned the imam of San1 a*, Muhd. b. Yahya (imam 1260/
1844; d. 1266/1849), to surrender his dominions to the Porte,
and he agreed. On the unexpected arrival of a Turkish
contingent at San1 a*., the inhabitants fell upon them, and
only a few escaped being massaci'ed. The San'anites were so
furious at the treacherous conduct of al-Imam Muhd. that
*
they executed him, and appointed ’All b. al-Mahdi *Abdallah 
(+ a. 1288/1871), who had twioe been deposed, in his stead. 
Grhalib, the son of the executed ex-imam, declared himself 
as imam in A.He 1267, and several other persons did the same. 
San*a? became the scene of strife and anarchy; robberies 
and murders were events of every day occurrence, and the 
Jews and foreign merchants were despoiled of all they 
possessed.
This state of anarchy continued unabated in every part 
of the highlands; but Tihamah, on account of the presence 
of the Turks, enjoyed some peace. In A.H. 1286, the opening 
of the Sues C&nal led the Turks to take new interest in the 
Yaman as a whole, and their gradual occupation of the 
turbulent highlands began. When the Turkish army reached 
Sana1a* in A.H. 1289, the populace of that town were only
77.
too glad to have them as protectors against the sudden 
impulsiveness and incessant raids of the restless tribes.
In the same year, a Turkish Pasha was installed in San1a* 
as the governor of Yaman, and the Ottomans continued, with 
fluctuating fortunes, to rule over Tihamah and some other 
major towns of the inferior until the surrender of their 
forces to the British at Aden and al-Hudaidah after the 
Armistice of A.D. 1918.
Throughout that long period, there was always the 
familiar violence that had been so long Yaman1s lot. There 
was the uncertainty of the daily life in the face of the 
never wholly absent threat of harshness, famine, plague, 
the diseases of filth and contagion. Order was restricted 
to fortified towns, but highwaymen were an accepted ri&:k 
o£ travel.
In such an environment we cannot expect literature to
thrive, and humaini was not an exception. Furthermore,
the knowledge of literature was restricted to the very few,
and neither the Turks, nor the bogus imams, who ceaselessly
scrambled for power, had any interest in furthering education.
There is no doubt that the S. Arabian environment
became more rigid and disinterested in true works of poetry.
The mordant remarks of the author of Tib al-Samar in the
introduction of his book, and the complaints of the poets
about the way poetry came to be regarded by the rulers and
87the populace of that c ountry , give; us a fair image of
78.
—88 *"\ of the age. Al-Haimi brands the rulers of his country as theljves;
and highwaymen* „ and trenchantly states that Yaman became drained of
the beauty that stimulates, and devoid of the honourable kings
who are sensitive to the satires of the poets.
Singing, which is clO.sely associated with humaini, could not
i
thrive in an environment such as Yaman was. Sufism became I
degenerated, and sufi poets who could match al-fAlawi or al-Sudi 
did not exist.
!
It is hard to weave a blanket wide enough to cover all the ‘ 
poets who wrote in the humaini style after the tenth century} yet i 
it is possible to prepare a list of tens of names that appear in 
safayin. However, such a task may not serve any practical 
purpose, and many of the names that can be recorded did not take 
humaini seriously, or, if they did, did not produce humainiyyat 
of any real value* They merely produced bad rhymes. Moreover, the 
majority of these humainists do not have any place in the known 
biographies.
Most of the S. Arabian washshahin, it must be noted;are only ; 
mentioned in Yamanite biographies on the virtue of their hakami 
poetry or other aspects of learning, and thus the opportunity to 
know all the names of those hakamists who composed in the humaini 
style, escapes the general reader. One, therefore, has to read 
every S. Arabian diwan or safinah upon which he could lay his 
hands. Such a task may s„ee.m arduous, but it is the only way to ' 
ascertain the names of those hakamists who gave humaini some 
attention in their literary career.
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Having all that in mind., I have made the following 
list of names of humainists in the hope that it may prove 
to he of some practical use* The guiding principles in its 
preparation are
(a) The eminency of the poet as a ]pamainist.
(h) The repetition of the name of the humaini poet in 
Yamanite safayin,
(c) The fact that the poet has a compiled diwan which is 
wholly, or partly, devoted to his performances in 
humaini,
(d) The fact that the poet has been mentioned by S0 Arabian 
biographers as a humaini composer.
Before listing the names of those poets, let it be 
stated that the number of those who composed in the fyumaini 
style is very large, and that the list which we give below 
is not by any means exhaustive.
A LIST OF S. ARABIAN HUMAINISTS WHO FLOURISHED
- »  , ,
AFTER THE TENTH CENTURY A.H*
'Abd al-Samad b. fAbdallah Ba -Kathir (+1025/1616*®^)
'Isa b , Lutf-Allah b D al-Mu^ahhar b „ al-~Imam Sharaf al-Din
(986-1048/1578-1638*90)
Salah b. 'Abd al-Khaliq al-Jahl^afi (+1053/1643*91)
■ I 1   PI ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ > !■*■■■■ , ■■■ II I I . 1  l| ■■■■■' I    I I I " «     
* Starred names are known to have compiled dlwans wholly, or 
partly, devoted to their humaini performances.
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Al-Hasan b. al-Mutahhar al^Jarmusi (1044-1100/1634-89 
Ibrahim b. Salilj. al-Hindi (+1101/169O*9^)
Yahya b. Musa al-'A±d± al-Haburi (+1110/1698)
Al-Husain b. 'Abd al-Qadir (1061-1112/1651-170095)
Yahya b. Ibrahim al-Jahlmfi (+1117/1703)96 
Ahmad b. Ahmad al-Aixisi (+1119/1707)
'All b, Zain al-'Abidin al-'Aidarus (l055“1127/1645-1715)9^
„OQ
Muhd« a 1-Kharwa sh i ,• *
M M 00 
Haidar Agha b. Muhd. al-Rumi
'Abdallah b . 'Alawl al-Haddad (1044-1132/1634-1720)*101 
'All b. Muhd. h » Aljmad al-'AnsI (1048-1139/1673-1727)1®2 
Al-Husain h. 'Ahdallah h. Sha’us al-Ta'izai'*'®^
'Ahdallah b. 'All al-Wazir (1074-1147/1663-1734)*104 
Mahmud Sunbul 'AliA®9
Sha'ban b. Salim b. 'Uthman al-Rumi (1065-1149/1655—1736)*'*"®^ 
Al-Husain b. 'All b. al—Imam al-Mutawakkil (1072-1149/1662
- 1736)*1®7
Ahmad b. Muhd. b. al-Hasan al-Halml (1075-1151/1662-1739)*108 
Zain b „ 'Abdallah b. 'Alawl al-Haddad (1103-1137/1694 -
1744)*109
'Umar b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Bar (+1158/1745)*'*''*"®
Hashim b. Yahya al-Shami (1104-58/1693-1745)111
Ahmad b c al-Husain b. 'Abdallah al-Ruqaihl al-Sabbagh
(1086-1162/1675-1748)*112
81.
Muhammad to. Ishaq. (1090-1167/1680-1754)*113’- 
Ahmad to. Ishaq b. Ibrahim (+1170/1757)
Qasim b. Salilj. b. Muhd. b. Abi al-Rijal 
Ahmad b. 'Abdallah al-Juma'I116.
W W * ™
Hasan b * Mulid* al-Jhisayyil.^*^
—  —319
Al-Mahdi bo Muhd. aI-1Ansi.
•All b. Hasan al-'Attas (1121-72/1709-58)*120
1 All b. Hasan b* ’Jill b. al-Husain b* al-Hasan b. al-Imam # * *
al-Qitsim, known as al-Khnfanji 
(+1180/1766)*121
Isma'il b. Muhd. b. 'All Fayi' (1106-85/1695-1771)*122 
'Abdallah b. Ahmad to. Is!haq (+1191/177l)^2^
'Abd al—Rahman b. Mustafa al-'Aidarus (1135-92/1725—78)^ 2^ 
Muhsin b. Muhd. al-Fayi' (1141-95/1729-80)125 
Ahmad b. Muhd. al-QatiS (1118-99/1706-85)*126 
Sa'xd al-Qarawani (+• 1204/1789)]'2^
Muhd. b. Hashim al-Shami (1140-1207/1727-93)128
•Umar b. Saqqaf al-Saqqaf (1154-1216/1741-1801)129
Muhd. b. Ahmad al-'Ansi (+1217/1802)1^0
Ahmad b. Yahya al-San'ani (+1217/1802)1^1
Muhd. b. Ahmad al-Hasani al-San'ani (+1217/1802)^^2
Ahmad al—Murtada al-Mahturi (+1219/1804)^^^
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'All b. Ibrahim al-Amir (1171-1219/1758-1804)154 
•All b. AhmacL b. Ishaq. (1150-1220/1737-1805)1:55 
'Abd al-Rahman b, Mahdi 'Abbas (+1221/1806)"*"
Al—Mutahhar b. Hasan al—Sa'di (+1223/1808)
Muhd. b. Muhsin al-'Alfi (+1224/1808)'5"^ ®
Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-lnlsl (1189-1241/1775-1827)1-59 
Yusuf b. Ibrahim al-Amir (1175-1244/1762-1829 )"*"4^
'Abd al-Rahman b. Yahya al-Anisi (1168-1250/1755-1834)*141 
Muhsin b. Ahmad al-Shami al—Hasani (+1251/1835)
'Abdallah b. Abi Baler 'Aidid (1195-1255/1781-1839)*143 
Isma'il b. Husain b. Hasan b. Salah ..Ja'man+(l212— 56/179.8-
1840)*144
'Abdallah b. Sa'd b. Sumair (1185-1262/1771-1845) *145 
Al-Hasan b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Kawlcabani (1179-1265/1765-1849)* 
'Abdallah b. Ahmad Ba-Sudan (1178-12.66/1764-1850)*147 
Muhsin b . 'Abd al-Earlm b. Ishaq (1191-1266/1771-1850)*148 
'Abdallah b. Husain b. Tahir (1191-1272/1774-1855)*149 
Ahmad Sharaf al-Din al-Qariah (1295/1878)
Ahmad b. Muhd. al-Mihdar (1217-1304/1802-86)*151 
Husain b. Muhd. al-Bar (1250-1311/1834-93)*152 
Shaikhin b. 'All b. Bashim al-Saqqaf (1248-1313/1832-95)
+ Zabarahj,Nail al-Watar, 2703 and Brock#? Sup*3 II? 819 5 
read nJaghmn^r7 ^ n d 7 ™ ^ erefore? should he corrected# The 
reading ’Ha*man" is fixed bj the Taj al-'Arus ( s. v . *>); see 
also Khulasat al—Athar, I3 21.
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•All b. Muhd. al-Habshl (1 2 9 5 -1 3 3 3 /1 8 4 3 -1 9 1 5 )*154
Muhd b. ' Aidarus al-Habshl (1 2 6 5 -1 3 3 7 /1 8 4 9 -1 9 1 9 j  155
1Abdallah b. Muhd* b. 1Abdallah Ba-Hasan, known as Jamal
al-Lail (1278-1347/1861-1928)*156
Ahmad Fadl al-Abdali (+  1 3 6 2 /1 9 4 3 )*157
'Abdallah Had! SubaltA (still living)"^®
The following two poets, about whom I could not find
any reliable information, are known to have composed in the
muwashshah styles
„  ^  _  n rq
Muhd. b. Husain b* 'Abd a 1—Rahman al-Kawkabani.
* * • -
'Umar al—May yah.'160
1* Pi wan Mubayyatat, ;p,9# .
2. Ahmad b* 'Abdallah al-Bhar'abi, liras al-Majalis wa-Samir
Hull Nahid wa-Anis, an Ms. in possession of al-Qadi al-IJaj
Ahmad b. Isma'il b. Nasir of Suhban. This important version
will be given in the next chapter.
3. Cf. Yaqut al-Rumi, Mu',jam al-Udaba*, ed. D.S. Margoliouth 
(Cairo, 1907-31), IV, 92.
4. Cf. Mu'fjam al-BuIdan, III, 917.
3. Cf. al-Silafi, Akhbar wa-larajim Andalusiyyah..., sel. 
and ed. Ihsan 'Abbas (Beirut, 1962), p. 43.
6. Cf. M.A. a1-Karim, Farm a1-Tawshih (Beirut, 1939), p. 131*
7. Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, 'U.yun al-ftnba? fi labaqat al-Atibba7 
(Cairo, 1299/1882), II, 62; see also the statement of 
al-Maqqari, NaEE al—Tib ed. Rife,'! (Cairo, 1333/1936),
84 *
VI, 181.
80 Fawat al-Wafayat, II, 35-6; see also his, Diwan al-Hikam 
. Br„ MusV^ Addo 7360 (Riolie) , fols. 3%“4a0 
9 a See, respectively, * Qumara du Yemen, ed„ Ho Derenbourg 
(Paris, 1897), I, 288*»9; Diwan al-Qadi al™Fadil,'ed* A.A. 
Badawi (Cairo, 1961), I, 283«
10* His diwan (Bulaq., 1271/1853) contains thirty strophic 
poems that are typically Andalusian in rhyme scheme*
11* Cfe Diwan al-Shustar±« ed„ A. S. al-Nashar (Alexandria,
I960), p. 7 o
12. Ibid ., po 8 *
13o *Qumara du Yemen, I, 388-9.
14o The diwan of Ihn fAlwan, Bodleian, Marsh 587, contains 
four strophic poems that are typioally Andalusian in rhyme 
scheme.
15. Cf. Tabaq_ al-Halwa, fol. 6a,
16. For his life and poetry, see Zabarah, Ithaf al-Muhtadin 
bi-Dhikr al-A,immah a 1-Mu 3 add id in (Sanfa ?, A.H. 1343), p„65; 
Slmf al-La*al« f ols. 12 5^” 13 2a; al- 1 Arashi, Bulugh a 1-Mar am.. ., 
ed. al-Karmiii (Cairo, 1939), p, 51; al-Fand, al-Lawahiq. 
al-Nadiyyah..., al™Jamil al-Kabir, no, 16, ii; Mahathir 
al-Abrar..., al-Jami* al-Kabir, no. 14, i ; Ihn Muzaffar, 
al-Tarjuman..», Br« Mus., Add. 18513, fols* 168-69; Al-Badr
fel-Tali*, II, 311; Tarikh Thaghr !Adan, II, 20-21, 106-07,
al-Wasifi, Tarlkh al-Yaman (Cairo, A.H. 1346), p. 38; Ihn 
Ja'man, al-Simt al-Hawi..., Br. Mus., Or. 3898, v, fols. 192b- 
193a; al-*Isami, Simt al-Nujum..., Br. Mus., Add. 23287,
II, 250a; Anonymous, al-Futuhat al-lfuradiyyah... , Br. Mus.,
Or. 3718, fol. 127a; Brockelmann, G-eschichte der Arabisohen 
Litteratur (Leiden, 2nd ed., 1943-49), II, 230, Supplementband 
(Leiden, 1937-42), II, 232*, B. Griff ini, "Lista dei Manoscritti 
Arabi Huovo Fondo della Biblioteoa Ambrosiana di Milanoff,
RSQ (1910-20), I?, 198 (B74) - VII.
17* Yaman - Its Early Medieaval History, trans. p. 130.
18. Ibn Hatim, al-Simt al-Ghali al-Thaman.*.,Br. Mus., Add. 
27541, fol. 2a.
19. Cf. al-Khazraji, al-fUqud al-Lu9 lu? i.yyah..., ed. M.
1Asal (Cairo, 1329-32/1911-14), I, 84.
20. Cf. Ibn Hajar, al-Durar al-Kaminah..♦ (Haiderabad, A.H. 
1348-50), II, 100.
21. Al-'Uqud al-Lu>lu?l.yyah, I, 276ff. One of his books 
is preserved in the Ambrosiana, numbered C.22.
22. Cf. Tarikh Thaghr 1Adan, II, 151.
23. Cf. al-Yafi1!, Mir?at al-Janan..., (Haiderabad, A.H. 1357 
-40), IV, 266; Ibn a,I-Daiba!5 Bughyat aj— Mustafid fi Akhbar 
.jgabid, Br. Mus., Or. 3265, i, fol. 30. One of his books is 
mentioned in Brock., Sup., II, 252.
24* Cf. al-'IXqud al-Lu>lu>iyyah., II, 158f. For some of M s  
preserved books, see Brock., Sup., II, 236.
26o Cf. Tarikh Thaghr fAdan9 II, 20fo For some of his books, 
see Brock*, Sup*, II, 236.
27. Cf. Azhar al™Riyad, III, 46*
28* Cf. Diw an Mubaaya t at, p« 133ff* I came across this story
in some safayin, and a considerable portion of the qasidah
in question is quoted in the Ambrosiana Ms., C 163, fol. 102* 
29 * Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 133.
30. It is interesting to note that 'Abd al-Rahman al-Anisi,
Tar.ji1 &l~At;yar bi-Muraqqig al-Ash'ar, ed 0 al-Iryani and 
al-Aghbari (Cairo, A.H* 1369), p. 397, refers to a humaini 
song of al-Mazzah in a line which did not strike the attention 
of the two editors:
This is an allusion to a famous mubawatah which nnmmencfif?
23* Cfo al-1Uq ud al-Lu9lu9lyyah  ^II, 244*
and which was imitated by many S0 Arabian washshahin,
+ Metrical scheme! || — u| u| — -—u — u | — u|— u
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including Muhd* b„ ’Abdallah (V* Diwan Mubayyatat ? PP* 182 , 
204) and Hatim al-Ahdal (v. Leiden Ms., Or* 1445, fol. 107a). 
3^-* Pfwan Mubayyatat, p. 105.
32. See the fourth chapter of this thesis.
33. Three regular rauwashsha^at are also quoted under his 
name in the Ambrosiana Ms., D.408. For other poems of 
al~Mazzah, see Della Yida, op. cit., no. 947 (fols. 41,
42, 46, 62, 67). ,
34. See, for instance, al-Sakhawi, al-Daw* al-Lami1.., 
(Cairo, 1353-55/1934-36), Y, 165 al-’Aidarus, al-Nur al-Safir 
... (Baghdad, 1353/1934), p. 118; al-Badr al—Tali', I, 308; 
al-Shilli, al-Sana3 al—Bahir... Br. Mus., Add. 16648, ii, 
fol. 221b,
35. Cf. L.Q. Schuman, Political history of the Yemen at 
the beginning of the 16th century - Abu Makhrama’s account 
of the .years 906-927H. (1500-1521 A.D) . • ’ . - . ,
(Amsterdam, I960), p. 31; see also al-Hasan b. Husain, Tub-fat 
al-Zaman fi Akhbar Muluk al-Yaman, Br. Mus., Or. 3330, fol. 
106a.
36. Quoted in al-Sanag al-Bahir, fol. 244.
37. Ibn Ma*§um, Anwar al-Babi1 fi Anwa1 al-Badi’, Br. Mus., 
Or. 3629, fol. 347.
9 I b M . , loo, cit.
390 Cf. al-Suyu-jfi, Nazm al-Iqyan fi A ’yan al-A*yanked.
P. H i t t i  (New Y ork , 1 9 2 7 ), p. 46.
40o Cf. Tarikh fhaghr !Adan, II* 122-24; al-Daw9 al—Lami’.
WlBHI'tt III II1 I' | ■ I I1  Flp III J  T  W ^ *
IV, 153f. The complete name of the rhetorical poem, as is
stated in the well-written Ms« of the India Office Library
(old no. 3703; catalogue no. is not yet settled) iss
Al-Jawhar al-Rafi* wa™Dawhat al-Ma’ani fi Ma’rifat Anwa’
*
al-Badx* wa-Madh al-Nabi al-’ Adnani wa-sharhuha al-mawsum
•  *
bi-Azhar al-Rabi’ wa-G-hayat al-Amani fi Sharh al-Jawhar
al-Rafi4wa-Dawhat al-Ma’ani. composed and elucidated by
al-Qadx al-Fad.il al-Kamil al™’Allamah Wajih al-Dln ’Abd
al-Rhhman b. Muhd. b. Yusuf al-’Alawi.
* •
Hi;3 ji IQialifah3 Kashf al-Zunun, II, 36, is nearer to 
the truth by attributing the poem in question to ?lWajih 
al-DIn ’Abd al-Rahman a1-YamanI who died about A.H. 800" 
than C* Rieu, Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic
f  .................................I. «I^-Hilt. I'm ....... 'I 'Hill HI mw wiin i . i t....m \ Ii ■■m ill  ................... . .1 1. ....... . ■ ■>i»wbh« » a'«.
Manuscripts in the British Museum (London, 1894), p. 622, 
who "corrected1 the version of Ha 3 ji~ IQialif ah by depending 
upon Ibn Ma*sum’s statement without noticing the difference 
of time between the death of al-Fairuzabadi, for example, 
and the birth of ’Abd al-Rahman b. Ibrahim al-’Alawi.
Corrections should also be made to Brock., G-.A.L, 231, and
Ahlwardt, op.cit., no. 7376.
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.taotlier copy of al-Jawhar al-Rafi' is pres erred in al 
—Jami' al—Kabir , numbered 71 .
41 » Al—Daw’* al-Lami* , Y, 43.
42. Leiden^ Or. 1248. The name of the poet, as is inserted 
in the first folio of this Ms., is 'Abd al-Rahman al-'Alawi - 
a fact which may account for the error into which Brock* ,
Gr.A.L. „ II, 230, and, to ter, P. Yoorhoeve, Handlist of 
Arabic Manuscripts In the library of the University of Leiden<>.„ 
(Lug. Bat., 1937), p® 62, had fallen. Both attribute the 
authorship of the Ms. to1Abd al-Rahman b. Muhd. al-'Alawi 
(+803/1400). But note, Incidentally, that the poet praises 
Abu Bakr b. ’Abdallah al-'Aidarus (fol. 71a) and al-Sultan 
'Amir b. 'Abd al-Wahhab (fol. 72). Moreover, the lines . 
which al-'Aidarus mentions in al-Zahr al-Basim, and which he 
attributes to 'Abd al-Rahman b. Ibrahim al-'Alawl, are part 
of two poems included in this Leiden Ms. (fols. 18a, 89b.)
The Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3789, contains the bulk of his 
Ijiumainiyyat. The larger portion of this Ms. (fols. 30-116)
contains humaini poems, the author of which is not apparent 
because the first falios of the collection are destroyed. 
Comparison between the Br. Mus. Ms. and the Leiden Ms. shows 
authentically that the author of the humaini part of Or. 3789 
is 'Abd al-Rahman b. Ibrahim al-'Alawi,m 7
For other copies of al-'Alawi3s diwan, see also Della
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Yida, op. cit., nos, 1143iy, 1133^.
43* I do not have the slightest doubt that the production 
of humaini., between the eighth and the tenth century, was 
enormous* One may come across some names in Yamanite safayin 
about whom nothing is known because they were overlooked 
by the S, Arabian biographers. The only repeatable names 
in Yamanite safayin, about whom we know enough, are a]-Imam. 
Sharaf al-Din (877-963/1473-1338), and his two sons, 'All 
(+978/1370) and 1Abdallah (+90 973/1363)* Examples of their 
muwashshahat are also quoted in Simt al-La’al under their 
respective names.
Another important washshah is ’Abd al-Rahim b. ..
Ahmad al-Muhajiri a1-Bura* i (+803/1401), His diwan, which 
contains several non—malhun mubayyatat, was printed in Cairo 
in A.H. 1283, 1288, 1297 (twice), 1300, 1301 £twice) and 
1303* It was al<s;o lithiographed in Bombay in A.H. 1291 and 
1301. Several malhun poems, however, are included in his 
Mawlid al-fArus (Cairo, A.H. 1298, 1301), but doubt may 
be cast over their authenticity since al~Burafi himself says 
in his diwan (Bombay, A.H. 1301), p. 61, that a poem without 
grammar (nahw) is like food without salt. But s.v.^j-) , 
al-'Arus. Please note that Brock. Sup. . I, 459, took
al-BuraTi to flourish in the middle half of the fifth century, 
and, therefore, should be corrected.
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The most im portan t Hadram ite hum aini&t b e fo re  the* • *
end o f th e  te n th  cen tury  A.H* is  probab ly  ’ Umar b . ’ A bdallah  
Ba-Makhramah (8 8 4 -9 5 2 /1 4 7 9 -1 5 4 5 ), one o f whose muwashshahat 
is  quoted in  a l-S an a * a l -B a h ir . f o l .  360b. For h is  l i f e  
and p o e try , see I b i d . . f o ls .  293a-294b; a l-N u r  a l~ S a f i r . 
p. 278; a l-S a q q a f, T a rik h  a l-S h u ’ a r a 9 a l-H a d ra m iy y in  
(C a iro , A .H . 1353+ -  ) ,  I ,  130 -40 ; H .B . S e r je a n t ,
’’M a te r ia ls  f o r  South Arabian H is to ry , I I , ” B u l l .  School 
o f Or. and A fr ic a n  S tud ies (London, 1 9 5 0 ), item  28 , pp. 
593 -94 .
For o th e r Hadram ite washshal^in, see a lso  Ba-Shaiban, 
T iryaq  Asqam a l-Q u lu b . . . .  B r . M us., O r. 112, f o ls .  121a,
133a -  134b, 180a -  181b, 208a, 209b -  210a.
Another S . A rabian minor washshah is  a l-J a r r a h  b .
S h a jir  whose diw an. B r. M us., Or. 409 , con ta ins  fo u r  
mubayyatat ( f o l s .  266 -316 , 32a-36b , 59a -62b , 6 3 a -6 8 a ), none 
o f w hich, however, is  m alhum h. This  poet l iv e d  during  
the re ig n  o f  'S m ir b . ’ Abd al-W ahhab, on whom he w rote  
some p a n e g y ric a l l^akamiyyat (s e e , e .g . f o l .  9 2 ) .
Other S. A rab ian  washshahin are  Muhd. b . ’ Umar Bahraq 
a l-H ad ram l (8 6 9 -9 3 0 /1 4 6 5 -1 5 2 4 ) and Ib rah im  b . Muhd. 
a l-W a z Ir  (8 3 0 -9 1 4 /1 4 1 3 -1 5 0 8 ). Examples o f t h e i r
+ I t  i s  in  f iv e  volumes, but I  have on ly  seen the f i r s t  th re e
hum ainiyyat are quoted in  a l-N u r  a l - S a f i r » p , 149, and Simt 
a l - L a * a l« f o l .  144a, re s p e c t iv e ly .
4 4 . H is l i f e  forms th e  sub jec t o f the  Ambrosiana M s,?B14.
45* For M s  l i f e  and B it e ra ry  achievem ents, re fe re n c e  can 
be made to  a l-Z a h r  a l-B a s im ; Ib n  Qadi Khan, a l-B a rq  a l -  
Yamani . . . ,  B r. M us., Or. 106, f o l .  123; T a r ik h  a l-S h u ’ a ra *  
a l—Hadramyyin, I ,  1 0 5 f f |  a l-H u r  a l - S a f i r ,  p . B i f f ;  a l - S h i l l i  
al-Mas3afaf alr-H aw i.. .  (C a iro , 1 3 1 9 /1 9 0 1 ), IX ,  3 4 f f ;  a l-G h a za i 
a l —Kawakib a l - S a ' i r a h . . . ,  ed. J .S . Jabbur (B e ir u t ,  1945) I ,  
113 f; Ib n  al-*Imad a l-H a n b a li ,  Shadharat a l-D h a h a b ... (C a iro ,  
1 3 5 0 -5 1 /1 9 3 1 -3 2 ), V I I I ,  6 2 f;  F .M . H u n ter, An account o f The 
B r it is h  S ettlem ent o f Aden in  A rab ia  (London, 1 8 7 7 ), p* 174; 
T iry a q  Asqam a l-Q u lS b , f o ls .  28a-29b , 181b, 187b, 209a; 
B ro ck ., Sup. . I I ,  233.
46. C f. S i lie a l - ’ Iqd  al-Thamxn . . . ,  B r. M us., Or. 418 , i ,  
f o ls .  48a-62b . To th e  diwan o f the fa th e r  is  appended the
hakami and hum aini diwan o f h is  sons Yahya. The diwan
o f Yahya begins bn f o l *  72$, and ends on f o l .  121a,
47* See supra.
48* C f. Diwan . . .  Bahran, B r. M us., O r. 3853, i i ,  f o ls ,  
28b-30a, 54b-56b , 65b-66a, e tc . Bahran’ s a b i l i t y  as a 
washshalj. has been noted by a l-R a ih a n i,  Adab wa-Fann (B e ir u t ,  
1 9 5 7 ), p . 38 .
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Copies o f Bahran’ s diwan are  in  th e  Egyptian  L ib ra ry ,
no. 4075 Adah; a l-J a m i1 a l-E a fe lf ,  no. 182 , i i i .
49 . C f. a l-H a d i b . Muhd. b* Ib ra h im , a l-S u lu k  a l -  
Dhahabiyyah. . . ,  B r. M us., Or. 5751, f o l .  17*
50. A l-Shaw kan i, a l-B a d r a l - T a l i * , I ,  408 , and Yusuf
b . Yahya, Nasmat a l-S a h a r , I I ,  e rro n eo u sly  g ive  h is  name
as f Abd a l-H a d i b . Muhd. a l-S u d i.  For h is  l i f e  and p o e try ,
see a ls o  a l-N u r  a l - S a f i r  .^ 1 5 5 -6 0 . 170 , 1 79 -91 ; Hadiqat 
a l-A f r a h ,  p .28; a l - I Q i a f f a j i . Kaifaanat a l -A l ib b a » (B u la® ,
1 2 7 5 /1 8 5 6 ), pp. 220 -21 ; M.H. Husain, C atalogue o f the  
A rabic  M anuscripts in  th e  Buhar L ib ra ry  (C a lc u t ta ,  1 9 2 5 ), 
no. 452; Das Muwassah, p . 20; B ro c k ., G .A .L . I I ,  556,
Sup. . I I ,  565, 897; Ambrosiana M s ., C158, f o ls .  44b -47a , 
7 5b -74 a , 84b-85a; B r . Mus. M s., Or. 4565, f o ls .  58a-59b .
51. C f. T ib  a l-S am ar, B r. M us., Or. 2428, I I ,  157a.
52. C f. a l-N u r  a l - S a f i r . p . 155 .
53 . C f. A h lw ard t, op. c i t * .  nos. 7934, 7935. The Ms. o f  
the Egyptian  L ib ra ry , no* 80 Adab, is  s im ply  e n t i t le d
11 Diwan a l - I ia d i  a l -S u d iV
54. Ambrosiana, D *410.
55. Le iden , Or. 2697, i ;  see a lso  D e lla  V id a , op. c i t . ,  
no. 292^.
56 . The anonymous Ambrosiana M s ., D 408 ( v .  a l-M u n aj j i d ,  
F ih r is t  a l-M a k h tu ta t a l - 1 Arabiyyah f i  al-Ambrojsiana (C a iro ,
94*
I 9 6 0 ) ) ,  cons is ts  o f two p a rts . £he f i r s t  is  undoubtedly  
the diwan o f a l -S u d i ,  but the name g iven  to  the  c o l le c t io n  
is  no t known because the  f i r s t  fo l io s  o f the  Ms. are
destro yed . Indeed , many o f the  poems o f the  f i r s t  p a r t  o f
t h is  Ms. are  inc luded  in  K h a l i l  a l -A f r a h .  One cannot 
blame a l-M u n a jj id  f o r  h is  f a i lu r e  to  a u th e n tic a te  the  
a u th o rsh ip  o f  these poems; but one cannot but censure him 
f o r  not having spent few more minutes in  examining the Ms.
in  q u es tio n * For i f  he d id , he would have decided w ith
complete c e r ta in ty  th a t  the author o f the Ms. is  a l-S u d i .  
Many o f the poems in  the f i r s t  p a rt a re  repeated  in  the  
second p a r t ,  th e  heading o f which is  s ta te d  as fo llo w s :
K lta b  Nasamat a l-S a h a r  w a-N afaljat a l-2 a h a r :  nazm a l-S h a ik h  
al-Im am  a l-Q u tb  a l - A f zam Muhyi a l-D in  Abu 'A b d a lla h  Muhd. 
b . 'A l l  b . Ib rah im  a l-S u d i.
The second p a rt o f the  Leiden M s ., O r. 2697, f o l .  45bl, 
has the t i t l e :  Nasamat a l-H u m ain iyya t a l-S a h a r  [s ic j wa -
N afLat a l-Z a h a r .  H a j j i  K h a lifa h , Kashf a l-Z u n u n , V I ,  342, 
g ives  the  fo llo w in g  name Nusaimat a l-S a h a r  w a-N afa^at 
a l-Z a h a r  f i  al-M uwashshahat.
57 . For h is  l i f e  and p o e try , see N afhat al-Xam an, pp. 7 8 -  
80; S u la fa t  a l - 'A g r . pp. 4 30 -48 ; Hamid a l -D in ,  Tarw lh  
al-M ashuq . . . .  B r. M us., Or. 419, f o ls .  108a -  109a;
Nasmat a l-S a h a r , I I ;  Simt a l - L a 'a l ,  f o ls .  184"fc-193a; 
a l-M u h ib b i, Khulasat a l-A th a r .  ..(C a iro , A .H . 1284)' >-IV,
95.
20; Ahamd b. ’ A bdallah  a l-W a z ir ,  Sharh S i l s i l a t  a l - I b r i £ . . * ,
B r. M us., Or. 5918, f o l .  75; Das Muwassah, pp. 6 7 -8 ;
Tuhfa t a l-2am an , f o l .  172; a l-B a d r a l - T a l i f , I I ,  194; 
a l-R u 1a m i, a1-Rawd a l-H a s a n .. -  H is to r ia  Jemanae sub Hasano7 »  «  ."!■......  ...... I.— .1.1.- I   ..... ,11 — —
Paso h a , ed. and t r .  A. R u tg er* (Lug. B a t . ,  1 8 3 8 ), p . 180; 
a l-R a s h id i ,  Bughyat a 1-M u rid  wa-Anis a l - F a r i d . . . ,  B r. M us., 
O r .,  3719, f o ls .  20a-21b; D e lla  V id a , op. c i t . .  nos* 947 
( f o l .  2 1 ) ,  1053 ( f o ls .  22 , 4 9 -5 2 ) ,  1083 ( f o l .  1 8 ) ,  1120 
( f o ls .  35 , 3 7 ) ,  1181 ( f o l .  8 ) ;  Ambrosiana M s s ., C;158, f o ls .  
22b, 27b -33b , 34a -36a , 3 9a -4 0 a , C. 159, f o ls .  44a , 46b,
48 , C 163 , f o ls .  80b, 104; B r. Mus. M s ., O r. 3779, f o ls .  
7 0 -7 5 ; a l-M u n a jj id ,  op. c i t . ,  no. D286*
58. H is  l i f e  forms th e  s u b jec t o f the  Ambrosiana M s.,
A3.
59. A l - K h a f f a j l ,  R aihanat a l -A l ib b a ’ , p . 217, quotes h is  
name m is tak en ly  as ’ A bdallah  b . Shams a l -D in  b . a l-M u ta h h a r, 
and, fu rth e rm o re , th e re  a re  c e r ta in  m istakes in  some o f the  
l in e s  o f th e  poem which he quotes.
For h is  l i f e  and p o e try , re fe re n ce  can a lso  be made 
to  a l-B a d r  a l - T a l i ’ , I ,  383; Simt a l - L a ’ a l ,  f o ls .  176a-184b; 
Ib n  Abi a l - R i j a l ,  M atla * a l-B u d u r wa-Majmaf a l-B u £ u r , 
Ambrosiana, B 131, I I I ,  38; D e lla  V id a , op. c i t . .  nos.
1053 ( f o l s .  6 6 -6 8 , 1 0 0 ) , 1083 ( f o l .  1 2 );  Nasmat a l-S a h a r , I I .
+ Containing a Latin translation, notes, and index only, 
without the Arabic text.
96.
60* Of these is  the poem c a lle d  a l-J a w a h ir  al-M aknunah. 
Al~Hairai expounded the d i f f i c u l t  l in e s  o f  th is  long poem 
in  a hook which he c a lle d  a l-A s d a f al-Mashhunah b i-a l-J a w a h ir  
al-Maknunah ( ¥ .  a l-H u s a in  h . 1Abd a l-Q a d ir ,  a l-Q a w l a l-H asan ,,, 
B r. M us., Or* 3938, f o l .  18a; a l-H a im i, S u la fa t  a l - fA s i r . . . ,
B r. Mus*, Or. 3841, f o l .  2 2 b .) .
6 1 . Leiden M s ., Or* 2766, and a l-J a m i1 a l - K a b ir ’ s , no. 184.
62. Is a  b . L u t f -A lla h ,  Bawh a l-B u h  firna Jara  b a f d a l—M i’ ah
* 7 * .
a l - T a s i ’ ah min a l-B u tu h , B r. M us., Or. 4583, f o l .  118.
63* Diwan M ubayyatat, pp. 9 -1 0 .
64*• I b i d . , p. 10 .
65. See, e .g . Simt a l - L a 'a l ,  f o ls .  184b -  185a; a l-B a d r
a l - T a l i ’ , I I ,  1 95 -6 ; Tabaq, a l-H a lw a , f o l .  6a.
66. Diwan M ubayyatat, pp. 26 , 62, 77 , 129, 153.
67. Khula^at a l-A th a r ,  I I ,  30.
68. A l-Z a h r a l-B a s im.
6 9 0 f Iq d  a l-J a w a h ir . f o l .  258b; S u la fa t  a l - 'A s r , p . 452* 
The whole poem is  quoted in  the  Leiden M s ., Or. 1445, f o l .
107.
70 . A l—Zahr a l-B a s im ; a l-N u r  a l - S a f i r . p . 164.
71 . The Leiden M s ., O r. 2701, whioh c a r r ie s  the t i t l e  
HDiwan a l-S a y y id  Hatim  a l-A h d a ltf, does no t co n ta in  any 
poem o f H atim . The second Leiden M s ., O r. 2701 ( l ) ,  is  
perhaps the  diwan which a l - 1Aidarus has in  mind. The
97.
anonymous Leiden Ms., Or. 1445 ('V, Handlist of Arabic 
Manuscripts, p. 62) is the diwan of Hatim as collected and 
arranged "by another compiler. A quick comparison "between 
Or. 2701 (1) and Or. 1445 proves that the author of the 
Ms. in question is Hatim. Internal evidence also supports 
our claim^and the following will sufficiently serve our 
purpose
(a) His name is mentioned in three vex’ses (fols. 102a, 117b, 
121a).
(b) The poem of Hatim whose beginning is quoted in 1Iqd 
al-Jaw&hlr, fol. 258b, and Sulafat al-*Asr, p. 452, is one 
of the. poems of this Ms. (fols. 106b-107a).
(c) ijatim's famous muwashshahah which commences
as quoted in al-Zahr al-Basim, is included in the humaini 
section of the Ms. in question (fols. 72b*~73a.)
In the othex'* Leiden Ms., Or. 2701 (l), Ratings poetry is 
divided into hakami and humaini, and the .re is no mentioning 
of the term muwashshah. The humaini section of Or. 2701 (l) 
begins from fol. 89b and ends abruptly on fol. 113b.
73. Diwan Hatim al-Ahdal, Leiden, Or. 1445, fols. 76, 89, 
103, etc.
Al-Barq al-Yamani, fol. 17.
72. Diwan Hatim al-Ahdal, Leiden, Or. 1445, fol. 69b
98.
75* Raw£ a l-R u h , f o l .  93*
76 . C f* a l-S a n a9 a l^ B a h ir , f o l .  244.
77 . C f . R .B . S e r je a n t , The Portuguese o f f  the  South 
A rab ian  Coast (O x fo rd , 1 9 6 3 ), p. 15; R .H . K iernan , The 
U n v e ilin g  o f  A rab ia  (London, 1 9 3 7 ), p . 67; see a lso
D.G. H ogarth , The P e n e tra tio n  o f A rab ia  (London, 1 9 0 4 ), p . 
32.
78* For the s tru g g le  between the  Turks and the Z a id ite s  
in  t h is  p e r io d , see A .S . T r i t to n ,  The B ise o f the  Imams o f 
Sanaa (O x fo rd , 1 9 2 5 ).
79 . A l-B ad r a l - T a l i * , I I ,  240.
mammmmm i/ m.   .... — a   .......   ' i -n m
8 0 . R .L . P la y fa ir ,  A H is to ry  o f A rab ia  F e l ix  or Yemen 
(Bombay, 1 8 5 9 ), p* 110.
8 1 . A b i t t e r  and s a t i r i c a l  hum aini r e r s e ,  c a lle d  Bughyat, 
a l-Z u r a fa 9 f i  S lr a t  a l-K h u la fa ’ , g ives  us a v iv id  image 
o f th e  s tru g g le  o f o pportun is ts  t r y in g  to  w ie ld  b o th  the  
s p i r i t u a l  and the  tem pora l swords. The poem in  qu estion  
was w r i t te n  by Ahmad Sharaf a l -D in  a l-Q a rra h , and is  
in c lu d ed  in  h is  d iw an, a copy o f which is  in  ray possession.
82 . The e a r l ie s t  e x ta n t re fe re n c e  to  the  t i t l e  “s u lta n 11, 
as assumed by the  S. A rabian  t r i b a l  s h e ik h s , is  Ib n  
Samurah a l - J a 1d l (5 4 7 -8 6 /1 1 5 2 -9 0 ), Tabaqat Fuqaha’ a l- Ia m a n , 
ed. F . Sayyid (C a iro , 1 9 5 7 ), p* 112. I t  is  in te r e s t in g
to  note th a t  a l-G a lq a s h a n d i, Subh. a l - A ’ s h a . . .  (C a iro ,
99.
1 3 3 1 -3 8 /1 9 1 3 -1 9 ), V, 34 , has noted th a t  the t i t l e  11 a m ir1 
is  sometimes a p p lie d  in  Yaman to persons who do not enjoy  
any p r in c e ly  a t t r ib u te *
83. Ih e  l i f e  o f Hamud, and h is  p o l i t i c a l  manoeuvres, form  
the s u b jec t o f  a l -B a h k a l i ’ s booh, Nafh a l - 'U d  f i  S ir a t  
a l - S h a r i f  Hamud, a l-J a m i* a l -K a b lr , no. 341, i .
84. Cf. A History of Arabia Felix, p. 134.
83. C f. i b i d . ,  pp. 134, 140 .
86. C f. i b i d . , p . 133.
86 . See, e .g . ,  K hulasat a l-A th a r ,  I I ,  24; Ahmad b . Ahmad
      .
a l - A n is i ,  a l - 1Alam a l-M u fra d . . . ,  B r. M us., Or. 3859, f o ls .
5a, 32b.
88 . f i b  a l-S am ar, I ,  200b.
89 . C f. S u la fa t a l - * A s r ,  p. 461, For h is  l i f e  and p o e try ,
see a ls o  Hadiq^at a l-A f r a h , p. 27; Zabarah, (M ulhaq)
a l-B a d r a l - T a l i * , p . 121; H adiyyat a l - * £ r i f i n , I, 574; 
a i - T lh r a n i , a l - D h a r l * ah i l a  la g a n if  a l - S h iT ah ( a l - N a ja f ,  
1 3 3 5 -8 1 /1 9 3 6 -6 1 ) X, 688; Khulasat a l -A th a r ,  II, 418.
9 0 . For h is  l i f e  and ?/orks, see i b i d . , III, 2 3 6 ff ;
Hasmat a l-S a h a r , II; M a tla 1 a l-B u d u r, Ambrosiana, B. 132, II, 
105-06 ; Tarw ih al-Mashuq., f o l .  109b; l i b  a l-S am ar, I, 39b; 
a l-B a d r  a l - I a l i * , 516; Tabaq a l-H a lw a , f o ls .  5b-6a; B ro c k .,
O .A .L . II, 528, S u p ., II, 550.
100.
For his humaini diwan and examples of his muwashshahat, 
see Simt al-La'al, fols. 236a-238a; see also Griffini, loo. 
oit.. Ill, 68A-xi; Tuhfat al-Zaman, fol. 234a.
91. For his life and poetry, see Khulasat al-Athar, II,
249; (Mulhaq) al-Badr al-fali*, p. 107; Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 
38?3, fol. 19b; Tabaq. al-Halwa, fol* 20b; Muhsin b.
a 1-Hasan b . al-Qasim, Riyad al-fAsjad..., Br. Mus*., Or.
3823, fols. 70b-71a, 128b, 183a. Beferenoe to his hakaml
and humaini dTwan is made in ibid.. fol. 71a.
•  " "7 1 “l" r    *
92. For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sahar, I; 
al-Badr a1-Tali1, I, 210; Tib al-Samar, II, 109b-113a. 
Al-Jarmuzi is a tender humainist whose muwashshahat are 
widely dispersed in safayin. One of his beautiful 
mubayyatat is quoted in Diwan Qala*id al-Jawahir min Shi’r 
al-Hasan b. ’All b. Jabir, Ambrosiana, A7, fol. 142b.
93. For his life %nd poetry, see Sulafat al-'Asr pp. 477- 
85; Hadiqat al-Afrah, p. 8 ; lib al-Samar, I, 211b; al-Badr
al-Iali1, I, 16; 1Iqd al-Jawahir. fola 375a; Tabaq al-Halwa, 
fols. 59b-60b, 74, 90b-91b, 113b-115a; Brook., G.A.L., II, 
525, Sup.. II, 545, Della Vida., op. oit.. no. 947 (fols.
23, 67), 1120 (fols. 33, 54); Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3869, fols. 
19a, 35& Khulasat al-Athar, I, 412.
Fifteen of his muwashshahat are quoted in the Br. Mus*. 
Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 3.25b - 134a.
101.
94* For his life, see (Mulhaq.) al-Badr al-Tali*, p. 235*
For his hakami and humaini diwan. see Ahlwardt, op* oit* . 
no. 8005*
95* For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sehar, I;
Tib al-Samar, I, 22b; al-Badr al-Tali*, §&1? ]JadIqat
al-Afrah, p. 11; Khulasat al-Athar, II, 469; Sulafat
al-'Ssir, fol. 6 ; Della Vida, op. cit., no. 947 (fol. 31);
Brock. Sup.o II, 544; ’All b. Salah al-Dln, Nushat al-Nazirs
Sharh Gasldat al-Mawla al-Husain b. ’Abd al-Qadir, Br. Mus., * * . 7 7
Or. 3805, i.
His humainiyyat are dull, but widely dispersed in 
safayin * some of which are also appended to the diwan 
of Ahmad Sharaf al-Dln al-Qarrah. None of his muwashshahat, 
however, is included in his small diwan, al-Jami' al-Kabir, 
no. 247, i; Br. Mus., Or. 3936.
96* His hakami and humaini diwan. is called Durar al-Asdaf
«  .  " i ......... -     «
min Shi'r al-Sayyid Yahya b. Ibrahim Jahhaf, copies of 
which are preserved in al-Jami al-Kabir (appended to the 
diwan of al-Husain b. ’Abd al-Qadir) and the Vatican 
(v. Della Vida, op. oit.* no. 1073). This is his diwan 
as collected by one of M s  relations (v. (Mulhaqt) al-Badr 
al-Tali*, p. 221). (The Leiden Ms., Or. 2699, is his diwan
as, perhaps, collected by another compiler. This Ms. has 
not the above title, oontains fewer muwashshahat, and does 
not have any scheme of arrangement.
102.
Al-Jahhafi has many correspondences with al-Khufanji 
(+1180/1766), and the year of his death, as is given in the 
San'a* Ms., is A.H. 1163 - a fact which cannot be reconciled 
with that of Yusuf b. Yahya (v. Nasmat al-Sahar, II.),
Zabarah (v.(Mulhaq) al-Badr al-Tali', p. 221), and Brock., 
Sup., II, 545*
Reference to his humaini poetry is made in Tib al-Samar, 
II, 171a, and three of his humainiyyat are also quoted in 
Hadiqat al-Afrah, pp. 37-40. Two strophes of the 
muwashshahah quoted in ibid.. p. 40, are reproduced and 
scanned in Gr.W. Freytag, Darstellung der Arablsohen 
Yerskunst (Bonn, 1830), p. 416. Several of his muwashshahat 
are also quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 113- 
118; Ambrosiana Ms., A119, fols. 135a, 136a-140b.
97* For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sahar, I.; 
al-Badr al-Tali', I, 36; Tib al-Samar, II, 103a-106b; 
Hadiqat al-Afrah, p. 8. A copy of his hakami and humaini 
diwan. as collected and arranged by himself, is in the Br. 
Mus., Or. 3859. The title of this Ms. is !tal-*Alarn _al- 
Mufrad min Shi'r al-Muthanna Ahmad b. Ahmad." Brook., Sup., 
II, 545, misreads the title and, therefore, diould be 
corrected. Indeed, Brook*, Sup.. II, 544f, attributes this 
Ms. to two poets and not to one. The author of this diwan
is Ahmad b. Ahmad b. Muhd. al-Anisi, and the word. . .  r
103*
"al-muthanna11 was inserted by the poet himself to match 
"al-1aiarn al-mufradtf* and to be a mark of differentiation 
between his diwan and that of his father* .Ahmad b. Muhd* 
al-Snisi (+1079/1668)*
The humaini part in al^Alam al-Mufrad (fols* 65b~72a) 
contains fifteen muwashshahat and a poem (fol* 70) in the 
bedouin form. Another oopy of the diwan in question is in 
the Egyptian Library, no. 4-613 Adab (Tal'at). For other 
copies, see De Slane, op* oit** no. 3238$ Ahlwardt, 
op* oit** nos. 7972^, 9478; Della Vida, op. oit** no. 
11097.
98. Cf. Tarikh al-Shu'ara* al-Hadramiyyin, II, 32.
99. He is considered by al-Haimi, lib al-Samar, I, 305a,
as an eminent humainist.*
100. One of the most prominent S. Arabian washshahin after 
the tenth century as is attested by the number of poets 
who imitated some of his muwashshahat. To my best 
knowledge, Haidar Agha does not have a compiled diwan. 
Examples of his muwashshahat, however, can be collected from 
safayin and from Hadiqat al-Afrah, p* 15; Br. Mus.; Ms.,
Or. 3790, fols. 90a, 91a, 92a, 92b-93a.
For his life and poetry, reference oan also be made 
to Nasmat al-Sahar, I; Tib al-Samar, I, 294b~298bj Della
Vida, op. cit., nos. 947 (fol. 24), 1053 (fol. 11),
104.
1120.75, 1181.8, 1203 (fol. 8).
101. For his life and literary achievements, see al-Muradi, 
Silk al-Durar... (Cairo, A.H. 1301), III, 91; Tarikh 
al-Slm'ara* al-3Jadramiyyin, 24-50; Brock., G.A.L..
II, 537, Sup.* II, 566; Sarkis, Mu1jam al-Matbu*at (Cairo, 
1346-49/1928-31), I, 189; Nafhat al-Yaraan, p. 123;
Hadiqat al-Afra)i, p. 28.
Al-Haddad is one of the best washshahin S. Arabia has
•  .w — . ....... *  M , ,
ever produced. His printed diwan* al-Durr al-Manaun li-
Dhawi al-*Uqul wa-al-Fuhum (Cairo, 3rd. ed., 1377/1957),
contains twenty-seven muwashshaliat dispersed throughout the
whole collection. The term fasl, it should be noted, is
used in this diwan instead of the term bait. Al-Haddad>s
1 »«—■■ ~~~~ .
well-known muwashshahah (pp. 94-5), is quoted, with an 
additional matla*, in al-’Attas, al-Qa§a*id al-Anfas 
min Anfas al-Sadat al-Akyas (Bombay, A.H. 1312), pp. 30-2.
102. For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sal^ar, II.; 
al-Badr al-Tali*, I, 475; liras al-Majalis; Hadiqat al-Afrah 
p. 21; Brock., G.A.h.* II, 526, Sup.* II, 545; Tabaq 
al-Halwa, fols. 33b-34a; Tib al-Samar, I, 206b-209b;
Della Vida, op.oit.. nos. 947 (fol. l), 10296e, 108610,
1053 (fols. 3, 4, 62, 77, 97, 102); 1203(fol. 5);
Ambrosiana Mss., B 74, fols. 4-8, C 3, fols. 31-41, C 158, 
fols. 46, 47a-53, C 159, fol. 43a, C 163, fols. g6a-5Sb, 
97b-98a; liyad al~*Asjad, fols. 9b-10a, 45b, 68b, 101;
Griffin&, loo. Gitas III, 123A - ii (15-21); Tuhfat al-Zaman, 
fol. 250a.
Al-'Ansi is a famous S. Arabian washshah, and some of 
his muwashshahat are popular recorded songs, the first two 
strophes of one of which is quoted in al-Tayyib, al-Murshid 
ila Fahm Ash'ar al-'Arab (Cairo, 1955), I, 15* The 
Egyptian Library’s Ms., no. 4613 Adab (Tal'at), contains 
a considerable number of his muwashshahat, but his diwan,
Kas al-MuhtasI min Shi’r al-'Allamah al-Ansi, Ambrosiana,
C 163; (fols. 1-48), does not contain any of his own 
composition.
103. He is considered by al-Haimi, Tib al-Samar, II, 99b, 
as a good composer in humaini.
104. For his life and literary achievements, see Ibid. I, 
175a; Nasmat al-Sa^ar, II.; Hadiqat al-Afrah, p. 26; 
Brock., G.A.L.* II, 525, Sup., II, 544f; Tabaq al-Halwa, 
fols. 95b-96b, 121; al-Badr al-Tali', I, 388; Della Vida, 
op. oit., nos. 947 (fol. 23), 1087. 1} Ambrosiana Mss.,
C 158, fols. 3b-5a, C 159, fol. 44a.
His diwan, Jawarish al-Afrah wa-Qut al-Arwah, 
Abmrosiana, C 109, i (fols. 4-68), contains several 
muwashshahat appended to his hakamiyyat. A copy of this 
diwan is preserved in the Egyptian Library, no. 4568 Adab. 
The Leiden Ms., Or. 2375, which is his diwan and has the 
above title, does not, however, contain 3by humainiyyah.
106.
Several of his muwashshahat are also quoted in the Br. Mus. 
Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 109b-112a.
105. He is mentioned in Tib al-Samar, I, 148a, as a good 
composer in humaini. One of his muwashshahat is quoted in 
the Br. Mus.. Ms^Gr. 3790, fol. 118b.
106. For his life and works, see Nasmat al-Sahar, I.; 
al-Badr al-Tali*, I, 281; Brook., G.A.L. * XI, 526, Sup. *
II, 546-7; Hadiqat al-Afrah, p. 22; Tib al-Samar, I, 
259b-261b; Della Vida, op. cit., nos. 947 (fol. 65), 1053 
(fol. 102). His famous urjuffah. Nata’ij al—Fike al—Mu*rib 
'an Tafdil al-Thamrah, is preserved in al-Jami* al-Kabir, 
no. 33.
Al-Waair, Jawarish al-Afrah, Ambrosiana, C 109, fol.
66, wrote a muwJhshahu poem in honour of Sha'ban in which 
he considers him unparalled in nasib. Two of his 
muwashshahat are quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 
148a, 159a, and his hakami and humaini diwan,, is preserved 
in the library of Yale University (v. L. Hemoy, Arabic 
Manuscripts in the Yale Universlt.v.,CNew Haven, 1956), Ho.
348 (L. 682)).
107. For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sahar, I.;
Tib al-Samar, I, 193b-195a; al-Badr al-Tali1, I, 222;
Della Vida, op. oit.. nos. 947 (fol. 24); lo53 (fol. 21); 
Riyad al-'Asjad, fols. 75, 135b; Ambrosiana Ms., C 163, fols.
107.
66, 70*b, 73a.
He is one of the best poets Yaman has ever produced, 
and his father, 'All (1050-96/1640-85), is a celebrated 
hakamist (v. al-Badr al-Tali*, I, 348; Nasmat al-Sahar, II*; 
Khulasat al-Athar, III, 148-50; Tib al-Samar, I, 19la-192a; 
*Iqd al-Jawahir. fols. 374a, 375b. The diwan of 'All 
is preserved in al-Jami* al-Kabir, no. 182, i).
Al-Husain is a tender humainist. and some of his* t ^
muwashshahat were imitated by aiany S. Arabian poets. His 
small diwan (as possessed by al-Qadi Ahmad al-Suhbani) contains 
twelve muwashshahat appended to his hakamiyyat, six of 
which are also quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 
98b-101a.
108. He is one of the most prolofiq writers of S. Arabia.
He wrote more than forty books (v. al-Badr al-Tali1, I,
103-04), among which is a commentary upon al-Wathiq*s 
al-Durr al-Manzura, which he called al-Tiraa al-Marqum *ala 
al-Durr a1-Mansum, a copy of which is in the Ambrosiana, 
numbered D 361. The Ms. of al-Jami* al-Kabir, no. 314, is 
another copy of this commentary, but has the title 
"al-Washy al-Marqum *ala..."
Al-Haiml>s humainiyyat were collected and arranged by 
himself in a diwan which he called al-Jawahir al-Mu*talifah 
al-Mustakhrajah min al-Buhur al-Mukhtalifah (v. Tib al-Samar,
I ,  1 7 5 a .)
108.
109 • Cf. Tarikh al-Shu'ara3 al-Hadramiyyin, II, 137*
110. Cf. ibid*, 'II, 118*
111. A popular humainist whose muwashshahat, thA are 
mostly religious in nature, are widely dispersed in safayin* 
For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sahar, II.; Hadiqat 
al-Afrah, p. 34; Tib al-Samar, I, 17lb-175a; al-Badr al- 
Tali1, II, 321.
112. A repeatable washshah in safayin. For his life and 
poetry, see ibid., I, 52; Riyad al— 'Asjad, fols. 121a-122b; 
Tib al-Samar, I, 309a-311a; Nasmat al-Sa}iar, I.
113. He is an eminent hakamist. His diwan as collected and
•______
arranged by his son, Ibrahim (+1241/1825), contains few 
muwashshahat appended to liis hakamiyyat. Most of his 
muwashshahat, says his son (v. Salwat al-Mushtaq min Nazm 
al-Mawla Muhammad b. Ishaq., .Ambrosiana, C79, iii, fol. 12l), 
had been lost because they were not preserved in a safinah.
For his life and poetry, reference can be made to 
Ithaf al-Muhtadin, p. 89; JEIadiqat s,l-Afrah, p. 29; Brock., 
Sup., II, 547; Tib al-Samar, II, 6a-14b; al-Badr al-Tali1, 
II, 127-30; A History of Arabia Felix, p. 115; Bella Vida, 
op. oit.t nos. 947 (fols. 56, 58), 1153. I, 1178. 4;
Riyacj. al-’Asjad, fols. 13a-14b, 28b, 91a; al-Ruwaisi, K. 
Bulugh al-Umniyah fi a 1-Si rah al-Mutawakkiliyyahi, Br. Mus., 
Or. 3857, fol. 13a; Br. Mus., Mss., Or. 3789, fols. 33b-38b, 
Or. 3790, fols. 172b-174a; Griffini, loo, oit.. Ill, A75, i.
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114. A repeatable washshah in safayin. who also wrote in 
the bedouin form. Al-ShawkanI, al-Badr al-Tali’, I, 375, 
and Zabarah, (Mulhaq) al-Badr al-Tali’, p. 22, differ in 
the year of his death.
115. He is considered in Tib al-Samar, II, 83a, as an 
eminent humainist* Three of his beautiful muwashshahat
are quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 163b-164a.
116. Cf. Tib al-Samar, II, 81b.
117* Two compilers, Muhd. b. Hashim al-Shami (v. Nail 
al-Watar, II, 322) and an anonymous, compiled his poetry 
under the respective titles: (a) Nur al-Awraq min Nazm
al-Mawla Ishaq, (b) Husn al-Akhlaq min Hasanat al-Mawla 
Ishaq* Copies of the first are in the Ambrosiana, no. D 301, 
and the Vatican (v. Della Vida, op. oit*. no. 1058); 
and of the second are in the Ambrosian^, no. C 214, and 
the Egyptian Library, no. 4078 Adab. Few of his muwashshahat 
are appended to his hakamiyyat, and the most famous of 
his humainiyyat (v. Nur al-Awraq, Ambrosiana, fol. 23), is 
quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fol. 97a.
For his life and poetry, see Nasmat al-Sahar, I.;
Tib al-Samar, II, 44a-48a; al-Badr al-Tali’, I, 135; 
al-Shirwani, al-Manaqib al-Haidariyyah (Lucknow, A.H. 1235), 
p. 123; Brock., Sup.. II, 545f, 563; Della Vida, op.oit.* 
nos. 947 (fol. 58), 1181.5; Ambrosiana Ms., C3, fols.
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16-17, 22-28, 49; Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 175b- 
178a; Nail al-Watar, I, 369-74; Hadiqat al-Afrah, p. 4.
118. One may, indedd , compile a humaini diwan for this 
poet as his humainiyyat, both in the muwashshah style and the 
bedouin form, are widely dispersed in safayin and in the 
diwan of al-Khufanji with'*whom he entertained some 
correspondence. One of his humainiyyat, which is bedouin
in form, is quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or* 3790, fols. 
139b-140a.
For other poems of al-Fusayyil, see the Br. Mus. Ms.,
Or. 3869, fol. 33; Bella Vida, op. oit*. nos. 947 (fol.
47), 1053 (fol. 60).
119. Cf. lib al-Samar, II, 157a.
120. Cf. Tarikh al-Sha'ara* al-Hadramiyyin, II, 161.
121. The Ms. which I possess is his humaini diwan, and 
has the title !lSulafat al-*Adas wa-Lubb al-fAlas fi al- 
Mu<jhikat wa-al-Dalas”, a copy of which is also preserved 
in the Vatican (v. Brock., Sup., II, 817).
Beyond al-lOiufanji5s name, and the year of his death, 
as jotted down in the first folio of the Ms. which I possess, 
and beyond the names of those poets with whom he had some 
humaini correspondence, nothing is known about him. His 
humaini diwan,is, however, the mirror of his life and the 
age in which he lived, and is, undoubtedly, one of the best 
and richest poetic documentations for the study of the social
111.
and cultural environment of Xaman in the twelvth century.
Brock, Sup., II, 817, corrupts his name and takes him 
to have flourished in the thirteenth century A.H., and, 
therefore, should be corrected. The role which al-Khufanji 
played in the history of humaini will be depicted in Ch. 4.
122. For his life and poetry, see (fib al-Samar, I, 
266b-273a; (Mulhaq) al-Badr al-Tali*1, p. 63; Brock*, Sup., 
II, 547; Biyad al-*Asjad, fols. 3b-5a, 10b, 11a, 133b-134b.
i ii i n.iww'— w i  in — —
His hakami and humaini diwan is preserved in the Vatican 
(v. Della Vida, op*oit., no. 965), and some of his 
muwashshahat, mostly in honour of al-Imam al-Mansur 
al-Husain (1107-61/1695-1748), form the second part of 
the Leiden Ms., Or. 2701,
123p A weak but repeatable washshah in safayin, one of 
whose muwashshahat is quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Ox'.
3730, fol. 134ac For his life and specimens of his hakami 
poetry, see ibid., fols, 7b-8a, 22a, 56b-57a, 79b, 95a; 
al-Badr al-Tali1, I, 375. For his diwan, see Nail al-Watar,
I, 131.
124. For his life and literary achievements, reference 
can be made to Silk al-Dur&r, II, 328; Mu1jam aI-Matbu1at
II, 1398; Brock, Sup., II, 478f; al-Jabartl, 1Aja ?ib al- 
Athar. ..(Bulaq, A.H. 1297), II, 27-34; Tarikh al-Shu*ara9 
al-Hadramiyyin, II, 189-215.
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His diwan, Tanmig al~Asfar... (Bulaq, A.H. 1304), 
contains a considerable number of Humainiyyat which are 
introduced, on p. 239, by the statement: -
, , The humaini section in Tanmiq al-Asfar (pp. 259-3*70)
contains one hundred and thirty-eight poems divided 
structurally as follows
i. Fifty-seven malhun poems in the bedouin form, but the 
lahn in these poems is mainly restricted to the employment 
of the sukun,
ii. Thirty-four malhun poems in the Ha jag form in which the 
hemistichs are made to rhyme together throughout the whole 
poem. Likewise, the lahn in these poems is mainly restricted 
to the manipulation of the sukun.
iii. Thirty-nine muwashshah poems, one of which (p. 337f) 
is typically Andalusian in rhyme scheme. In some of these 
muwashshahat the lahn Is not used.
lMfrr -rr— i—'H--------1 ■—
iv. Three poems (pp. 269, 282f) rhyming abc abo abc, etc#
v. Four non-strophic mugdawijat (rhyming ab cd ef, etc.) 
in which the lahn is not employed.
vi. A poem (p. 273) whose rhyme pattern is hard to 
categorige.
vii. One monorhymic poem (p. 301) which is malhunah.
viii. Two lyrical hakamiyyat (p. 368ff).
113.
His other diwan. Tarwih al-Bal wa-Tahyij al-Balbal 
(Bulaq, A.H. 1283), contains several humainiyyat that are 
to he found in Tanmiq a1-Asfar.
125. A repeatable washshah in safayin, who also wrote in 
the bedouin form. Some of his humainiyyat are quoted in the 
Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 149b, 162a; Diwan al-Qatin, 
fols. 135b, 137.
For his life and poetry, see (Mulhaq) al-Badr al-Tali1, 
p. 92; Della Vida, op.oit.« nos* 1053 (fol. 73), 1065.32, 
1101.4d, 1153.1
126. For his life, see al-Badr al-Tali*, I, 113. For his 
performances in humaini, see his "diwan*1, Br. Mus., Or.
3730, fols. 136, 145a.
The Ms. in question is a poetical miscellany by al- 
Qatin. It is mainly taken up with his own verses and with 
those of several literati of Yaman, with whom he 
entertained a poetical correspondence. There are at the end 
several elegies on his death. The Ms. contains also select 
verses of early Arab poets, and miscellaneous extracts, the 
most extensive of which are mentioned in Hie^, op.oit.. 
no. 1124, p. 7016.
127. The celebrated poem which Zabarah, Nail al—Watar, II,
8 , has in mind is appended to the humaini diwan of Ahmad 
Sharaf al-Din al-Qarrah. The poem in question is divided 
into two types of strophes; al-;jidd and al-haal, the former
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being composed in the mu1 rab style, and the latter, in 
the malhun* The poem consists of twenty-six strophes 
divided, alternatively, into jidd and hazl.
128. Cf. Hail al-Watar, II, 324. One of his beautiful* r *
regular muwashshahat is quoted in (*Diwan,f al-Qatin, fol.
134b. For his life and specimens of his hakami poetry, see 
also ibid., fols. 18b, 81b~82a, 141b—142a; al-Badr al—Tali1, 
II, 272ff.
129. Cf. farikh al-Shu'ara* al-Hadramiyyin, III, 13.
130. C f. N a i l  a l-W a ta r , I I ,  214.
131. Cf. fbloU, 1, 246.
132. Cf, ibid., II, 218.
133. C f . i b i d . , I ,  2 3 3 f.
134. C f. i b i d . ,  1 1 ,3 1 2 . For specimens o f h is  p o e try , see
D e lla  V ida , op. o i t . .  nos. 1053 ( f o l s .  5 , 20 , 38 , 7 8 ) ,  1065.
28 . 34 , 1101,6, 1192 ( f o ls ,  2 46 -2 5 4 ); Ambrosiana M ss., C3, 
f o ls .  5 6 -5 9 , C 159 , f o ls .  50b-51a.
135. A re p e a ta b le  washshah in  s a fa y in  who a lso  wrote in
the bedouin form* For his life and poetry, see Nail al-Watar, 
II, 120; Della Yida, op, cit.* nos* 1033 (fols. 1, 2, 10,
29, 74, 75), 1111*3; Br. Mus* Ms., Or* 3869, fols. 21a- 
19b, 38a-37b, 42a, 60s-39a, 65; Ambrosiana Ms*, C3, fols*
50, 56, 63*
1360 Cf. Nail al-Watar, II, 32.
115.
137. Cf* ibid., XI, 366.
138. Cf* ibid., II, 308.
139. Cf. ibid., I, 114; Tarjl* al-Atyar, pp. 207, 237f.
140. Cf. Nail al-Watar, II, 416.
141. His printed diwan» Tarsi' al-Atyar, is wholly given
to his performances in humaini, and contains one hundred and 
one malhun poems divided structurally as follows;—
i. Forty-eight mubayyatat.
ii. Twenty-seven regular muwashshahat.
iii. Twenty-three poems in the bedouin form.
iv. One poem (p. 79) which rhymes aba aba aba, etc.
Vo A poem (p. 246) whose rhyme scheme is irregular.
For his life and poetry, see al-Badr al-Tali’, I, 
340-52; Nail a l-W a ta r , I, 20-2, 71-4, 108, 154-6, 160-1, 
4 1 0 -1 1 , II, 43-4, 125, 127, 131-2, 223; Della Vida, 
oPfr.Ott.. nos. 1053 (fols. 38, 69-73), 1068.2, 1203 (fol. 
24); Brock;} Sup.« II, 547, 817*
142. Cf. Nail al-Watar, II, 195.
143. Cf. Tarikh al-Shu’ara* al-Hadramiyyin, III, 183.
144. His diwan, Br. Mus., Or. 3898 (25-113), contains a 
mubayyatah. fol. 78a, and a regular muwashshahah, fols* 
78-79a. And because the above Ms. ends abruptly, we cannot 
give a fair idea about his ability as a humainist* It is
116.
interesting to note that Ibn la1man himself gives us a 
hint about what he considers as a main attribute of humaini. 
Commenting upon a hakaraiyyah (fols. 112b~113a), he says:
i^i il t ^  \ \ I_j_  ^ L  ^  Vo c_J \J I  ^oX< (zX“
• \XaJ t. ^  iS 1  ^C_5V^ ) 1
For his life and works, see N&il-al-Wa1jer, I, 270,
II, 230; Brook., Sup., II, 819-20.
14*5 - Of. Tarikh al-Shu'ara’ al-Hadramiyyin, III, 127*
146. Cf. Hail al-Watar. I, 331.
147. Cf. al-Zarkili, al-A*lam (Cairo, 2nd ed., A.H. 1378-8), 
Iv, 195.
148• He is an eminent hakamist t but as a washshah he
»  * *
is dull. His hakami and humaini diwan, Dhawb al-'Asjad fi 
al-Adab al-Mufrad. as collected by 1Abdallah b. Safid 
al-*Ammari, is preserved in the Egyptian Library, no. 4792
Adab (Tal'at). For another oopy of this diwan, see Della
Vida, op.oita, no. 1068.
For his life and poetry, reference can be made to 
al-Badr al-Tali', II, 78; Nail al-Watar, I, 7, 9y 118,
125, 282f, 291, 335, 376, 384f, 393, II, 65, 71f, 142ff, 
201ff, 212f, 289, 306, 372f, J44, 405, 417f; Della Vida, 
op. cit.. nos. 1053 (fols. 7, 64T67, 97), 1203 (fols. 10,
30, 84); Brook., Sup.« II, 820. His renowned’ hakaraiyyah,
117.
al-Baikal al-Latif fi Hilyat al-Jism a1-Sharif, is 
contained in al-Jami* al-Kabir?s Ms0, no. 55.
149. Cf. Tarikh al-Sha'ara’ al-Hadramiyyin, III, 172.
This is, perhaps, the diwan which Brock., Sup.» II, 820f, 
mentions.
150. His hakami and humaini diwan. which I possess, 
contains (a) Twenty-five malhun poems in the first and the 
second mubayyat forms, (b) Three malhun poems consisting 
of the regular alternation bait-tawshih.
For his life, see Nail al-Watar, I, 105-07.
151. Cf. al-A*lam, I, 235. For some of his muwashshahat, 
see al-Qasa*id al-Anfas, p. 60ff*
152. Cf. al-A1lam. II, 282.
153. Cf. ibldc, Ill, 266.
154. Cf. ibid., V, 172.
155. Cf. ibid.. Vll, 213.
156. Cf. ibid.. IV, 277.
157. Cf. Diwan al-Aghani al-Lahjiyyah, pp. 34, 45, 48f.
158. Several of his muwashshahat are contained in al-Dumu'
»  i . i i
al-Dahikah. It is to the credit of Subait that he has tried 
•  *
to revive the humaini tradition by imitating a number of 
S. Arabian muwashshah. songs of the past (v. ibid., pp. 169,
118.
171 , 173, 174 , 181 , 201, 214, 2 2 0 ).
159. C f. Naf&at al-Xam an, p . 9 4 f .
160 . C f. Les M anusorits Arafoes de I ’ E s o u r la l,  I ,  no. 347, i i .
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CHAPTER TWO
THE MUWASHSHAH POETRY IN S. ARABIA,
*
The muwashshah poetry in S0 Arabia can be divided into 
two kinds* the mubayyat and the regular* The first was 
transposed into the second9 and both of them3 put together9 
form the corpus of humaini* Let us, therefore, proceed to 
discuss each style independently! and show its structural 
characteristics*
I*
The author of Tiraz al-Majalis^ presents us with a, 
challenging^ and rather ambiguous9 statement because9 firstly, 
he tries to take back the history of what may be categorised 
as ^umaini as far as the fifth century A J L ; and, secondly, 
because he uses the term al-mutadakhil al-qawafi to denote 
any poem in which more than one rhyme is involved* He says*—
i.- \-yJJ \ c__£Viui\ t ^
4___ _li 1 Acst_tyr£> \ f \ ^  I vioL^  ^t A  ^ *6 OoT-
U> c^AxJ 1 ujs° 1Ab Cjo (_>>, jS'1 o3j) -
i f
. H^ Voj J^s v>l liAmi g) ^  “Vo Vs4 1 \jj^
\J V
 ^ VjiJ _J\ t— - ’ o^Joj1 £■ ( _ _ _ £  ^  oJ£>g) 6 4 \
[ ,  _ - ^
e -^ J^b /_. jo AslAvj^ I <) U ‘ j
L^ \   ^ ^ ) \ u h  ^  ^  (J g J v i \  *, IS o A J j J
t, oJ \ lJ^p ^ i’I^qJsJ I Cjs\ A>U_ ^ jJ yXSg?j) ■ ^  \ jp c_3oj£> j) t Oj) >VA \ ^   ^o^ s-
^  4 ikiAli <Ju^kJ) < AlbM ' cur^  4 ^ Ull t LU \£j
I  \ y y ^
t i_3jVvJt _aJ cJ> bj I A^ )lai> {. 1 u-£> ^^ _J) <  ^^  ^ euA f <_3 ^
<(_Jll' <_>'! : %Jb > ldjojJ) c^ .lj >■ b r  l c3jW_-0 <->A\
(^ jr3 <_r^ j/  ^ * (_3xkLsJ \ 0c?0 c_y. t— * *“7 ^ ^ J  c3i^‘' J
^5? 3 3 ^ 1 _j c cjVJ-T o —A  Y ^ J ^ \ j  l L^ '
$ol> 3  A<>L_Ji3\j 4 AAi^jrviV. cj ol^Aj A - o W j - A ^  V;
 4) ^ys <■ <Ls-lbtt£3\
1?Abu Baler al-Janadi al-Yafa’i was a poet of genius* He 
aooompanied the 2urai*ite [[prince] Ibn Saba, with whom his 
name became connected, and by whom his poetical ability was 
truly appreciated* Al-Janadi has exquisite stylistic types 
in al-shl* r al—mutadakhil al-qawafx , which are arduous to 
accomplish, besides the simple themes in this genre of 
poetry which are very difficult to catch* The poets of Banu 
al-Zurai! |_si£) had widely exploited this type of verse, and 
exported into the market of literature trivial poems round 
which the multitudes zealously crowded, and among whan such 
dead wordings, that poison the mind, found wider circulation
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Al-Janadi entered into the poetical scene, and strengthened 
the loosely-fabricated style of this species of Terse, and 
injected -vigour into its badly-woven subject matter„ He 
refined its themes, pruned its stylistic mannerism, varied 
its sub jets ? and introduced tenderness into the body of its 
diction® Other poets have followed in his footsteps, and 
made ample use of his novel, appealing experiences,, Among 
these poets is al-Takriti, the author of the famous
humainiyyah, [that begins withj ”»u^ bi-rasm al-dar ia-al-
-sf
■fcalal ”, which was on every lip, and the very delicate and
tender poet, Mu5jd. * b 0 ’Abdallah bo al—Imam Sharaf al-Din, 
whose humaini and muwa.shsha3j poems |^ic] were compiled in a 
diwan by Sidi *Isa b 4 al~Mu-j;ahhar [sipl ° -&s £°r present,
the unrivalled performer in this genre of poetry, and its 
unparalleled poet, is the Mihyar of his time, and the Ibn 
Zaidun of his periods my brother and the pleasure of my 
eyes* al—Jamali ’All bo Mubd® al-’Ansi, who avoids 
uninteresting themes and harsh and barbarous words, and who 
intoxicates wine by his pearls, and thrills weeping doves 
by his jewels® Among his muwashshah poems in witness of his 
skill and leadership in this craft is the following®.* ”*
* Metrical s cheme: || -uu| -u-1 — u™ ™uu| -u~1 •— u-
Two strophes of this muwashshafyah will be given in 
Chapter Five®
feN v*\o
122*
The foregoing version of al-SkarfabI has many shortcomings, 
which are the following
(a) The epithet a 1—muta,daldiil al-qawafi does not evoke a 
definite and concrete connotation, and oould be applied to any 
poem that may fall under the mubayyat muwashshah, or the 
regular muwashshah, or the muzdawij prosody as a whole#
(b) Al-Shar’abi mentions al-humainl and al-muwashshah, in
connection with the name of Muhd. b. ’Abdallah, as two distinct
♦  9
types of poetry despite the fact that ’Isa b. Lutf-Allah 
himself does not make such a differentiation. Al-Shgd^abi 
then proceeds to quote a malhun poem, in the second mubayyat 
form, under the term muwashshah, and thus betrays his 
inconsistency.
However, one can discern what al-Shar’abi means by 
al-shifr a l-m u tadakhil a l - q awafi, because he mentions the 
opening hemistich of the poem of al-Takriti (kj. 571/1176), and
regards the poem as a humainiyyah. The rhyme pattern of this
2  ' " ™ "  '  —  
celebrated poem , which is not malhunah, and which is often
quoted in Yamanite safayin. is aaaa bbba, etc. Poems in this
rhyme scheme, or its variations, may be called flmubayyatatn,
because the poem, as a whole, is divided into abyat (strophes),
each bait is considered as a unit by itself, Independent more
or less of what precedes and what follows. In S. Arabian
safayin and diwans such poems are divided as follows:
bait bait;
aaaa""* bbba "c'cca ddda, etc.
bait bait
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I have much respect for al-Shar'ahi as a learned man, 
and cannot renounce his claim - that al-shifr al-rnntadakhll 
al-qawafi was cultivated very ardently in Aden and al-Janad 
during the reign 0t Zurai'ites (476-569/1083-1173) - 
without giving concrete reasons for doing so. The conditions 
to which S. Arabian poetry was subjected were favourable 
as is attested by the number of poets patronized by both 
the Zurai’ites and the Najahites, The first were true Arabs 
who prided themselves in generosity, and much enjoyed being
was a man ,{of a generous disposition, universally praised, 
fond of eulogy, liberal in his rewards to those who 
eulogized him, and himself was a skilful improviser. He 
treated men of culture and learning with generosity, and
seated on a spot where he suffered from the hot rays of the 
sun. Poets were present who strove with one another for 
liberty to recite their verses, ?,Tell them”, he said to me,
Poetry under
the 
Zurai’ite s «
praised and surrounded by good 
poets, MuhcL b, Saba (r* 534/ 
1139; do 548/1153) for example.
3often introduced one or more verses in his conversation
*#s»_____________________________________________ ___A
The Yamanite poet and historian, 1 Umarah al-Hakami , quotes 
the following interesting incident which shows how the 
Zurai*ite princes of Aden used to treat the poets who 
sought their rewards—
flI once saw him j~y Muljd, b, SabaJ on a feast day 
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”and raise your voice so that they may hear that they 
need not crowd around me, for I will not leave this place 
until they have finished*’1 The poets were thirty in number, 
and he rewarded each one.
Mu^do bo Sa,ba was not the exceptional example among 
the members of his family in patronizing the Yamanite poets 
of that period. His son and successor, * Imran (+ 560/1164), 
was more liberal towards the poets who surrounded him, 
one of whom was 1 Umar all himself who states that those ’’who 
declare that generosity and beneficence were the nature 
of 1 Imran, its necessary result, nay, its fulfilment and 
seal” are not contradicting themselves* * Bilal, who 
succeeded ’Imran, and his son Yasir, continued this virtue 
and were greatly praised and liberally rewarded their
n * u 6eulogists *
It was during the reign of Muhd* b* Saba that Abu
„ _ Bakr b„ Muhd* al-Yafa’i
Abu Bakr al-Janadi *
(490-552/1097-1157). al-Janadi lived* 1-Ie was an
accomplished scholar, a
distinguished poet, and ’’the
author of extemporaneous verses which no studied lines have
7ever excelled *” He had a special position in the courts of
al-Mansur b 0 al-Mufaddal and Muhd* b„ Saba* *Umarah tells 
* * * *
8us about several eulogists, ten in number, who assembled 
at the gates of Ibn Saba5s house seeking rewards for poems
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which, they submitted to the prince0 Mufyd, b e Saba asks 
the persons around him what reward he ought to, in their 
opinion, bestow upon the authors of the poemso One of those
who were present was Abu Bakr al-Janadi. The following
interesting incident, which shows the poetical ability of
— 7
al-Janadi, is worth quoting'
IfThe Da11 | MuhdQ b„ Saba] extemporized two lines of 
verse in a certain metre that occurred to him, and he
promised to give the robes he wore, and the money about his
person, to M m  among the persons present who should be the 
first to supplement his verses * The poets were slow in 
the accomplishment of their task, and al-Qadi Abu Bakr 
al-Yafi? i [sic] outdistanced his companions in the race.
I stole the
paper out of his hand, and I contrived to have his words in 
readiness on my lips„ I thus appropriated the two lines 
he had composed„ Standing up, I recited them to the Da*I, 
and received the Qadips prize. His shot hit the remark, but 
I had purloined the arrow, and I carried off the money and 
the robes* The stream of the Da'i’s liberality followed in
* Among whom was al-Qadi Yafyya b c Abi Ya^tya (+ 562/1167) who, 
in the opinion of the people of Yaman, occupies a rank 
among the poets equal t o that, of his contemporary; Ibn al-Qumrn.* 
Al-Qadi Yahya was killed by the Banu Mahdx of ZabTd.
He was close to me p  *Umarah al-Hakaml
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torrents for the benefit of the talented men about him*
Not one of them but received a robe of honour and was 
rewarded with generous gifts*1
The problem which we have to face is in what kind of 
al-shi* r a 3,-mu t adakhi 1 al-qawafi did al-Janadx compose®
This problem cannot be resolved at present since not even 
one example of al—Janadi*s composition, that may fe,ll under 
the epithet of al-Shar1abi, is known to exist® Al-Janadi 
is known to? have a compiled diwan^, but whether its 
procurability is still possible is hard to tell® But let 
it be remembered that the Sulaifyites and the Zurai'ites were m 
spiritually connected with the Fa^imids of Egypt, and that it^ 
was during this period, that ’Umarah composed two poems in 
imitation of the Andalusian muwashshah* The celebrated 
poet, al-Qadi al-Rashid Ahmad b® *Ali b® al-Zubair (t- 565/ 
1167-8), a student of the washshalj al-Silafi, was also 
living in Aden at that time® On his arrival in A 0H* 554,
he invested Muhd. b® Saba with the noble office of Da* i 9
—  11 —  —  in the name of the Fa*£imid caliph of Cairo ~ » Al-Qadi
al-Rashid resided for several years in Yaman, and was later
— — 3 ?imprisoned in Aden by * Imran b. Muhd® b® Saba'~„
It seems desliable at this point to leave the 
statement of al-Shar*abi for a while, and digress a little 
in order to understand the nature of the mubayyat muwashshali. 
and its gradual development. For there are two essential 
things that are connected with this style of prosody, viz®, 
pauses and rhyming, and it is through the manipulation of 
these two characteristics that the first humaini poem came 
into existence. In the remaining part of this section, 
therefore, I intend to deal with pauses and rhyming as 
briefly as possible, without, of course, forgetting the 
faot that these two features are interdependent and are 
difficult to separate®
It is a common know ledge that the classical Arabic ode 
is monorhymic, and the poet is only allowed to use tasri* 
in the opening verse, or whenhe changes from one topic to
axiomatic to state that the bedouin ear - and the societal 
structure of S. Arabia is predominently bedouin - will not 
carry, as a unit, a very long line, but, instead, will 
pause somewhere in the line® This pause may be caused, by 
thought of the line, or by its syntactic structure, or, as 
is often the case, by the human need to draw breath at
Pauses in 
Arabic Poetry*
another. Monorhymic odes have 
their own;advantages and 
shortcomings; but it is
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regular intervals. The traditional ode does furnish a
pause at the end of each line marked by harf al-rawl<, and
this is not, doubtless, an arbitrary thing, a question
merely of caprice, but is determined by the natural human
demand of a pause somewhere in the line, and the end of the
line was, perhaps, thought to be the best resting-place®
This is probably why the ancient Arab rhetoricians denounced 
-x-
the tadmin - the overflowing of the sense into the second 
line - and considered the line as an independent unit by 
itself* It is a marked feature of the mu1 allaqat , for 
example, that each line stands in no direct relationship 
to another, and no vital injury is usually done to the flow 
of the ode if some of the lines were to be taken away or 
rear rang ed.
Apart from the metrical pauses that are marked by 
the last letter of the rhyme at the end of each line, 
pauses in Arabic poetry may roughly be divided into two main 
categories, to wit, sense-pauses and rhythmical pauses.
No clear-cut demarcation line exists, or should be claimed 
to exist, between these two types of pauses, and in many 
cases it is hard to distinguish between them.
Sense-pauses are resting-places In a line where a 
reciter or a singer may find it plausible to stop for a
* Also called ta'liq® and tatmim®
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very short period to draw his breath* They are either left to 
the disci*etion of the individual (though often determined by 
the flow of the thought), or determined by the f&ow structure 
of the line, or otherwise are the answer to an individual 
need to draw breath at more or less equidistant places in a 
very long line. The classical ode may furnish this need 
at the end of each hemistich, but sometimes a poet may 
commit idraj, and the reoiter, or the singer, has to strain 
himself to take the line as a whole.
The answer for a _pause, at equidistant 
plaoes in a line was the Ra.jaz, a
The Kajaz form.
prominent characteristic of which is 
that each hemistich rhymes with the 
other throughout the whole poem. Ra,1az was the zajal of the 
bedouin. It answered his needs for a form easy to compose 
extempore, to memorize, and, furthermore, supplies pauses at 
equidistant places in the form of rhymes whieh, in addition, 
may be grateful to the ear.
Indeed, to try to trace the growth of humaini, one 
should always have in mind the main characteristics of 
Hajaz. Its metrical basic unit, mustaf*ilun. constantly occurs 
in the daily speech of the common people , nay, it is the 
most frequently-used foot in humaini. Moreover, the Ra.jaz 
metre, as a whole, is not a "dignified1 one as compared with 
the other classical Arabic metres, because it is not a
150,
’’stable" one - that is to &ay, changes in its principal
foot ocour more often than they occur in any other metre,
’’Suppression” of two letters in one and the same foot is
14a possibility; and sha^r and nahk are typical of it
Note, incidentally, that shatr and nahk are distinctive
characteristics of humaini, and were practised mainly for
the sake of pauses in the form of rhymes, and for the
obvious reason that a considerable quantity of humaini
was either composed spontaneously or intended to be sung.
Before dealing with rhythmical pauses, I should like 1 
tW
to callAattention to the fact that the repetition of one
The S. Arabian and the same rll^ e in the
bedouin form, Ra jag form is naturally
monotonous, though it tends to 
act as a natural pause which prevents the exhausting strain 
on the attention when idraj is committed. And it is my 
belief that the bedouins of S0 Arabia could not bear this 
wearisome ps.ttern of rhyming, and approptiated what I called, 
for lack of a better designation, the bedouin form, the 
rhyme scheme of which is ab ab &b, etc. Such a form 
certainly supplies regular resting-places, and at the 
same time breaks the monotony of the monorhyming Rajaa.
As the Rajas pattern was not restricted to the Rajaz metre,
neither was it the case with the So Arabian bedouin form
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which, employs most of the known classical Arabic metres, 
besides others including al-Mustatil which Ibn al-Jazzaz 
al-Zabidi considers as the most widely-used among the 
bedouins of Yaman. from al-Shihr and Hadramawt in the south,
7 t  ^ * '
i 5
to Sa’dah in the north * From the ninth century onward,
the bedouin form became popular among some humainists
of S. Arabia, and can be exemplified by the following
-16poem of al-’Alawi
t  5'Va>1
t _ _ £
/.. A' £> \ jy Vcslo \ c_^Ai \j  I eJo
v T  ^  _ J > ^  p=*jyA f
b v>*i' l °t-  ^ ^
(jj-o 1 ->  ^ cj°
The second type of pauses are the rhythmical, under 
which may be grouped the metrical pauses which the
   . . traditional qasidah furnishes atRhythmical pauses0 1 »
the end of each line* However, 
there are other important pauses that are rhythmical in 
the sense that they delimit the end of a certain rhythmic
* Metrical scheme: ||~u-i-— u- *u~ | — -u-
structure, and tend to function as resting-places, The 
Arab rhetoricians of the past gave such rhythmical structures 
different names, sometimes two or even more for the same 
structure, and regarded them as admirable ornaments which, 
when used in excess, become alien to the spirit of poetry. 
That may be the case; but some of these structures were, 
in my opinion, the first step towards the origination of the 
muwashshah poetry as a whole, and hence cannot be overlooked* 
There is no doubt that these structures occurred 
occasionally in some pre—Islamic poets, but at a certain 
period of time, and, perhaps, under the pressure of 
musicians, were sought for their singsong effects□ It is 
irrelevant and extraneous to our subject to think in terms 
of bad!9, and forget the intimate links that exist between 
rhythmical pauses, sense-pauses, and humaini0
Of all the rhythmical structures that have much 
bearing upon our subject Is al—tashtir which was doxibtlessly 
of a pre-Islamio origin. Al-tashtir is of two kinds' :
tarsil3as exemplified in the following lines
? «■
and mumathalah9 as exemplified by the following liness
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[The possible short pauses in the preceding three lines 
are mar Iced by punctuations , and the long pauses are 
marked by fu11-stops TJ
It is clear from the foregoing lines that in tarsi , 
common internal rhymes, which should change from one line 
to another, are essential, and the line, as a whole, is 
broken into verse-sections, each creating a pause which does 
not necessarily coincide with the end of a foot* If we 
scan the line in question, and supply the possible pauses 
as above, then we will have the following rhythmical 
structures?
i
— u™uu , — u-uu 3 — I -™U~UU , — U -— „
I
In mumathalah 9 the lines fall naturally into verse-sections, 
each creating a rhythmical pause from the division of each 
hemistich Into two equal metrical periods?
U—-U—  , U-UU-U- , U—“U“ ~  , u-uu fl
The seoond step was to combine both tarsi1 and 
mumathalah in one and the same line, and thus divide each
line into a series of units of equal metrical length, each
rhyming with the other except the penultimate rhyme which 
must not change throughout the whole poem* This 
combination of tarsi' and mumathalah is known as tasmit,
and is illustrated in the following two lines?
\
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-  whioh can be w r i t te n  4P> the fo llo w in g  way and be c la im ed  
as a mubayyatah c o n s is tin g  o f two strophes:
-^11—~ J> vjoaj
_ 3 i U l  ^u, ^  c r
■|| ....... O  '-vj
However, we are  n o t sure when the  f i r s t  f u l l  musammat * *
form came in to  e x is te n c e , though, o f course , th e re  a re  some 
musammat p ieces th a t a re  a tr r ih u te d  to  Im ru ’u a l-Q a M , hut 
Ib n  Rashly (3 9 0 -4 6 3 /1 0 0 0 -7 1 ) and a l-M a ’ a r r i  (3 6 3 -4 4 9 /9 7 3 -
1 0 5 7 ), both o f whom despise th is  s ty le  o f p o e try , o%st
18doubts over t h e i r  a u th e n t ic ity  •
The Arabs employed many forms o f a l - s h i ’ r  al-musammat,
■ ir r " '"™ *1 Q
but t h e ir  c r i t i c s  were no t always exact in  t h e i r  d e f in it io n s  <
I  should say th a t  the  most
Al-shi1r Al-mus animat *
 ____________   1 d is t in c t iv e  and concom itant
q u a l i t ie s  in  the musamma  ^ s ty le  
o f p o e try , which d i f f e r e n t ia t e  i t  from o th e r s ty le s  o f p o etry  
employing more than one rhyme, a r e ,  f i r s t ,  the  d iv is io n  o f the  
whole poem in to  a c e r ta in  number o f m e tr ic a lly -u n ifo rm  equal 
a b y a t(strophes), each b a i t  c o n ta in in g  two o r more l in e s  o f
*  M e tr ic a l scheme: ||— u i— u |U -u |— u — uj —-u| u-u i — u
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the same metrical length, and usually complete in itself ; 
and, secondly, the existence of a master-rhyme9 designated 
as 'arnud al-qasid&h, which marks the end of each strophe, 
giving it a distinctive melodic completeness of its own, 
When the poem Is set for singing, 'amud al-qasidah acts as 
the longest resting-place at which new tunes of music may 
he worked out to accompany the following strophec
There is no limit upward as to the number of lines
a hait may have, and the musammat » forms that were used by
the Arah poets of the* past are so numerous and varied that
complete tahulati on of them could he attempted here; hut
the following may he mentioned as the most popular among
the washshahin of * S0
'$r
Arabia
I aaaa hhha ccca etc
II aaah ccch dddh if
III **aaaaA bbbbA**
**
cccA it
IV aaaaa hhhha ccca if
V a aaah cccah dddab ?
VI aaaaa bbbaa cccaa if
* Each stroke marks the end of a complete unit, the halt. 
Each rhyming letter ends a hemistich, hut tasfir may he used 
in I, II, IX, X, and XI, Hemistichs in III, IV," V, VI, VII, 
and VIII, are always identical in metrical structure-
** Capital letters represent identical hemistichs, or lines
1 ?6o
VII aaabb cocbb dddbb etc o
VIII aaabo dddbc cccbc I!
IX abababAB** c do do dAB * efefefAB ft
X abababab cdcdcdab efefefab It
XI abababababab odedodododab efefefefefab t!
These rhyme patterns have reached us as part and parcel 
of the muhayyat muwashshalj., and can, perhaps, be treated under 
what al-Shar1 abi calls al-shi* r al-mut adakhil al-qawafi 
The question which faces us here is: did the poets of
So Arabia . write in such patterns before the days of Ibn 
Fulaitah and al-Wathiq? To answer this question,we are 
obliged to turn back to the Yamanite poets who flourished 
before the end of the eighth century A*H*
The number of S« Arabian poets who lived before the 
end of the eightkcentury is substantial; but owing to 
circumstances, known and unknown, only the following names, 
listed in chronological order, are known to have compiled
dl'wans: -
—  20 Waddah al-Yaman»
* *• *
Al-HamdanI (278-334/891-945)1
—221Amr b. Yahya a1-Haithami 
Jayyash bo Najah (+498/1105)^»
Al-Khattab al-Hujuri (+533/1139
Ahu Bakr h. Muhd. al-Iafi’I (490-552/1097-1157)25.
repeated as refrains, either for their emotional richness 
or for their melodic qualities0
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A.l”Husain b« fAli, known as Ibn al-Qumm " .
'Umarah al-IJakami (e, 515-69/1121-74)^.
Al—Imam al-Mansur 'Abdallah b 0 Hamaah (561-614/1166-1217)^8 . 
Muhammad bo Himyar (+651/1253)^.
*Alwan b 0 Sa'id al-IJujuri (+ 660/1262)^8„
„ 31
Al-Qasim bo 1 All al-Hutalmil
Ahmad bo 'Alwan al~Yafrisi (+665/1266-7)“^ *
—  —  -33
Abu Hanifah al-'Adani ‘ **
Muhdo b e fAbd al-Qaddus al—Zafari (+691/1292)^*♦ *
_  _  _35
Sa'id bo Mas'ud al-Najawi .
'Abdallah bo Ja'far (+713/1313)^8o 
'Isa b e Sahban al-IJakami (+725/1325)"^- 
Al-Malik al-Mujahid (706-64/1306/07-1363)38.
'ABdallah B. As'ad al~Yafi'i (698-768/1298~1367)39.
Ahmad B. 'ABd al-Raljman al-HuBaishi (702-69/1302—68)^8.
IBn 'Alwan^ '*' and al—Malik al-MuJahid are known to
have composed in one or more of the previously tabulated
patterns of al-shi1r al-musammat, and one of the earliest
rnusammatat that has reached us in an authentic Se Arabian *
compilation is that of ' Abd al-Nabi bu Mahdi (+569/1173)^“** 
It is not fanciful, therefore, to assume that the Yamanites, 
like their brethren across the border, exploited the 
musammat prosody for different purposes when such a style
of poetry became rooted in the body of Arabic literature.
ii.
Of all the previously tabulated musammat patterns in 
humaini, only two were fully exploited by the S. Arabians, which, 
when taken together, compose the corpus of humaini from the time 
of Ibn Fulaitah until the end of the thirteenth century.
The first pattern rhymes aaaa bbba ccca, etc*,and
is exemplified by the following poem of al-Haddad^:-
f -} IjLvuOjI
-AJO
U f
t £ t 1 <A— d k
—aa)
VV I
>
t S\— ^ t .A Lo_  ^ liuj \ \ dJTL^' £ ^
<JJ-° <d /
I o u ,  I4_J U
t—  ^L_C- L-w I j> i A 1
C—
i
x.
«_j “j-U oJ L ^ j L 
J y  c U l  J_i.
-A_Aj
u s- \ .
' - iJ
L  U ij— ^L_sA\j ,6 \ l_J •iJJ i ^ . L
* clJ^V ItJ L i cl) L uijL- yp r Li-UL t_3jj J-£>
*Metrioal scheme: || — u- 1 ~ u -  | — u- u i u • u ■U- I — u - f — u -
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The question whioh should be raised here is this: is the 
employment of the sukun in this form, and the other humaini 
forms, a neoessary condition? To answer this question in the 
positive would amount to a denial of the existence of a limited 
number of humainiyyat in which the sukun is not manipulated; 
and to answer in the negative, would amount to a deprival of 
humaini of one of its most traditional features* It goes 
without saying that when a humaini poem is oomposed 
spontaneously, the sukun may be distributed very smoothly at 
different points in the abyat, and will function as resting- 
places or rhythmical pauses* Throughout its long history, 
humaini produced only very few poets who knew how to manipulate 
the sukun with discretion and purpose, the result of whioh are 
poems that cannot be read or heard without instantly becoming 
music, and, so to speak, sing themselves. Al-'Alawi’s poems 
are cases in point* On the other hand, some poets, like Abu 
Bakr b* Abdallah al-’Aidarus, neither possessed the tenderness 
of al-Alawi nor the understanding of the importance of the role 
played by the sukun, and hence the outcome are mechanical and 
inanimate poems which, though they will scan correctly, have no 
vitality, and are nothing but dead wordings.
The foregoing musamma^ pattern, whioh we have designated
as the first mubayyat foim, was not as popular among the
humainists of S. Arabia as the second mubayyat form which we
exemplify by the following muwashshah of Yahya b* Ibrahim
al-Jahhafi^• #
<--£ OJLfil lii _J>) ^ I--^jo JyjjjL 'fiXi-J) (Js^fif^jw- (jj® C _ s ^
■.______ sojj, ^  * ' 'J^ °
v_ I c3j j '  A ' j  ocJtj) y & j f r j  J j2"1 o -^ -  ^ f ’-'J
3 o > j  i 7*^ ^ <- ^ ^ 1 ( s ^ <y y _j)
»caI
^>TL9 *•* 0 °^" 3 l?^ c'ttJ JjJ? ^  ' “'-^V5
^_j_j  e>j t-I° ^  ^
'jJvt- cj» ^  ^  _i^'
c _ _ _ s ^ j  ■. _ y ^ \  o^Jijjyjj
-^J
\ ^ 1 j t i  \_____1 1 \y^
W / T  \ . > :,.f t1 y> t_u>« e^-J vuua \ Ao
 ^V© <\_3 ^  o^9 t___&
j>\ O^yJ^ \jfJb
\yP KJ3 (_J>y> (jj® C_-i
J95 \ \ cy S~/^V> I vjy
iy* il'A 0 ‘It  ^ i >JL3jyj i f, A J^poj
lj>^ I '13^1
■ w )
c
Vo i I
77-*}j) LLf ^  \ ^-^XsU,
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It is invaluable to §tudy and analyse the best
humainiyyat that were - are sung, and to determine where the
melodic secret lies* The bulk of the best humaini songs♦
have reached us in the second mubayyat form - a form so 
perfect that the majority of the known washshahin composed 
most of their songs in it - because of the intrinsic value 
that lies in Its rhyme-sequences which lend themselves 
wonderfully to music *
The poem, as a whole, is divided Into abyat (strophes),
an independent unit, because when the poem is set for singing, 
each bait signalises the end of a musical unit and the 
beginning of a new one. It Is obvious that the overflow 
of the sense from one bait to another should be overruled, 
because it will destroy the integrity of the bait as a 
musical entity, and thus will deprive the musician of the 
opportunity of varying his tunes. But even this simple 
fact was not sometimes observed, and tadmin may be found
the number of which varies, in
The bait *
most cases, between three and five.
Each bait should be treated as
In few poems such as al-Haddad^s
*
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Each, line of the "bait is usually divided'into two 
hemistioh.35 but there is a. limited number of poems in 
whioh the poet practises tazfir* and breaks his lines into
three rhyming verse“sections47.
0 i ^
(\jk\
' Ujuj— \JoL ,__iy <_uA
^  y
— - —  ^> \ Uuu)
c_-4cs\ 1
0
* u
0 1 11
 ^V—-o dJ j
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f ^ b  < ^  l^rMrV
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* Metrical schemes ||--u-i u-ii
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** Metrical scheme: -u- u u u *u*~i -u— ■u-
u
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x/
V. \ \X^j ij
d — l^lo c :>  ^C_JVOt^J'V^ ^ _J)
cJl  ^^ r io ^ b
cj3^gd^*> ej^  ^ L ajJ lj} cjj^ I <__s^-
_J)  ^ ^  ^ V^^aajCSC-
)^ V<>  <,
^j^kyP Cjj L^ J _y^j} ^ ‘_*J^ >‘ <"-l:— \j
1 tjjl> Jy>t V_J>vjl\ I > <_vCiP
o
c— 1 \ > \  ^ ^ ^ ^c ^
C__—lak*i \ lf)‘ 1 ( Jlj v* J
,<U^3 — y ^ f  c r*^ *— TT^
3 ^  j ~ \  V. 3 ^  u
i 3 U ^ T  uj k 3 ^
„/> c.
» j U l _ 3 b  _>)
The internal rhymes, which occur in each single bait, 
may serve several functions; giving pleasure in themselves, 
pointing out the rhythmical structure, breaking a, long line 
into shorter units, or may serve as resting-places at which 
the singer may take his breath or prolong the articulation 
of the last syllable of the rhyme if it has any suggestive, 
emot ional c onnotation.
The *amud al~qasidah is an important and prominent
characteristic of the second 
mubayyat form0 It binds
1Amud a 1—qasid ah
together and marks the integral character of each strophe, 
and, at the same time, separates each strobile from those
u* Metrical scheme u u u•u-- —U” 1 i /—* ?-* \ s •u-|-u*
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tixcti are preceding or immediately following. It has thus 
both a separating and a combining effect. Apart from this 
function, or in addition to it, famud al^qasidah gives each 
bait a rhythmic entity - for it regularly recurs at more 
or less equal periods of timing after it seemed lost on 
the appearance of new internal and metrical rhymes, and closes 
the bait with an echo at onbe gratifying to- the ear and 
satisfying to the artistic taste.
III. .
Having considered the patterns of the first and the
The Andalusian type seoon(i forms, it is
of
Muwashshah. essential, at this point, to
*
deal very briefly with some
aspects of the Andalusian muwashshah style before we treat
the rhyming characteristics of the regular muwashshah.
Ibn Sana* Al-Mulk5s definition of the (Andalusian type
of) ni'awashshah as "a versifiedfform of (speech written in a
m 1 1 *
special metre^1 is loose, hazy,,' and therefore, inadequate. 
However, one can say that the Andalusian type of muwashshah
is a strophic style of poetry characterized by having 
a certain pattern consisting of a regular alternation of 
elements having common and separate rhymes. Before discussing 
these.elements, let us exemplify the Andalusian pattern by
14-5.
the following poem of al-ABma, al-Tutili (+525/1131)^ s —
>\~J) -3 3 (— Z * i  ^
jfT^  ^  I  ^ Vaivi lJ \ j«i L  r A -* h j v J)
I ^
V It - c— CLa^  ^
V^-v^ ^ C_,«J5-‘^Aj0 •> ^  \ f .g-p»  ^ ^
: U^Al J  A* 1 i i j A L) 3^ "°
 ^ L-3^ j> L j) > I.— \
C__J^  t -A ^ C____—^  Va^AmI \ J> \^J I {^'
3— v—-^Li^siwi i \^A.vsj i
J-- — -y" ^
l 1 t/Ji ._5 J
\j. iZijyg** \_J) c* ^ \  c_
^ ^ -oj 1  ^ v — Aj*^* ^ 4 ^ 3^~ '— ^
L^c=.V^ , t v>i) ouj 1 <) V a\J1^
^ 1-~~^ f^ ^ W
V^j? O'J I i_ A-^-
_  O’
A ^ f  rk^ ll f ^jlfc^ > o _ — o \ 3> \^
L jr-^ -A 1 (__3^~:S' * ‘ ~* -^ fr ^  \ L^ li-k-t^  \ t . — „ — t \
- \ \ i\ A 0 • 'I - \ ■_^jr° vAvw‘-a\J | .p ^v»j  ^ ssi> i_Jlzc‘ V«j >
t^ r'^ —^ I '6 \}-^  < ^jJl) O- Uj) Vp^1* ^
1 j ^)l tA^AU |^>3
J 1 3^ u
l) \j) U I o;A L_^ka-^o  ^lu3^'
' J  ^  I J^)'^  ^ <^ 3
\ CJ^ -'^ sii ) t^iJ u2L^ sO lx* va9 
lf 1- 1 ’ o , , I I *v w() I j'.J w~ i» **• O-'-1 C O-A-Cr
>jj) u A ^  v^ j d  })
cjl/jf
How one of the greatest difficulties attending the 
study of the Andalusian type of muwashshalj. is the lack of a 
uniform set of terminology for its components, I have come 
across the following set of terms in different Arabic books: 
markaz? ra5s? ghu^n, sim^, dawr ? qufl9 bait, fasl? hashw, 
kharjah , si 1 si la h 9 khanah 9 dhail, in^iraf $ dur.j ? and lazlmah 
It seems? however9 practical to adopt the following terms 
which will enable us to analyse intelligibly the elements 
of the .Andalusian muwashshah pattern?-
* Metrical schemes 
Ions lines: "U* *U‘ u u u -U~ I -u—
Metrically speaking, the third and the fourth long lines are 
1 b ro kenfl > f o r t hey so an
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bait ? strophe consisting cf simt = part with separate 
rhymes, and qufl = part with common rhymes* If we take the 
foregoing poem as an illustrative example of the Andalusian 
pattern? and employ the alphabetical notation usually adopted 
when dealing with rhyme-sequences, then we get the following 
scheme
It is obvious from this scheme that the aqfal should wholly
<■1 H*V Ml M ■ ^  il ”
reproduce themselves in each bait throughout the whole poem,
upon which the wash shah should weave his poem, hears the 
name of khar jah. If the muwashshah has a mat la1 (exordium), 
which is the first qufl, then it is called tamrn but when it 
does not, it is called aggra' - Whenever the poem is set for 
singing, the bait may conveniently be termed as dawr (stave).
The question which should be raised here is: how did
the S0 Arabians regard this style of poetry? The answer to 
this question can be disserned from the meagre quantity of 
poems that have reached us in that pattern, as well as by 
its complete absence from most of the extant humaini diwans*
A humainiyyah composed after the Andalusian model is 
treated as a mubay^yal muwashshah if its lines have the same
SLUfl
(abcdeo) 
bait simt qufl
(efefef) (abcdeo) 
simt qufl
(ghghgh) (abcdeo), etc.
Sait
- 51the last qufl, considered by Ibn Sana5 al-Mulk as the loom
m e tr ic a l s tru c tu re * Taking th e  l ib e i ’t y  o f borrowing  
non-^am anite te rm s, we might say th a t  i f  the m e tr ic a l  
s tru c tu re  o f  th e  a q f& l is  w h o lly  reproduced in  th e  asm at, 
then  the humainiyyah in  question is  regarded as a 
mubayyatah* w ith  a m a tla 1, i f  the  muwashshab is  tamm.
The fo llo w in g  poem o f Muhd* b* ’ A b d a lla h ^ , which is  
c o n triv e d  a f t e r  the Andalusian p a t te rn , w i l l  show how 
such hum ainiyyat a re  d iv id e d  in  S* A rab ian  diwans and 
s a fa y in : -
.J3 . ^  * I \ S'"
 ^ ' t— y   ^ 4—  jy ^
if
 ^ <- Is
o T '" 5 I "i \
I c  ^ ( ^  |
y ^ y  h  J  \ c s u J  \ u
yys~ Vo ,__i L U l 1--”
S'
i s^5- < o <_i <_£—
C  I l-V LJ [ -J ^  c -Ai- V
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O
J vA_
L l > *
y -
i ^
lLa,j 1 k_c* ( jk
v^.
ft
o^ .
M
4>
J-clj)
LJ
-oJU j ) t C_ i 1 lJS t £ v-oju j^
o *
o' i i_J
i| ^^2»j0 J) | V.
3 k*i « ki
^y*Lul) 1 ijJ I 5 < r° k-l I ‘ ^
s
< 1 vV-  —-'I \j (_t3 -uj1?V I
■Uo ) 3 U  *pij C_JI4
1 <U-o
i.
v _ ______________S-^ VO
y^L* i3/°
iJ i
,S^> ^ J)
*Metri eal scheme: || -u-| -u~-| -u—
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However, if the aqfal and the asmat belong to the same 
metre, but are unequal in length (by the dropping of one or 
more feet from either), or if the metre of the asmat is 
different from that of the aqfal, then the humainiyyah 
is considered as if it were composed of the regular 
alternation bait-tawshih* The following poem^ is appended 
as an example:-
 ^ \ > ( \ <_§ y^kX'O ^ 5)^
— uo
-n^ O  ' ’ *
y >
——\_w
t ■> Li \ f  gjj
t_iAJ \  ^ ■~— j)i> VX
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) \ ^  I
► Y c j  \\±~ 'jv' 1 > \ % J )  )^J J> i. y -^\f>J) \ \ >  J  OL-o\i
V
—Uk)
J f ^ I j  f\ -yb (^ c_i
V
<*>
J/
s j . J
,>jl
j-iif , i i i i ^  > _ s y  i
lAi-li o^z*- *\— r^ prl <jJ^ \Ll c— n—»Ljj ^yS^c
3 °)
vjl-t3 M i  \ 5 j -
&  ~fi A
JU 3 I
o I ^
.  -0
j \ \
1 Z  ^r-U
Ajss
— *V.
J,UJy\J* ^ J ) J ^  b-T6 -^- ^  V > C-^  I
*  M e tr lo a l scheme: -  
h a l t :
taw sh ih :
u-u~u | — u |----- u| ™ u
II — u | zur
-u -u | - -u |  --^-ul - - U  
 u| - u -
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The error in such division is that the hait in the 
Andalusian type of muwashshah should always be considered 
as the unit of the poem. The bait is usually a line in a 
qasldah:, ,& hemistich in an our juzah« a number of couplets 
in a mugdawi.jah, and a distinct strophe ending by a 
master-rhyme running throughout the whole poem in a 
musammatah. Hence we can say confidently that the basic 
unit in a poem contrived after the standard Andalusian 
rhyme pattern is the bait,/\therefore, the foregoing 
appended poem of al-*Alawi may be divided as follows:
Any division which does not regard the bait as the basic 
unit in such pattern is wrong, and Ibn Sana* al-Mulk’s
matla' bait — tawshlh
aaxa (bcbcbo)(xaxa) 
t&wshlh qufl
(dedede$(xaxa) etc
bait.
54usage of the term bait , to denote what corresponds to 
the tawshlh in al-’Alawi’s poem, is misleading.
Very different from the mubayyat forms that were popular
in S. Arabia is the stately regular muwashshah, in that it 
is, in my opinion, the deliberate invention of, perhaps,
two gifted minds.. An anonymous experimenting with the
various patterns of al-shi1r
The regular muwashshah and
al-musammat. and having in
its gradual development.
mind the requirements of 
choral singing, produced the first phase of-the regular 
muwashshah. That anonymous poet was, perhaps, a sufi who 
felt the requirement of group singing in his circle, and 
hence introduced a new element, the tawhhifo. into the body of 
one of the two popular musammai  ^patterns in S.Arabia: the
first and the second mubayyat forms.
The incorporation of tawshah into the body of one of
the two afore-mentioned mubayyat forms, led to the
incorporation of the same element into the body of the other.,
Which preceded the other is problematical, and should be
left for conjecture; for neither the S. Arabian diwans,.
nor the biographies at hand, are of much help to us in
deciding the;-period in which the implementation of the
tawshih into the body of the first and the second mubayyat
forms had occurred. Nevertheless, the nature of the
regular muwashshah leaves no doubt that' it passed through
two main changes, beginning with the introduction of tawshih.
and ending with the introduction of taqfil. we do not
possess any authentic example beyond the eighth 
century, but the S* Arabian diwans of some Hyumainists.
however, furnish us with very* few examples which reflect 
the nature of the gradual development of the regular 
muwashsha^. The lingering of such specimens in some 
diwans and safayin, may be taken as a sign of a practice 
made after models of the past which, as a literary tradition, 
continued in few poets - and in Xaman traditions are usually 
hard to terminate.
To the first mubayyat form was first sodded the element 
tawshlh, the introduction of which makes the pattern of the 
poem resemble that of an Andalusian one, with one main
difference that can be easily discerned. The following
— —55poem of fAli b. Muhd. al-’Ansi is appended here as an
example of this transitory phase:-
ij yjjll \ CJ yl^ ] ^  Oj \ _J ^ > >J
c sk > ^ill
0
ej
J A
\_X_
L >
(>jv kJJk k k
-v-O
JlAio u U  o\fr k_—£
i jv. UVj) (  ^ C^ J
~OJ
0^f*~ dx6 t-~*
?
(J^3^ I I _ A> ^vWoS
0 . h> \ 7^
jgAi* -^|j) c^ Jul^ < Q-X-—— X- kkvAjc- Lo cjJk)3 \ crCT
Ij) * <— 3> IJji < 3j>l , <-Sj> \) ^ ^
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The seoond step in this form was the introduction of
the element thqfil as exemplified in the following poem56._
oy.ls£® °i> y. \jr* jy^
yjj
(j j - .  i i— £ "V 1 <____ L^sS ^  jj , i
oj\A\
Uy<»
~—oJ
“/Ui J
-\il I A
— -liij ^  ^ <_j
 _____     oj
O , > h -
I I <!>- (__?> f\—  J/H -iP'
4.o-_ii l j*, 7. y  | j
‘j e J \  c ^ ’ U j
- c ^ K i
* °-j^  J ^jr^J
x.jv)— t— — ^ %o  -«
-xjl iJ
'^ J  j b U J . kilo ‘'• J j r  j erJ.‘-^Tr
*
Metrical scheme:- \
bait: ||-=ul-u—  l-u~ -=ul-u—  |-u--
tawshili: ||-u— |-u—  1 -u— |-u~ -u—  -u-
u
C_L^
-*VaJ J
—-AP-
As for tiie second mubayyat form, the same element were 
added to it, and the change can be assumed to have occurred 
along similar lines. I append here two poems pertaining 
to that change in its two respective manners:—
1 •
n— A \
L
__i\
L Liy~
• A
*Metrical Scheme;- 
bait:
tawshlh:
taq^ f il:
||-u, 
||— UI 
—ui
— ui — ui — u 
— u 
 Ui uj u
—ui —ui —uf—u
| — u i — u j — ui — u
 u  Ul UI — u
-3  \jy 1J -U
/ T ' ^ i
V j J f  v  c ^ j
-^•^J Cjur* c  ^ ^
e
^v. i '  ■ V-X—^t) l/ / ^ c J L
0 V I s' "I—-—> O—£ - (_ \ t
^ i
vJ U)
<^j-u l:\jj
^\l
57*
—VK>
m~°
V
J
_! M yX\ Cy^ ^4-^.
H—j I J i -Ai < '-2—>_J i^
2.
-1? kX~
<■ '&-> ul >\/-A> <JU
* Metrical scheme:-
tait: ||— u-i-U“
tawshih: || — u -l -u ™
-U*— 1 -u* u
-U-l -u- u
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*  M e tr ic a l scheme: —
b a i t : ||-u -l -u^  | ~ - u l - u - | - u -
taw sh lh : II u l-u - l-u -  j  ul —u - l - u - |  u|
t a g f 11 : - u - l - u -  |  u| - u - l  - u -
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Th is  is  how th e  f i n a l  touch was g iven  to  the re g u la r  
muwashshalj as f a r  as I  can see* The base was the f i r s t  and 
the second mubayyat form s, to  which were added, f i r s t ,  the  
ta w s h ili, and second, th e  t a g f I I . The com parative u n p o p u la rity
o f th e  f i r s t  mubayyat form was a p recu rso r f o r  the  
u n p o p u la r ity  o f the  re g u la r  muwashshah whioh is  based on i t .  
And what is  more is  th a t poems from whose p a tte rn  the  
t a q f l l  is  excluded can, in d eed , be counted on one's  
f in g e r s .  T h e re fo re , we can say p la in ly ,  and w ithou t 
h e s ita t io n ,  th a t the most w ide ly -u sed  huraaini forms were 
th e  mubayyat form rhyming abababab cdcdcdab, e t c . ,  and the  
re g u la r  muwashshah p a tte rn  which is  based on i t ,  and in  
whioh the  taw shih and th e  t a g f i l  a re  in t e g r a l  p a r ts .
The re g u la r  muwashshah, in  i t s  f i n a l  fo rm , was 
in tended  to  be sung w ith  th e  involvem ent o f a chorus. The 
main s in g e r w i l l  s in g  th e  b a i t  (s t ro p h e ) , the chorus w i l l  
chant a f t e r  him th e  taw shih  (a n t i-s t r o p h e ? ) ,  a f t e r  which the  
s in g e r w i l l  c lo se  the  f a $ l  (s e c t io n )  by re p e a tin g  the  
t a q f i l  (ep o d e? ).
In  the  m a jo r ity  o f  cases, the taw shih  c o n s is ts  o f  
th re e  hem istich s  (o r  v e rs e -s e c t io n s ) , though th e re  is  no 
apparent reason  why i t s  number should not exceed th is  
l i m i t .  However, i t  should be n o te d :-
( a )  The number o f tJae h em istichs  
The taw sh ih . ( ° r  v e rs e -s e c tio n s ) In  the
taw shih  should not be le s s  than
th re e , and must conform to  a c e r ta in  rhyme scheme.
According to hum aini usage, i f  the hem istich s  o f the  
taw sh ih  are  th re e , then they  must rhyme to g e th e r; but 
i f  th e re  are more, then  th e  f i r s t  l in e  o f the  taw shih  
may have two d i f f e r e n t  rhymes, and p o s s ib ly  more, th a t  must 
be s t r i c t l y  observed in  the o th er l in e s  o f  th e  same taw sh ih ,
(b )  The hem istichs  (o r  v e rs e -s e c tio n s ) o f th e  f i r s t  
taw shih  should be w h o lly  reproduced in  the  fo llo w in g  
ta w s h ih a t. And because humaini is  p a r t ly  dependent upon 
rhyme v a r ia t io n  f o r  i t s  e f fe c ts ,  i t  is  alm ost o b lig a to ry  
th a t  each taw shih should have a rhyme p a tte rn  o f i t s  own 
which must not be reproduced, w h o lly  o r p a r t ly ,  in  
any corresponding p a rt  o f the o th e r fu s u l.  However, 
exceptions to  th is  may be found in  good p o ets ,
(o )  The taw sh ihat should be m e tr ic a l ly  uniform  
throughout the  whole poem. The m e tr ic a l s tru c tu re  o f  the  
taw s h ih a t may or may not be the same as th a t  o f the abyat
and the  t a g f i l a t  o>f th e  poem.
(d )  Enjambment (ta d m in ) from the taw shih  to  the  fo llo w in g  
t a g f l l  is  not an uncommon p ra c t ic e .
The element t a g f l l , on the o th e r hand, d i f f e r s  from
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the tawshi^ in that it should always 
correspond, in rhyme and metre, to 
the mat la* , which is the first bait* it goes without saying 
that the taqfil in the regular muwashshah pattern is nothing 
but a reproduction of a half of the pattern of the mat la1; 
but in a few negligible number of poems, it is the 
reproduction of a quarter of it:-
f i >) I LJ— ° ^  ^  (jj«
>j)— t—  ^ > V _ ™ \  ^
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L^oX) LU^  (_(„. Lujl>^ <________________________ 5 Lo lj)
(There is, however, another term, the tag mi*, which
appears occasionally in some diwans and safayin* (This
term occurs only in the regular muwashshah which is based
on the second mubayyat form to denote the reproduction of &
/\the mafia’ at the end of each fasl — as is the case in the 1' • *
* Metrical scheme: 
bait: | j -u - i -u -~ \  | ----- 1 - u - -  | -U-l -U--
tawshih: )|— u - i— u -  j — u - i — u - | — u - l — u -
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above poem of al-’Alawi - in a
The tagml’,
very few specimens of poems. The
—
term tag mi’, however, was employed for such denotion only 
after the tenth century A.H. ; but was originally minted 
to designate a new element that was added to the Andalusian 
type of muwashshah. This, one may reasonably assume, had 
happened before the final regular muwashshah pattern, 
consisting of the regular alternation bait-tawshih-taqfil, 
was either invented or universally aooepted.
We have seen how the Andalusian type of muwashshah 
was regarded by the S. Arabians, What interests us here 
is that the washsha^in of Yaman added a new element to the 
main body of the Andalusian rhyme pattern, and gave it 
two different names* If this additional element precedes 
the tawshih, they erroneously call it bait; but if it 
follows it, then they give it the name of tagmi’♦ I 
append here three S. Arabian humainiyyat to show how the 
Andalusian pattern, whioh was never popular among the 
humainists of S, Arabia, was transposed into two main forms. 
The first humainiyyah is Andalusian in pattern; the second 
will show the new element (which you may dubb as you like) 
preoeding the tawshih; while the third shows the new 
additional element as it follows ite
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C. THE ANDALUSIAN HHYME PATTERN WITH THE
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From the above illustrative poem of al-Wathiq, and, 
indeed, from all the few specimens which were composed by
we can say that the term tagmi* denoted an element which, 
structurally speaking, has no connection whatever with 
the regular muwashshah which is based on the second mubayyat 
form, That element neither follows the rhyme scheme and 
the metrical structure of the matla1 , nor can it be claimed 
to be a regular reproduction of a quarter of it. But after 
the tenth century, the term tag mi1 crystallised to denote 
the regular reproduction of a quarter of the mat la1 
in each fasl of the regular muwashshah which is based on the 
second mubayyat fonn. On what ground and how it came to
*Metrical schemes-
some Xamanite poets who lived before the tenth century64
bait: |--- ui 5-u \ — -u i u -u  -u -u i u ~ u i----- ui u -u
taw shih; | — u| -u ~ -  i -u -«  j — u I -u —  \ -u-
tag m i1: \\ —  \ -u — 1 — u| -u — I — ] - u - -
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be assumed to  be so, i s  extrem ely  d i f f i c u l t  to  answer.
A f in a l  word may b es t be b r ie f l y
An e v a lu a tio n  o f
the statement o£_ stated here concerning the claim
’Isa b. Lutf-Allah.
o f ’Isa b . lu t f - A l la h  th a t  Xbn
F u la ita h  was the  f i r s t  S.
A rabian poet to p rovide  an ’’argument” in  fav o u r o f th e  
muwashshah in  the la n d  o f  al-Yam an. I f  ’ Is a  has in  mind
the f i r s t  and th e  second mubayyat form s, then  we must 
o u tr ig h t ly  renounce h is  c la im , f o r  the  sim ple reason th a t  
i t  is  ir r e c o n c ila b le  w ith  some o f  the  fa c ts  th a t  were very  
s l ig h t ly  re fe r r e d  to  in  th e  preceding sections  o f t h is  
c h a p te r. I f ,  on the  o th er hand, he means th e  A ndalusian  
type o f muwashshah, we have a ls o  to  r e je c t  him f o r  reasons 
Which we have g iven  in Chapter One.
The c la im  o f ’ Is a  may be ju s t i f ie d  i f  i t  is  to  be 
confined  w ith in  the  range o f  two p o s s ib i l i t i e s ?-
( a )  That th e  re g u la r  muwashshah, w ith  i t s  in a lie n a b le  
elem ent, th e  taw s h ih , and i t s  complementary component, th e  
t a q f i l , is  the p a r t ic u la r  one which ' I s a  has in  mind. The 
s tr u c tu r a l  com plex ity  o f  th is  muwashshah p a tte rn  d ep rives  i t  
o f the  honour o f h is t o r ic a l  precedence over the Andalusian  
p a tte rn  which a p p a re n tly  began to  take  r o o t ,  as % l i t e r a r y  
t r a d i t io n  in  th e  Arab F as t, on ly  in  the  s ix th  cen tury  A .H .
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I t  i s ,  perhaps, "between the s ix th  c en tu ry  and the  e ighth  
Gentury th a t  ^several a ttem pts  were made upon the mubayyat 
s t y le ,  two o f which c r y s t a l l iz e d  in to  the  a d d it io n  o f ,  f i r s t ,  
th e  taw s h ih , and, second, the t a q f i l , to  the  body o f th e  
f i r s t  and the  second mubayyat form s. The re g u la r  muwashshah 
was thus the outcome of two d e lib e ra te  d is tin g u is h e d  a ttem p ts ;  
and i f  we are  to  acquiesce in  the  c la im  o f ’ Is a ,  the  la s t  
phase in  the development o f  th e  re g u la r  muwashshah should  
o n ly  be in v o lv e d . I t  rem ains, however, to  be proved th a t  
Ib n  F u la ita h  was
( i )  E ith e r  the  man who accomplished the  ta s k  by 
o r ig in a t in g  th e  t a g f i l , and in c o rp o ra tin g  i t  in to  th e  body 
o f th e  muwashshah c o n s is tin g  then o f th e  a lte r n a t in g  p a tte rn  
b a it - ta w s h ih , b e fo re  we c r e d it  him w ith  th a t  honour,
( i i )  Or, th e  poet who made the muwashshah, c o n s is tin g  
o f the re g u la r  a l te r n a t io n  b a i t - t a w s h ih - t a q f i l , popular 
among the  poets of th a t  cou n try .
(b )  Take the c la im  o f  ’ Is a  to  mean th a t  Ib n  F u la ita h  was
the f i r s t  poet who gave hum ain i, as a w hole, the  r ig h t  o f
c it iz e n s h ip  in  the l i t e r a r y  c ir c le s  o f S. A ra b ia . The
—65v e rs io n  o f  a l -K h a z r a j i  , however, shows th a t  Ib n  F u la ita h  
was not serio u s  as a p oet, and, m oreover, th e re  is  no s ign  
w hatever in d ic a t in g  th a t he:, was an eminent h u m ain is t.
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1 . A l-S h a r1a b i , T ira z  a l -M a ja l is  wa-Sam ir K u ll Nahid w a-A nis .
2 . The poem i s  w h o lly  quoted in  T a r ik h  Thaghr Adan, I I ,  3 2 f f .
3. Yaman: I t s  E a r ly  M edieaval H is to ry , t r a n s . ,  p .74.
4 . Ib id . , t r a n s . ,  p . 7 4 f;  see a lso  T a r ik h  Thaghr ’ Adan,
I I I ,  217.
5 . Yaman, t r a n s . ,  p. 273. The way th is  c u ltu re d  p rin ce
used to  t r e a t  h is  poets is  i l lu s t r a t e d  a t  i t s  best by
A ^the  in c id e n t  w hich is  quoted in  ’ Oumara du Yemen, I I ,  646. 
The Adanite p o e t, Abu Bakr a l - ’ Abdi (+  5 8 0 /1 1 8 4 ), is  
th e  sub ject o f  th is  in c id e n t .
6 . Yaman, t ra n s . p. 276 .
7 . I b i d . , tra n s . p . 73 . 
i b i d . , lo o , o i t .
9* I b i d . , t r a n s . ,  p . 7 6 . S in c e re ly , I  cou ld  not re c o n c ile  
th is  in c id e n t w ith  the more known one which is  quoted  
in  T a r ik h  Ih ag h r Adan, I I ,  166 , and ' Qumara du Yemen, I I ,  
542, 572.
10 . O f. Kashf a l-2 u n u n , I I I ,  3 2 1 f.
11. Yaman, t r a n s . ,  p . 74.
12 . C f. a l-U d faw T , a l - T a l i *  a l -S a ’ I d . . .  (C a iro , 1 3 3 3 /1 9 1 4 ),
p. 47; Ib n  IC h a lli^ an , Wafayat a l-A V y a n , ed. F . W ustenfeld  
(G o tt in g a e , 1 8 3 5 -3 0 ), I ,  no. 64, p . 90 .
13 . C f. a l-B am anhurl, a l- I r s h a d  a l-S h a f i  *a la  Matn a l - K a f l  
(C a iro , 2nd e d ., 1 3 7 7 /1 9 5 7 ), p. 87.
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14*• £ b id . , p . 85 .
1 5 . Ib n  a l-J a z z a z  a l -Z a b id i ,  a l - Is h a r a t  a l-W a fiy a h . . . ,
B r. M us., O r. 5778, i i ,  f o l .  55b.
16 . Diwan a l - 1A la w i, B r. M us., f o l .  99 . I t  should be noted  
here th a t  a poem in  th is  rhyme scheme is  in c lu d ed  in  
the diwan o f Ib n  'A ra b i, on. o i t . ,  p . 460 , where i t  is  
erroneously  designated as a musammatah.
The p o p u la r ity  o f the  rhyme p a tte rn  in  q u estion  in  
the  bedouin p o e try  o f S y ria  has been noted by Wahibah, 
a l-Z a J a l:  Tarilchuh, Adabuh, - 'AUamuh -  gadiman wa-
had ith an  (H a r is a , 1 9 5 2 ), p . 79 , and Amin Nakhlah, Mu'anna 
Rashid ‘Nakhlah (B e ir u t ,  n . d . , &. 1 9 4 2 ), p . 72*
17 . My source o f  in fo rm a tio n , except where o therw ise s ta te d ,  
is  a l-J a w h a r a l - R a f i * .
18 . C f . ,  r e s p e c t iv e ly , Ib n  Rashiq, a l - f Umddh f i  Mahasin 
a l - S h i * r  . . .  ,(\ Muhd. Muhyi a l - D ih ' r Abd a l-H am id  (C a ir o ,
2nd e d .,  1 5 7 4 /1 9 5 5 ), I ,  1 7 8 ff ;  a l - M a 'a r r i ,  R is a la t  
a l-G h u fra n , ed. B in t al-Shaijri?. (C a iro , 1 9 5 0 ), p . 2 5 0 f f .  
Ib n  R ashiq , op. o i t . .  I ,  182, says th a t  among those
poets who w ro te  in  the  mukhammas and muzdawij s ty le s  o f  
p o etry  is  Bashshar b . Burdj bu t the diwan o f Bashshar, as 
e d ite d  by Ib n  ’ Ashur (C a iro , 1569 -  76 /1950  -  5 7 ) ,  does 
not c o n ta in  even a s in g le  mukhammasah or muz daw in  ah .
Ib n  al-N adim  (  + c . 5 8 5 /9 9 5 ), a l - R ih r is t  (C a iro , A. H.
1 5 4 8 ), p . 252, s ta te s  th a t  th e  b u lk  o f the
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p o etry  o f Aban a l~ Ia h iq i  is  in  the  mugdawij and th e  
musammat s ty le s . A l-D a m ir i (+ 8 0 8 /1 4 0 6 ), K. Hayat al-Hayawan  
a l-K u b ra  (B u la q , 1 2 8 4 /1 8 6 8 ), I ,  96 , quotes a poera rhyming 
aaaaa hhbba, e t c . , which he a sc rib e s  to  Abu Uuwas.
1 9 .For some o f such a ttem p ts , s .v .  s -m - i in  L isan  a I - 1 Arab 
and T a j a l-^ A ru s g see a lso  al-Um dah« I ,  1 7 8 -8 0 .
2 0 .C f. Kashf al-Zuntmi,; I I I ,  320. Please note  th a t  re fe ren ces  
are  r e s t r ic te d  to  sources in  which a com piled diwan is  
a t t r ib u te d  to  th e  poet in  q u es tio n .
2 1 .C f. T ira z  A*lam al-Zam an, f o l .  225b; a l - Q i f t i ,  Inbah a l-B uw at 
1a la  Anbah a l-N u h a t, ed. Abu a l-F a d l Ib rah im  (C a iro ,  
1 3 7 4 /1 9 5 5 ), I ,  284.
2 2 .C f. Tabaqat Fuqaha’ al-Yam an, p. 106 .
2 3 .C f. T a r ik h  Thaghr 1 Adan. I I , 46; ' Qumara .du Yemen. I I ,  585, 
648.
2 4 .C f. W. Ivanow, A Guide to  Is m a i l i  L ite r a tu r e  (London, 1 9 3 3 ), 
no. 185, p . 51; a l-H am dani, a l-S u la ih iy y u n  w a-a l-H arakah  
a l-F S tlm iy y a h  f i  al-Yaman (C a iro , 1 9 5 5 ), p . 194.
2 5 .C f. Kashf al-2 junun, I I I ,  3 2 1 f; f Qumara ju Yemen, I I ,  637; 
M ir * at a,I-Jananft III, 301.
2 6 .A fragm ent o f  h is  diwan is  preserved in  th e  B r i t is h  Museum, 
numbered O r. 4004 , i .
2 7 .He composed two poems th a t  are t y p ic a l ly  Andalusian in  rhyme 
p a tte rn  -  as s ta te d  in  th e  previous c h a p te r. I t  shouldbbe 
noted here th a t  ' Umarah’ s poems, which he must have composed
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in  Aden and 2 a b id , a re  not inc luded  in  Denenbourg’ s 
e d it io n  o f h is  diwan. The man eu log ized  the Z u r a i ' i t e s ,  
th e  N a ja h ite s , some i l lu s t r io u s  men l ik e  the poet 
a l~ 'A b d i, and d i f fe r e n t  members o f the  noble fa m ily  
o f 'Aqamah o f Zab id . And though he spent most o f h is  
l i f e  in  Yaman, not more than t h i r t y  l in e s  o f h is  
com position in  Derenboui'g* s e d it io n  o f h is  diwan are  
in  honour o f S. A rabian personages.
28. Two copies o f  h is  voluminous diwan are  preserved in  
the B r i t is h  Museum, numbered O r. 417 , and Or. 3815.
29 . C f. T a r ik h  a l - 1Ulama? wa~al~M uluk, f o l .  107a. 
A l-K h a z r a ji ,  a l~ f Uqud, X, I l O f ,  s ta te s  th a t  h is  diwan 
had become e x c e s s iv e ly  ra re .
30. C f. i b i d . ,  X, 140.
^31. A malhun poem rhyming abb ebb dbb, e t o . ,  is  inc luded  
in  h is  p r in te d  d iw a n ,e d . a l~ !A q i l l  (C a iro , 1 3 8 1 /1 9 6 1 ), 
p. 177 . The m e tr ic a l s tru c tu re  o f t h is  poem is
II U-J -| -U 1 -u—  1 -1 -u— 1 -u 
A l-A h d a l, T a r ik h  a l - 1Ulama9, f o l .  7 a , s ta te s  th a t
he does not not know th e  year o f h is  death; and a l l
one can say is  th a t  he was s t i l l  l iv in g  around A .H .
665 e u lo g is in g  th e  R a s u lite  a l -M a l ik  a l-M u z a ffa r  Yusuf*
b . 'Umar b. 'A l l  ( r .  647 /1249; d . 6 9 4 /1 2 9 5 ). C f. 
a l- 'U q u d , I ,  185.
32 . H is diwan is  preserved in  the  E gyp tian  L ib ra ry , no.
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12.66 Adab, and the Bodle^iian, no. Marsh 587.
33. He was the poet of th e  s u lta n  o f a l -S h ih r ,  'Abd al-Rahman
b . Rashid (+  6 6 4 /1 2 6 5 -6 ) , and most o f  h is  diwan is  made 
up o f the b a lb a l s ty le  of p o e try . C f. T a r ik h  a l - 1UlamS* 
w a -a l-M u Iu k . f o l 0 255a.
34. C f . i b i d . . lo o , o f t .
3 5 . C f . i b i d . . f o l .  261a.
36 . C f* i b i d . , f o l .  134a.
37 . C f. i b i d . . f o l .  261a.
38. C f. Tuhfat a l-Zam an , f o l s .  78b-79a; T a r ik h  Thaghr 1Adan,
I I ,  151.
59 . C f. I b i d . t I I ,  112. One o f  h is  poems, rhyming aab ocb ddb, 
e t c . ,  i s  quoted in  h is ,  Rawd a l-R a y a h in  f i  H ikaya t
a l -§ a l ih x n  (C a iro , 3 rd , e d ., 1370/1953), p . 9 .
40 . Cf* a l - 1 Uqud, I I ,  138; A1 lam al-Zam an, f o l .  69b.
41 o Mr* F . Sayyid had k in d ly  inform ed me in  w r it in g  th a t  the  
diwan o f Ib n  ’ Alwan, as preserved in  the  E gyptian  L ib ra ry ,  
is  a good source fo r  h is  humaini com position . The 
B odleian M s ., Marsh 587, which is  the  diwan o f Ib n  'A lw an, 
con ta ins  fo u r  s tro p h ic  ‘ ‘poems th a t  a re  t y p ic a l ly  
A ndalusian  in  rhyme scheme. A s tro p h ic  m uadawijah. 
however, i s  a ls o  inc luded  under the term  muwashshah.
In  a d d it io n , th e  Ms. in  qu estion  con ta ins  tw enty-one  
poems in  th e  f i r s t  mubayyat form , none o f w hich, i t
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should he no ted , is  raalhunah. S e v e ra l muhayyatat o f  
Ih n  1 Alwan are  a ls o  quoted in  the Amhrosiaaa M s ., C 33 , 
f o ls .  1 0 7 -1 3 .
For Ih n  •Alwan9s l i f e ,  see a l~ *  Uqud, I ,  1 6 0 f;  
la h aq a t a l-K haw ass, pp. 1 9 -2 1 ; l i r a s  A*lam al-Zam an, 
f o l .  172a; . a l-M jm aw i, a l-K aw akih  a l^ D u rriy y a h  f l  
la ra ^ im  a l-3 a d a h  a l-3 u f iy y a h , B r. M us., Add. 23339, 
f o l .  236h; B ro o k ., Sup. , I ,  806; a l-M a q s ir i ,  K.
I t h a f  a l - S a l ik in  a l-A kh .var. . . .  B r. M us., Or. 3834, I v ,  
f o l .  103a.
One o f th e  main works o f Ihn  1Alwan. a l-T aw h id7 .
a l-A 's a m , is  preserved in  a l-J a m i1 a l -K a h ir ,  no. 83 .
42 . One o f h is  musammatat (rhym ing aaaa hhhha, e t o . )  is  
quoted in  a l-*U q u d , I I ,  124; see a ls o  la r lk h  lh a g h r  
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CHAPTER THREE* 
MUSIC IN  S. ARABIA,
I .
According to some Arabian n a rra tio n s  o f the p a s t,
Music in  the  s in g in g , c a lle d  al-sum ud in
1p re -Is la m ic  Yaman. th e  language o f H im yar, began
in  Yaman from tim e imm emorial,
and la t e r  came to.be an in te g r a l p a r t  o f th e  s o c ia l l i f e  o f
the  S. A rab ian . The legendary p e rio d  su p p lies  th e  names o f
two songstresses, a l—Jarad atan , who belonged to  th e  people of
’ Ad a t  th e  tim e  o f  t h e ir  s e ttle m e n t between a l-S h ih r  and 
pHadramawt. These two S. A rabian  s in g in g —g ir ls  a re  a lso  
claim ed to  be the f i r s t  to c u l t iv a te  the a r t  of s in g in g  among
*5 — —A
th e  Arabs . Al-Hamdani t e l l s  us a lso  about two o ther
s in g in g -^ ir ls  o f *Sd who were transform ed by God in to  stone
sta tues  found in  one o f the caves o f Hadramawt. In  the« •
lap  o f one o f them was a lu t e ,  and on the l e f t  hand o f the  
o th e r was a f lu t e .
However, o ther n a rra to rs  c la im  ’ Als-f b . Z a id , known 
as Dhu Jadan, to  be the f i r s t  to  c u l t iv a te  the a r t  o f s in g in g  
in  Yaman. The a p p e lla t io n  ,fjad an ” means the b e a u t i fu l  vo ice  
in  the language o f Him yar, and he rece ived  i t  from having  
a rem arkably sweet v o ic e .
As we tu rn  our a t te n t io n  from the  legendary  p e rio d  to  
the  cen tu ry  p r io r  to  the dawn o f Is la m , we f in d  the poet 
•Alqamah Dhu Jadan m entioning the p la y in g  o f s in g in g -g ir ls  
as w e ll as the  d r in k in g  o f  w ine.^  The vagabond gadram ite
— —7
p o et, Im ru ’ u a l-Q a is ,  is  d ep ic ted  in  IC. A l-A ghani as ending
each en joyable  day, which he spent w ith  some outcasts  o f
A ra b ia , by d rin k in g  and l is te n in g  to  the songs o f h is  s lave
s in g in g r g i r l s . A l in e  in  one o f  h is  pQ^ms reads :
"When I  become depressed in  the evening, I  make many a
d e lic a te  s in g in g -g irl,-?  p la y  the l u t e . 11
The Yamanite w a r r io r ,  1 Abd Yaghuth b . Waqqas a l - H a r i t h i ,
is  asked by h is  captors which death he p re fe rs  to  d ie ,  and
he answers: Give me wine to d r in k , and l e t  me s ing  my
death-song. So th ey  p ly  him w ith  w ine , and open one o f  h is
v e in s ; and as h is  l i f e  ebbs, he sings a song in  which he
remembers th e  happy days when he used to  t e a r  h is  robe
9" in  tw a in  f o r  two s in g in g -g ir ls  . n A l-A 1 sha b . Q-ais t e l l s
about a o e r ta ih  Hsdram ite c h ie f ta in ,  who was accustomed to
*  * '
be surrounded by boon companions c e a s e le s s ly  d rin k in g  wine
in  the presence o f  a songstress who p la ys  th e  lu te  whenever
10dhe is  under th e  e f fe c t  o f  d r in k  . In  one o f h is  odes, 
a l-A 's h a  eu log ises  some c h ie fs  o f N a jra n , and mentions th a t  
he was once present in  one o f t h e i r  drinking-cham bers in
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which "our witnesses are the roses, the jasmine, and the
11singing-girls with their flutes. fl And he also gives
us the impression that it was not unusual for the feudal
12lords of Yaman to pass over singing-girls as a gift
fhe popularity of singing and music in S. Arabia 
before Islam made Gregentius, the Roman archbishop of Zafar, 
draw up some laws by which "public singers, harp players, 
actors, dancers, were suppressed, and anyone found practising 
these acts were punished by whipping and a yearns hard 
labour^." And the fact that the art of singing became 
part and parcel of the social life of that coimtry, is, 
perhaps, best manifested by the incident which took place 
upon the death of the ?z*ophet. It is said that on that 
occasion two singing-girls of ^tadramawt expressed their 
joy on the reception of the news by dyeing their hands and 
beating the tambourine, and the prostitutes of that region
We must neither forget that several musical
instruments used in the Islamic times are known to be of
1*3S. Arabian provenance , and among these first must rank 
the mi1 zafah about which the author of Kitab al~Malahi
* According to al-Shawkanl, Ibtal Da’wa al-Ijma1 'ala 
Tahrim Mutlaq, al-Sama1 (Lucknow,1 A.H. 1517), p*'3£TJ
al-ma'aaif (sing, mi1gafah or mi* gaf) is a general name =
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16says that only the people of al-Xaman used to play on it
Now what kind of singing did the pre-Islamic S, Arabians
17 -cultivate? Parmer quotes Ibn al-Kalbi to the effect that
the music of the Arabs was f,in three styles - the nasb, the
sinad and the hazaj. As for the nasb, it is the music of the
riders (rukban) and the singing-girls (qainat). As for the
sinad, it is the heavy refrain, full of notes (naghmat)•
And as for the haza,1, it is the light £songJ , all of it,
and it is that which stirs the heart and excites the
forebearing.n Parmer then reaches the conclusion that it
was the sinad and the haza.j that were introduced at the time
of the third orthodox caliph, and became to be known as the
artistic singing (al-ghina* al-mutqan).
The foregoing conclusion of Parmer should be confuted 
for the simple reason that it is unreasonable as well as based 
upon a mistake. It is hardly conceivable that the pre—Islamic 
singing-girls of Arabia in general, and those of Yaman in 
particular, used to sing exclusively in the primitive nasb 
mode. And it is ftardly plausible that the lords of Arabia, 
and especially those of Hadramawt and Najran, and the worldly
—  to which belong the ,ud and the tanbur and, indeed, any 
other stringed instrument. “
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pre-Islamic poets, passed their times in listening to a type of 
singing daily employed by the riders of the desert. The lives 
of the pre-Islamic poets, as well as the instruments they 
employed, make it almost unreasonable to give any credit 
to the claim that the art which the singing-girls of pre- 
Islamic Arabia had cultivated was the nasb.
Parmer*s conclusion is undoubtedly based upon a 
mistake* He confined himself, for one reason or another, 
to the printed edition of al-*Iqd a1-Parid (Cairo, 1887-8)
w* >■ iwm iiiMiiMi. hi Hi I ilJ ifti| i —i III I II—I i tinnwii— n w
of ibn *Abdrabbih in which the word qain&t appears next to
—  —  lQ
rukban. But as it appears from al-Ibshihi, for example,
an error was committed by the author of al-Iqd or by his
transcribers whereby the sense of the passage is singularly
misrendered. In al-Mustatraf, the word fityan appears instead
of the word qainat, and the distorted sense which Parmer
gives, lias undoubtedly resulted from the shifting and the
misplacement of the diacratical. points in fityan. The more
—  —  —19authentic Kitab al-Malahi makes it clear, on the authority 
of Ibn al-Kalbi himself, that !,singing among the Arabs had 
three forms, the na^b, the sinad and the haza,i♦ As for the 
nasb, it was the song of the riders, and it is that which is 
called traditional in which youths sing. As for the sinad,
it is the heavy rhythm having a refrain, the low-pitched
187.
voice and the glottal hiatus. As for the hazat1, it is the 
light rhythm with which pasturing is done at night and 
amusement is sought, and which the throat finds easy. The 
singing of the people of al-Yaman is called al-hanafi.n
The above last sentence in the quotation of Ibn al-Kalbi
does, indeed, strike the attention, although it does not
evoke any concrete sense of meaning. Was the hanafi of the
people of al-Yaman a distinct style of music and singing?
Or was it only a mere name preferably employed by the
—  —20inhabitants of that country? Al-Ma^udi quotes Ibn 
Khurdadhibih to the effect that the singing of the Yamanites 
was in two styles: the hanafi and the himyari, the former
being considered the better.
21 —Farmer claims that the himyari is the pre-Islamic type
of singing in S. Arabia, and the hanafi is the more recent
type which the Arabs knew through the gradual innovations
that had occurred in the Arabian music, the first of which
began Just prior to the dawn of Islam. This claim is based
upon the erroneous assumption which runs throughout the
first two chapters of A History of Arabian Music - that the
pre-Islamic Arabs in Arabia knew only one type of singing,
the nasb, before al-ghina* al-mutqan was introduced Into
al-Hijas. Farmer depends in this respect on the authority
—  —  —  22of Ibn Khurdadhibih as quoted in al-Mas'udi. He says
"In al-Hijaz, which was not advanced musically as 
either al-Hxra or G-hassan perhaps, the nasb and the nawh 
were the only types of songs practised until the close of 
the sixth century or the beginning of the seventh, when the 
poet-minstrel al-Nadr Ibn al-Harith (d. 624) introduced 
several innovations from al-Hira, and among them the more 
advanced song (ghina*) which supplanted the nasb, and the 
wooden-bellied 1 ud which seemingly took the place of the 
skin-bellied mizhar." But the term nasb in al-Mas fudi 
has an implication over which Farmer passes silently lest 
he contradicts himself. There it is stated very clearly 
that the ghina* of the pre-Islamic Arabs was called nasb;
that nasb has three forms - the rukbanI, the heavy sinad,
..
and the light hazaj .
Farmer*s claim that al-hanafi was nothing but the 
artistic modes of singing and music introduced into Arabia 
by al-Nadr and later musicians should, therefore, be rejected 
Pre-Islamic Arabia undoubtedly knew all the three types of 
singing before al-Na$r appeared on its musical scene.
However, in all justification the two terms, himyari and 
hanafx, may purport the sense claimed by Farmer if the 
generalizations upon which it is based are concretely 
adduced from indisputable facts. And since they are not, 
and since singing and music flourished in the pre-Islamic 
Yaman, we are entitled to think differently.
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The term hanafi is given by Ibn al-Kalbi as a general
name for the type of singing in S. Arabia, and the other
term, himyari, has no place in the eyes of that authentic
narrator* It is highly possible, therefore, that the
word hanafi was minted to replace the word himyari after
Islam load surged over that country. The name "Himyar1*,
and anything that was connected with it, was loathed by
the non-Yaraanite lords of that country. The Prophet
- 24ordered the demolition of Ghumdan , the third caliph
25 —in Islam ordered its burning ; the cruel ’Abbasid
governor, Is^ag b. Yusuf, persecuted the S. Arabians, and
ordered the uprooting of all the palm-trees known as
— p ft
al-khawkh al-himyari because out of hatred for that name
Is it fanciful, then, to assume that the term hanafi was
perhaps coined to give the already existing modes of
singing %nd music an Islamic colouring and flavour?
The role which al-Nadr b. al-Harith is claimed to have
played in the history of Ax^abian music Is groundless.
Moreovex', we are told that his father, al-Harith b. Kaladah,
27learned to play the lute in Persia and Yaman ,
II.
With the conversion of Yaman into Islam, and with the 
establishment of the Caliphate in al-Madinah, and its 
transference first to Damascus and then to Baghdad, it was
natural that attention should mainly he focussed upon the 
universal centres of learning in Islam* For about two 
centuries from the beginning of Islam, Yaman could not 
apparently claim a major centre of learning for herself, 
and only few details about her cultural history during that 
long period have been handed down to us. It was only when 
Zabid was built in A.H. 204 by the Ziadites (204-409/819-101* 
that S. Arabia entered upon a political and a cultural 
career of her own. Between the third century and the 
eighth, however, the information regarding S. Arabian 
poetry in general, and Yamanite singing in particular, 
are so scanty that to attempt piecing them together and 
reduce them to coherency is very hard indeed.
The nasb, the sinad, and the hazaj styles of singing 
have continued until the present day despite the strong 
opposition with which the haaaj and the sinad are expected 
to have met from the strict legists of that country. The 
nasb was probably less denounced on aocount of its being 
a style of singing in which no instrument of "diversion" 
is employed. Religious poems in the Yaman of today may be 
sung without being accompanied by an instrument, and it is 
not uncommon to find professional singers depending 
almost completely for their livelihood on the gift of their 
voice. Such singers are in demand to perform in the
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mawalid and the Ijadrat, and are even called on to recite 
Qur*an on certain occasions. It was the Prophet who 
gave the lead in this respect when he likened the 
modulating voice of Abu Musa al-Ashfari to the music of
28David in the saying: uverily, he psalmudizes like David, ,f
Ahu Musa came from Tihamah, the populace of whose capital,
Zabid, are depicted hy Ihn al-Mujawir as lovers of wine,
29singing, ^nd dancing.
As we have already mentioned, details ahout S. Arabian
singing and poetry in the first two centuries of Islam
are very scarce# Recourse can he made now and then to some
— 30generalizations such as the ones put hy Ahu al-Faraj and 
— 31Nashwan, hut these are not, in my opinion, sound claims, 
and can hardly he of any avail to us. There are, however, 
some glimpses of hope in some casual remarks in the general 
literary and historical works. In the reign of al-Walid 
h. 'Ahd al-Malik, we hear of Wa<JdaIj. al-Yaman to whom Ahu
al~Faraj attributes the composition of twenty-five songs,
32three of which were sung in the Yamanite haza.1 rhythmic
mode. We also hear of a S. Arabian singer, Ihn Tanburah,
who lived in the second half of the second century, and
was considered among the most skilful performers in the
33hazaj style of singing .
In A.H. 204, Zabid was built, and that town was 
destined to he the major cultural seat of Yaman in the
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succeeding centuries following the disintegration of the 
Ziadites in whose hands the 'Abbiisids entrusted the affairs o^ 
Yaman. During the long reign of the Ziadi&b Abu Jayyash 
(+371/981), some of the chieftains of the mountains revolted 
against Zabid, and declared their independence. The Ziadites 
themselves gave the lead in this respect, for when they 
received tidings of the weakened condition of the *Abbasids, 
as symbolised by the assassination of al-Mutawakkil in A.H.
247, and the deposition of al-MustafIn in A.H. 232, they 
appropriated the entire revenue of S. Arabia.
One of the first upheavals in the third century was the 
appearance of the Qarmatians led by Mansur al-Yaman and ’All 
b. al-Fadl al-Xafi1i. What interests us here is that a poem
expressible of the extreme Qahtanite spirit is ascribed,
rightly or wrongly, to *Ali b. al-Padl, the first line of
which runs: frHold the tambourine, 0 maiden, and strike it,
34And sing your merriest songs, and be ravished by them. 1
With the gradual disintegration of the Ziadite dynasty, 
the actual power fell into the hands of their eunuchs, some 
of whom showed extraordinary ability and wisdom in managing 
the current political affairs. Out of the chaos which 
subsequently followed, two important dynasties played a 
distinctive role in the history of Yaman - the Sulaihite and 
the Najahite. Of course other minor dynasties flourished side 
by side with these two major ones, and their princes and nobles
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—35were ardent cultivators of music and singing. Al-Qalqashandi
gives us tliis impression.
.Among the Sulaihites must first rank al-Mukarram Ahmad « . *
b. ’All who conjointly ruled
Music under the
Sulaihites maJor °Y Yaman with
• » *
his wife, the celebrated
al-Sayyidah Arwa b. Ahmad (441-532/1049-1138), and gave
36himself up to the pleasure of music and wine ♦ Upon his
death, al-Sayyidah thrusted the political affairs of her
realm upon al-Mufaddal Ibn Abu al-Barakat (+504/H10), the
governor of al-Ta'kar, and used to conciliate his good will
by presents such as were most agreeable to his nature of
37singing - girls, valuable stuffs and perfumes . When 
al-Mufaddal was campaigning in (Tihamah against the 
Abyssinians of Zabid, the Sunnites, led by the fuqaha*, 
seized his impregnable oastle, and declared their 
independence of him. Al-Mufaddal returned and laid siege 
to the castle; and when the siege became prolonged and 
began to tell upon the besieged, the fugaha*, knowing the 
nature of his inmost being, brought his concubines 
whom they held in captivity, placed tambourines in their 
hands, and set them upon the roof of the palace singing, 
whence al-Mufaddal and his army could see them. On 
beholding his concubines in the midst of men, and clad in 
bright coloured apparel singing with tambourines in their
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hands, al-Mufad4al committed suicide by taking poison^8 .
The Najahites were particularly attached to music, and 
°no Arab king surpassed them in personal merit or in aught 
but in nobility of lineage. They were noted for generosity,
for their brilliant estate, and for combining renown in war
39with celebrated achievements in times of peace •” Some 
names of songstresses who flourished under this Abyssinian
Music under the dynasty, have been handed down to
Najahites (412-553/ us, and we are told that the poems
1021-1158)° Qf xana‘11 b. Muhd.,
t 7
who served as a wasir under Jayyash b* Najah (+498/1104) and
some of his descendants, were exploited by the singers of
- 40Zabid.
With the murder of the wazir Anis in A.H. 517, al-
Man^ur b. Fatik, his successor, acquired by purchase out of
his heritage the slave-girl 'Alam who was an accomplished
singer, on account of which she was raised to an enviable
position, and became f,the assiduous performer of the
pilgrimage by land and by sea, attended by natives of Yaman,
whom she protected from the dangers of the Journey and
against unjust taxation and exactness .11
A1-Mansur Muflih al—Fatiki was also another wazir of * *
the Najahites, and Irwas noted among the most distinguished 
of his contemporaries for his righteousness, and was also
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remarkable for his knowledge of affairs, for his skill as
a jurist, for his literary culture, for his handsome
appearance, his bravery, his clemency and for the perfection
42of his talents as a leader. ” And though he had never
been the prey of passion either in youth or in mature age,
he fell in love with a slave singing-girl, called Wardah,
without even seeing her but only through the reports he
43continuously heard of her accomplishment as a singer •
That same singer passed into the hands of Surur whom one 
may consider as the greatest wazir the Najahites could 
hope to find.
When the 2aidite prince, al-Sharif Ghanim al-Wahhasi, 
reached Zabid as an envoy to Surur a1-Fatiki to negotiate 
a truce between the Zaidites and the Abyssinian lords of 
Tihamah, he was unable to see the actual holder of the 
temporal sword, because his singing-girl, Wardah, was 
angry with him* Only after three days he had passed on 
pins and needles did Wardah agree to resume her friendliest 
terms with her master Surur, and the restless Zaidite prince 
was invited to witness the celebration of the occasion, 
and to discuss with Surur the terms of negotiation* True 
to his metal, the Zaidite felt a despise for the henpecked 
Abyssinian, and Surur seemed to guess what was passing in 
his mind, whence he recited the words of the poet:
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“We are a people whom a woman’s large and lustrous eyes 
will melt,
And we are men to whom iron must obey.^“
It seems that most of the nobles of Tihamah were 
particularly attached to music. Wardah, the singing-girl 
of the wazir Muflih, relates that upon her master’s death,
she was asked in marriage hy four notables, and she refused
one of them on account of his already possessing twenty 
singing-girls^. The name of IJimyar b. As1 ad (+553/1158), 
the Arab secretary of several Najahites, is worth mentioning. 
He was a shrewd politician, liked by both the rulers of 
Zabid and its inhabitants who “were not in the habit of 
secluding either their singers or their freed women, mothers 
of their children, for most of their concubines and singers
A f
were supplied by him and educated in his house. “
With the murder of the wazir Surur in A.H. 551,
political intrigues increased by leaps and bounds in the 
royal courts of Zabid, and with the appearance of the 
Kharijites in Yaman, the Banu Mahdi, the fate of the African 
and the Arab dynasties could not deflect. With the 
exception of Aden, the whole of Yaman was overrun by the 
Kharljites, and as early as A.H. 554, the proud and happy 
inhabitants of Zabid had to open the gates of their city 
to the victorious armies of 'All b. Mahdi, and endure a very
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conservative regime under w M o h  drinking intoxicating
47liquors, or listening to songs, was punishable by death. •
G?he coming of the Ayyubids in A.H* 569 was a great relief, 
for under these Kurdish champions of the Sunnah, the art 
of singing continued to flourish, and became largely- 
cultivated by the sufis of S. Arabia whose strength is 
perhaps best manifested by the revolt of Mirghim al-§ufi, 
who challenged the well-led and armed soldiers of a1-Malik 
al-Ife’ud (r* 612/1216; d* 626/1229), the last Ayyubid in 
Yaman.
III.
The early history of sufism in Yaman did not receive
any serious attention from the Arab writers of the past who
dealt with the biographies of the sufis of Islam. Statements
about the sufis, such as t!the Substitutes are found in
al-Sham, the Intelligent in al-Yaman, and the Pious in 
— 49al-’Iraq. ,f, may be encountered here and there in some
Arabic works, but these are general statements that can
—50hardly be of any use to us. Al-Sharji oomplains f.bout 
this poignant fact, and states that he was solely actuated to 
write labaqat al-Khawass because the Arab writers on sufi 
biographies before him did not mention even a single name 
from his country, and this, he adds, may give rise to the
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erroneous assumption that Yaman was devoid of pious men and 
saint s•
However, much of the blame should squarely rest upon 
the Yamanites themselves* Long before al—Sharji made his 
complaint, the S. Arabian sufi, 'Abdallah b. As*ad al-Yafi1 i ^  
made a similar one* He says that the reason why he was 
deterred from finishing the commentary on his poem, Bahiyat 
al-Muhayya fi Madh Shuyukh al-Yaman al-Asfiya, is the meagre 
account available to him about the sufis and saints of 
his country* He could not, he continues, find reliable 
material upon which he could depend in finishing the commentary 
in question.
—  52Be that as it may, the names of Uwais al-Qarni ,
—  —  —  53 54- _
Ta’us b* Kaisan , Wahb b. Munabbih, and al—Mughirah b*
Hakim al-San1ani^^, should be considered as the pioneers of
sufism in S. Arabia* Anecdotes from their biographies can
be freely quoted to support the claim that they did not
pay much attention to worldly things. What draws the attentico
to these prominent ascetics is that they are from the
Abna* populace of Yaman, and have found a plaoe in some
Arabic biographies because they are known to have journeyed
beyond the borders of their country.
The early history of the sufi orders in S* Arabia 
is, however, very hard to ascertain on account of the slight 
information that have reached us about them. Deta,ils
concerning controversies over such issues as predetermination
versus free will may, however, contribute to our understanding
why the degenerated sufism, with its belief in the intercession
of saints and their superantural powers, have taken root among
the Sunnites of Yaman, but never among the Mu’tazilites of
56that country: the 2aidites ,
The first sufi order in which the symbolic khirqah
is regarded as a necessary spiritual requirement is that of
The three principal 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jailani
sufi ?orders in S. Arabia,
(470-561/1078-1166) from whose
hands some Xamanite sufis wore the cloak. Others wore it
57from the messengers he sent to that country .
The second important order is that of Abu al-Hasan
al-SJradhili (591-656/1195-1258)58, and the third is that of
Abu Madyan al~Magiiribi (+590/1194) . The popularity of the
al-Madyaniyyah order is, however, mainly restricted to
Hadramawt. because of the spiritual influence of the Ba-’Alawi
family in that remote region of S. Arabia, It is said that
Abu Madyan himself sent one of his disciples to Yaman with
the instruction to deliver three of his khiraq. to three
persons whom he named. One of these khiraq was handed to
the illustrious al-Faqlh al-Muqaddara Mu£d. b, ’All Ba-’Alawi
(+653/1255) of larim who is held in the highest esteem by
the influential members of his family. It is claimed that
he was the first to introduce sufism into the region of
Hadramawt^** *
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The above three orders have established themselves 
firmly among the Sunnites of Yaman, because their founders, 
upon whose teachings these orders were based, are known to 
be ardent followers of the Sunnah, and did not hold the 
extreme principle of pantheism. The S. Arabians, have 
rejected the extreme principle of pantheism, and stressed 
the important fact that the sufi way of the people of that 
country is in complete harmony with the basic teachings of
Islam « In no better way Is this stress best manifested
—  -  62 than in some of the manaqib of Ibn ’Alwan who is known
to have composed in the muwashshah style, and whose impact
upon the common folk of Yaman is undeniable.
Other orders have, of course, existed side by side
with the above three, but since their followers are limited
in number, no attention should be paid to them. Of the
sufis of Islam who are greatly admired by the Yamanite
writers is al-Ghazali. It is said that the Hadramite saint of
Aden, Abu Bakr b. 'Abdallah al-’Aidarus, has once expressed
the opinion that al-Ghasail’s Iliya’ is almost a revealed
„  U'1
book , And whenever al-Yafi’i finds an opportunity, he 
either quotes al-Ghazali or al-Jailani^. The influence of 
al-Ghaaali upon the teaohings of the later sufis of Islam,
including al-Jail&ni himself, has been established by a
65 —  66modem authority on sufism , and his Ihya’^says Macfeonald ,
"never became absolutely extinct, and it seems that it has
remained especially strong in al-Yaman. In that corner of 
the Moslem world, generations of sufis lived comparatively 
undisturbed, and it was the Sayyid Murtada, a native of 
Zabid in Tihamah, who, by his great commentary on the Ihya’... 
practically founded the modern study of that book11*
The followers of the three orders in Yaman have
employed music in their circles as essential means through
which God reveals Himself unveiled# The sufis of Islam,
including al-Ghaaali, have appreciated the spiritual effects
of music, recognised the role it plays in ravishing the heart
of the gnostic, and defended audition (al-sama1) against
17the strictures of the extreme legists * The humainist
— — 68 Abu Bakr al-!Aldarus claims that all the khiraq of sufism
are traced to al-Junaid, who is known to be an avowed
defender of music* Al-Junaid,, however, divides those who
listen to music into three classes, to wit, the common folk,
the ascetics, and the gnostics# As for the first, they haar
with their outward ears, and since the material sound cannot
stir the depths of the human soul, listening by them should
be considered as "unlawful11. As for the second, audition is
permissible as a necessary means for self-mortification. But
69as for the gnostics, preference should be given to listening 
As early as the beginning of the reign of the Hasulites,
we find Ibn ’Alwan taking part in the controversy whether
singing and music should be exploited by the sufis of his
country, and he tries his utmost to dissuade its opposers*
70Here is one of his sioiigs in which he raises the banner of 
music s —
"When the yearning towards God sweeps my heart,
And the wafts of His breath passes through my core,
My ship tosses up and down through His angry waves,
And there I stand shaken and smitten with awe.
How can one escape when the tide of yearnings is so high?
A ship cannot be anchored upon a restless sea.
Let me suffer and reap the thorns of my way,
And be kind and shed your tears, and refrain from thy blame; 
For a sparkle of His lightning may strike the core of thy 
he art,
And the land of yours may bloom through the heavy fall of His 
rain.
0 Thou, who shrinks from dancing held in the highest esteem, 
Know, you must, that a man of honour forbids not an act of 
virtue:
This is music cultivated by the brothers of the pure souls 
On whose lips, the name of the Watcher is always uttered. 
Hopefully I say: Take to the praising of God by listening
to the music they play,
And leave the question of right and wrong to Him the wisest
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of all.”
The opposers of singing and music, especially the 
fuqaha*^  did not rest hut used every possible means to 
suppress them* Their staunch opposition is manifested in the 
action of Abu al-Hasan *Ali b. Sahh al-Hadrami, who, on• • i  • • '  '
beholding one of the servants of al-Malik al-Mujahid carrying
a lute, could not restrain himself but snatched that
instrument of "diversion" from the bewildered servant, and
71broke it into'pieces . However, In the beginning of the 
second half of the eighth century, the tide turned against the 
fuqaha*, and the lovers of sufi music and songs found an 
avowed patron and proteotor in the person of al-Malik al-Ashraf 
who fell under the spell of Ibrahim b. Isma'il al-Jabarti, the 
greatest exponent of the principles of Ibn 'Arab! ,in the
literary history of S. Arabia, and to whom both al-'Alawi and
— — 72Hatim al-Ahdal dedicated some of their humaini verses' .« •
"You ought to know", says al-Ahdal, "that the tracts of
Ibn *Arabi were introduced into
Cultivation of music
by the sufis of Zabid. Yaman first by al-Maqdisi
and later by Abu Bakr al-Yahawi 
al-Ta*izai. The learned men of that period disapproved of 
their contents, and upon the death of al-Yahawi their 
circulation in Yaman came to an end. However, Ibn 
1Arabics books and tracts appeared again at the end
the eigh%century during the life of al-Shaikh Isma’il 
and Ibn al-Raddad*^."
Shaikh Isma’il was born in A.H. 722, "and his fame
reached its highest point near the end of the eighth
century. The prominent officials ofQtl-Malikjal-Ashraf came
to believe in his saintliness, on account of which the
multitudes showed the desire of belonging to his order;
hence many people followed him, and dominated the
population of 2abid, Ta'izz, Aden, and the other different
parts of Yaman* Many miraculous performances, as well as
mystical communions with God, are attributed to him. His
followers became widely known for their diligent
cultivation of singing and the music of the lute, and
introduced (such noveltiees] into the mosques, and regarded
them as necessary means of attaining nearness to God,
whereby they promulgated the belief in the blessing of their
use* People showed great desire to attend such mosques
74.
in which men and women mingle ."
Among al-Jabarti’s disciples "was a group of men who
The leading followers devoted themselves to the
of al-Jabarti. study of Ibn Arabi’s books.
Of these were *Abd al-Karlm 
al-Jailani, Ibn a1-Mu1aibidi, Ibn a1-Husam, and other 
notorious sufis who neither respected the Sunnah, nor paid 
any heed to the disapproval of the community of Islam...
Al-Jabarti held the view that it is possible for a human 
being to acquire divine attributes. This is very clearly
ascribed to him, with much approval, by Ibn Al-Raddad in his
— 7 5book: Ahkam Khirqat al-Tasawwuf
Ahmad b. Abu Bakr al-Raddad was one of the leading
disciples of al-Jabarti. "He collected the chains of
authorities pertaining to the khiraq of the different orders
[established in Yaman], as well as the biographies of the men
to whom the khiraq primarily belonged* This he achieved in
two concise books, and was helped in that task by al-Qadi 
_ _  -
Majd al-Din al-Shirazi who was not strict in testing the
authenticity of the narrators, and apparently nurtured the
—  76
dootrines of Ibn fArabi and other extreme sufis like him ."
"Al-Raddad psic] became the chief judge of Yaman for
a period of one year or so, during which his pressure and
oppression began to tell upon the fuqaha* of the Sunnaji.
He was not sufficiently qualified and prolific in jurisprudence
to hold that post, and he died in Dhu al-Qif dah, 821^."
* The compiler of al-Qamus al-Muhit, For the vacillating 
position, of al-Fairuzabadl ZabTd, of. Ibn Hajar, Inba* 
al-Ghumr..., Br. Mus.,Add. 23330, II, 45-6.
"Among tiie leading sufis who were still living [after the
death of Ihn al-Raddad] were al-Shaikh Muhd. al-Mizjaji 
and the non-Arab atheist, al-Kirmani, who was considered 
the most dangerous of all since he knew by heart all the 
tracts of Ihn *ArabI, and believed in their contents, and 
claimed that he was prepared to defend them and prove their 
correctness* This is the reason why the fuqaha’ ["of Zabidl
f. M ill
declared him to he an unbeliever in God* As for al-Mizjaji, 
he was a righteous man, good-natured, and was predominantly 
benevolent of disposition* But though he received 
instructions in the HanafI law, he was, yet, more inclined to 
believe in the saintliness of al-Hallaj and Ibn 'Arabi...
who Relieve in the divine oneness of existence, because he
is weak, and his knowledge is superficial. This can be 
attested by the book which he compiled for the praise of 
Jbn 'Arab! and al-Halla;J, for which he collected baseless 
stories and unsounded anecdotes. Both he and al-Kirmani
showed their enmity to Ibn al-Mucjri, and maliciously
/■
made al-Su!}.tan al-Nasir suspecthis activities to the extent 
that he gave orders for his men to search Ibn al—Muqri^s 
housed *,f
Among all the sufis was unparalleled in
the collecting and procuring of the books of those ^mystics}
78could afford to purchase them' ." "His style in composition
11 When al—Nasir died in 827, his son and successor, 
al-Mansur, favoured Ihn al-Muqri and honoured him, and 
harred al-Eirmahl from attending him, and showed an 
unfriendly attitude towards him which culminated in his 
order to raid al-Kirmani*s house and confiscate his property. 
An intercession was made on al-Kirmani’s behalf, and al-Mansur 
set him free on condition that he should leave the country ."
"As for 'Abd al-Karim, he died a few months after 810.
He was one of the oldest disciples of al-Jabarti, and 
had written prose and poetry in which extreme doctrines, 
similar to those of Ibn *Arabi, are manifested* As for 
Ahmad al-Mu*aibidi, he died a few months after 820. He was
; and
it is an established fact that he once, when attending a 
musical concert, held a tambourine in his hand and said:
—   O ’]
In my opinion, this is better than the Minha,1 of al-Nawawi ."
"Ibn al-Husam, I think, had died after al-Mu1aibidi,
and with his death, God thus broke the., power of the extreme
82sufis, and exterminated their leaders ."
The voice of the sincere fuqaha* of the Sunnah was 
unanimously raised against the heretical views of al—Jabarti 
and his followers, as well as against the employment of music 
in the sufi circles and the mosques; but the influence of 
al-Jabarti and Ibn al-Haddad was powerful enough to silence
one of the most depraved and reprobated sufis fof Zabi
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them. Prominent among these fuqaha?, were Ahmad b. Abu Bakr 
Kushar8^, Ahmad a.l-Nashirl ( + r ; 815/1412-13 )8 "^, and al-&slafi 
(+806/1403-04)8^. However, the man who emerged as the hero 
of the Sumah was the great hakami poet of Yaman: al-Faqih
Isma'il b. Abu Bakr al-Shawiri, better known as Ibn al-Muqri.
It was on account of his
Ibn al Muqri persistent enmity to Ibn 'Arab!
(754-837/1353-1434)*
and his followers in Zabid that
he suffered repeated persecution
and imprisonment•
Ibn al-Muqri criticised the followers of al-Jabarti very
sharply, and called the fuqaha* of Yaman to suppress the
extreme doctrines of Ibn 1Arab! and massacre their espousers.
He defended the cause of the Sunnah, wrote a book against the 
— 86sufis of Zabid , and satirized them and the principles they
87profess in many poems * What is more, is that this renowned 
hakami poet, whose technical skill and mastery of the 
Arabic language is best manifested In/Unwan al-Sharaf , and 
whose poetical ability was considered by some critics to 
surpass that of al-Mutanabbi - this great hakamist found it
* Lithiographed in Lucknow in A.H. 1272, and printed in Aleppo 
(A.H. 1294) and Cairo (A.H. 1309). The book curiously combines 
treatises on law, prosody, history, grammar, and rhyme. When 
read in the usual way, it is a treatise on law. The first and 
last letters of each line, and two other perpendicular columns 
in the middle of the page, offer, when read from above down­
wards, four different treatises. The first is on Prosody. The^
necessary to employ the same means whioh the sufis of Zabid 
had hitherto successfully employed, hence condescended to 
defend the Sunnah in poems composed in the humaini style 
to counteract the influence of the sufis among the masses .
Reliance upon the authority of the State, however,
proved to be the undoing of the followers of al-Jabarti
and Ibn al-Raddad in Zabid. For within the first year after
al-Na$ir had died, the tide had completely turned, and
al-Malik al-Mansur declared himself against the extreme
principles of Ibn fArabf, and persecuted those who espoused
them. But it would be a mistake to infer that a dictum from
the State was sufficient to kill the enthusiasm of the sttfis
for the employment of music. Singing and music have
continued to be cultivated by them until the present day,
and by the turning of the ninth century, three factors have
helped immensely the lovers of sufi music, to wit, the
popularity of qat90 and coffee91, and the introduction of
92tobacco into S. Arabia
After the short-lived victory of the Moslem orthodoxy 
in Zabid, music among the sufis of Yaman became no longer 
limited to the Sunnite part of that country. As early as the
as® second treatise gives an account of the Rasulite dynasty. 
The third is on Grammar; and the fourth on Rhyme.
tenth century, al-Imam al-Qasim b. ^uhd., who was completely 
occupied with his wars against the Turks, was compelled to 
wirte a long and celebrated poem, called al-Kamil al-
_  _  1 nr
Mutadarik li-Bayan Madhhab al-Mutasawwif al-Mutahalik , 
in which he satirised and ridiculed the sufis of Yaman, and 
exposed to the followers of Zaid b. 'All the unorthodoxy
Al-Imam al-Qisim of tlie teaohings and the
(967-1029/1559-1620) practices of the sufis of his
and sufism* day* The contemporary washshah,
Muhd. b* 'Abdallah Sharaf al-Din, was bold enough to defend • *
sufism against the severe attacks of al-Qasim, whereof the
- 94Zaidite imam retorted in a q_asidah entitled Hatf Anf al-Ifk
Both the poems, and the two commentaries he wrote upon them,
95were much applauded by the learned Zaidites of his day
In one of the many letters which he wrote to different
- 96parts of Yaman, al-Qasim declares :-
1 Among the things which God, the most glorified and
* Zaid b. 1Ali was a disciple of Wa§il b* 'Ata*, the real 
founder of al-I'tisal in Islam, who held the cardinal doctrine 
of free-will. One of the main principles of Zaidism is that 
every individual is morally responsible for his actions* It 
is not surprising, therefore, that Zaidite scholars, like 
al-Imam al-Qasim al-Kabir, declare themselves against the* 
extreme sufis who espouse the divine oneness of existence.
Pantheism in every form is open to grave objections.
It is clear thait on every pantheistic hypothesis, the freedom, 
and therefore the responsibility of finite persons, must be — .
highly exalted, Has forbidden is the following of a seot 
of unbelievers belonging originally to the religion of 
Magianism in which sexual intercourse with mothers and 
daughters and sisters is considered not to be unlawful. 
Verily, among the information which we have heard related 
by trustworthy men is that there is still in existence a 
remnant of Magians who, being unable to battle against the 
Moslems, professed Islam openly, but have grudgingly 
adhered to their former atheistic beliefs. Under the 
guise of Islam, they went stealthily into the ranks of the 
unintelligible faction of the Moslems, known as al-Rawafid, 
and called themselves al-Isma'iliyyah. Likewise, they 
struck their roots among the feeble-minded section of the
n 97
Sunnites, and gave themselves the appellation al-Sufiyyah. Mt 
(tAs for al-Isma1 iliyyah, most of the Moslems of today 
have avoided contacting them; but as for the sufis, they 
have made everyone, except those whom God has granted His 
protection, err and depart from the true path of Islam.
=  an illusion, for they are by nature parts or aspects of 
the One Divine Reality. Hot only does a pantheistic view b 
destroy the reality of moral life, it tends to abolish
the distinction between good and evil, and affords no :fcasis 
forrjudgement of value., If all is Divine, then every aspect
of the all must be a revelation of the Divine Reality, and 
the difference, which to us seems so important, between 
right and wrong, good and evil, must be only a distinction 
from our point of view, not grounded upon the nature of 
things.
This is because the sufis persuade people by saying that God*. 
Has: incarnated Himself in the bodies of beautiful women and 
handsome, beardless young men**.1
f,0n account of this belief, the sufis thereby took to 
singing lyrical poems in which they mix some tahlil and the 
name of the Prophet*, so as to make what they say acceptable 
to the common and ignorant mind. The sufis belief [in GoZ|
thus appears to be unquestionable, on account of which their 
necks are saved. Surely, if people have come to know what 
they secretly keep in their hearts, every true Moslem should 
have then avoided them, and all the sufis would have been 
promptly put to the sword by those who can distinguish 
between what is lawful and what is not.t?
11 Anyone who helps them in furthering their seditious aims, 
and in continuing the. strengthening of their religion, should 
be considered as an unbeliever like them, because he is 
acutally helping in the destruction of Islam, and in the 
obliteration of the Muhammadan message. Do ask yourself: was
the Messenger of God, or one of his Companions, or one of 
the preceding pious Moslems, in the habit of bringing a 
tambourine and a flute and a singer in order to clap his hands 
and dance? Of course, no. I swear by the Almighty that 
[singing and dancing] were not their religion, but are the 
religion of these accursed unbelievers about whom God..
Has said: And avoid those who have taken their religion for
a mere play and an idle sport, and whom this world’s life 
has deceired, and remind them thereby lest a soulJ should be 
given up to destruction for what it has earned: It shall
■K-
not have before God any guardian or an intercessor .!l
However, despite the severe attacks of al-Qasim on
Sufism, one may infer from his later poems that he was
unable to check the spread of sufism among the Zaidites. That
great imam who drove the Turks out of the mountainous districts
of his country, and received the nickname of al-ICabir for
his successful wars against them, spent the remaining part
of his life lamenting the abject condition to which the
98religion of God was reduced by the hands of the sufis
The Book of God is left untouched,
And, instead, the misguided took to al-shi'r al-musarra1 
|j= humainifj.
The Sunnah of the best of all the prophets receive no 
attention,
And all kinds of diversion became religion zealously followed. 
The night-preyer of the people has become dancing
QQ
With the clapping of the hands , accompanied by the tunes 
of the musicians.
* Qur’an, vi, 70 (tr. Amir *Ali)>
Sufism, however, continued to spread among the Zaldites
despite the attempts of al-Qasim*s successors to limit it^^,
and despite the hitter satires which sufi singing and dancing
101received from the learned Zaidites . In A.H. 1157,
al-Mashja11, a sufi from the Maghrib, appeared among the
Zaidites, and succeeded in gathering around him the powerful
tribes of Hashid and Bakil. By A.H. 1164 he was strong
enough to dismantle and plunder the imam’s castles and
strongholds, and collided several times with the armies of 
—  102San1 a* . In A.H. 1256, the Zaidite sufis aspired to create
a State of their own, and their leader, Sa’id b. Salih b.
Yasin, declared !,he had a divine mission to purify the faith
of Muhammad, to abolish taxation throughout Yaman, and to
drive the infidel [_== the British] from Aden; and he promised
all who should join him in this task complete invulnerability
105against sword and gun-shot wounds .,f
IV.
Al-ghina* in the Yaman of today may roughly be divided 
into two categories: the religious, and the secular. The
first is either performed by professional religions minstrels, 
the maddahin (sing, maddah), or  ^otherwise in the mawalid 
and hala^at al-dhikr.
The mimdahah is not a highly considered profession.
A maddah usually moves from one door to another in towns and
21^.
and. Tillages, but he may also be found in public places such
as those of Aden and San'a’.
The maddah. n
_____ 1 The maddah plays music when
singing^and listening to
his music is not discount$maced even by the strict Zaidite
fuqaha?. This is perhaps because the instruments on which he
plays are among the least denounced by the extreme legists of
Islam, since they are confined to the tambourine, the drum
and the flute, the first instrument being the most widely used.
The songs which a maddah sings are usually dedicated
—  _  _  *
to the praise of the Prophet and fAli b. Abi Talib , and these 
are composed in both the vernacular and the classical.
* Some of the nr$ddahin traverse a long tract of land, harp or 
tambourine in hand, singing the wayfarers,, not only the glories 
of the Prophet and ’All, but.also the.poems of the two 
celebrated bedouin poets, al-PIumaid b. Mansur and Yaljya- 1 Umar 
al~Yafifi, about whom we will speak in the next chapter. The 
music and the Voices of these maddahin may prove unintelligible 
and execrable to a sophisticated ear$ but a certain 
habituation to their primitive music, and a certain 
education in the diction of their songs, will undoubtedly reveal 
the tender and unaffected nature of the common folk of Yaman.
"Breaking1* of the metre and lahn can hardly he avoided by 
most of these semi—literate maddahin.when they sing the 
lyrical hakamiyyat of, say, al-Bura*i.
■k* a: raawlid or a hadrah, poems are sung without the 
accompaniment of music, on account of which one may categorize 
such songs under the pre-Islamic nasb. There is no apparent 
reason why instruments of music should not be employed, but 
since such occasions are not especially initiated by a 
particular group, it is more likely that music is banned by 
tacit consent.
The types of poetry sung in the mawalid and the hadrat
The songs of the are the muwashshah, the
mawalld hakami, and the colloquial.
and the hadrat. ------
i :--  The poems of the humainists
of the past are widely exploited. The second muba.y.yat form
is the most favoured type of poetry, and a refrain (lazimah,
radd, jawab, matla1), chanted by the participants after the
precentor finishes each bait, is usually supplied. On the
other hand, when the poem is a regular muwashshah, the bait
will be sung by the precentor, and the following tawshih
will be chanted by everyone, and the taqfil, following the
tawshih, will be either sung alone by the precentor himself,
or else by the whole participants.
Poems in both the mubayyat and the regular muwashshah
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styles are performed In a similar manner in the s&fi circles
(halaqat al-dhikr), but with 
Halaqat al-dhikr. the important difference that
they are usually accompanied 
by music. The tambourine is the instrument, par excellence, in 
such circles, and dancing is performed in harmony with its 
beating* It is not unusual in Tihamah to come across some 
dancers in a dhikr who lose their sense of balance and collapse 
in spasmodic fits, often foaming at the mouth. Rumours about 
the degenerating morality in such circles should not, perhaps, 
always be taken seriously, although, from my personal 
experience, the notorious name/which some of the halaqat of
—  'X'
Aden, say al-Rifa1iyyah , are branded, is well founded upon
*
the infamous behaviour of some of the leading participants IB
them. Homosexuality seems to be a strong incentive for
attending some of these circles.
As for secular singing, the muwashshah songs of the past
, are set to the music of the
The muwashshah as
sung today by the lute by the singers of Aden
secular singers. an^ the most eminent
of whom pride themselves in possessing a safinah. The second 
mubayyat form is the most widely exploited humaini form, 
and it is axiomatic to say that no chorus is involved in the
* Based upon_the teachings of its founder: Ahmad b. fAli b.
Yahya al-Rifa1I (512-78/1118-82).
songs composed in the form in question.
Other forms of humaini are of course exploited hy thene 
singers; but almost all the eminent singers of Aden and Sanfi?
have a natural aversion to the regular muwashshah style which
involves group singing of the tawshihat. What impresses one
is that when a regular muwashshah is beautiful in diction and
imagery, a singer does not refrain from subtracting the
tawshihat from the whole poem, and set the remaining portion
(which by now has assumed the form of a mubayyatah) to the
music of his lute. Indeed, it is a very rare occurrence to
find a regular muwashshah poem sung without the subtraction
of the element tawshih: but whenever the tawshihat remain
* * *
an integral part of the song, then a chorus may or may not
be involved. When not, the singer has to sing the tawshih
in the same way in which he sings the preceding bait and
the following taqfil, the music of his lute being changed
with every fasl, but not with every bait. From such a
custom of today, one may adduce that the regular muwashshah
style of poetry was meant to be sung together in religious
circles where it was, perhaps, born and nurtured.
The humaini songs are lyric in character. They treat
*
their themes with a great deal of seriousness; their 
general sentiment is not gaiety, and they never lack the 
tenderness of emotions and the finer shades of imagery — 
all these may explain why the muwashshah songs have
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continued to be connected with the spiritual aristocrats
of S. Arabia. Even the late al-Imam Ahmad b. Yahya Hamid
* * «
al-Din gave his approbation to such a style of singing, 
and allowed the San*a* Radio to put it on the air despite 
the conservatism with which he ruled his country. The 
fact that it is serious may tempt us to categorise it under 
the pre-Islam sinad. Its melodious tunes are not the 
procurors of drunkenness and fornication, as an extreme 
legist would say, but are themselves, paradoxically, being 
procured by the musicians of S. Arabia in harmony with the 
distressing atmosphere where they are daily nurtured - 
the gat-*-chewing chambers, which are known in Sanfa ? as 
the mafarij (sing, mafraj), and in Aden as the mabariz 
(sing. mabrazQ.
Being preponderantly cultivated by San*anite poets 
and singers, from the tenth century A.H. onwards, the 
singing of humaini poems came to be closely connected, and 
sometimes even equated, with what is today loosely called 
al-ghina? al-San^ani. In this sense Ahmad Eadl al-Abdall, 
who became weary of the muwashshah style of poetry as was 
then sung by the Adanite singers, declared his revolt 
against it:-
*10V >  ‘ ^  ‘ I u y
* Metrical scheme: jj-uul-u— j -u-f -u—  -u)-u— | -u-| -u-u
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Al~ghina> al-San*ani was, and still is, a uniting 
factor, and there is no doubt that oyer the centuries, it, 
and its accompaniments, brought to the S. Arabians, in 
general, cultural refinement, a, kind of spiritual enjoyment 
that is by no means without yalue as an educational 
instrument.
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CHAPTER FOUR
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAINI*
I.
When one traces the history of humaini in S. Arabia, 
an enormous quantity of this kind of poetry, and many 
names that are connected with it, strike one’s attention.
Yet the bulk of the production is lean, and is undoubtedly 
beneath the dignity of art. Most of the humainists are weak, 
few are mediocre, and only very few are eminent. The 
majority of the poets failed to conceal the banality, the 
sameness, and the vulgar sentimentality of their works, 
and did not have that rare power of, say, al-*Alawi and Muhd. 
b. ’Abdallah, who could place a proper check on their 
feeling and on their language.
The belief in a narrow circle of subjects that seem to 
have been regarded as the special and appropriate themes of 
humaini is partially responsible for its general monotony. 
Elegy is absent in all the known humainists, perhaps because 
the S. Arabian style was deemed inappropriate or undignified 
enough for mourning the death of an individual. But though 
tacitly regarded to be so, some poets, such as al-Wathiq
*Eor the metrical characteristics of humaini, see the next
chapter. -------
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and al-fAlawi, regarded humaini as suited for praising the 
living or glorifying their deeds, and hence prostituted some 
of their humainiyyat on panegyrics , without, however, 
forgetting the erotical nature of their craft. For in the 
few laudatory poems that have reached us, the largest part 
of a humainiyyah is usually erotical, and only the last 
portion of it is dedicated to the praise of the person in 
question, Al-'Alawi’s humainiyyah,1 quoted below, may serve 
as an example:-
^ & *\-uo ciJ I o -jSL)
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Poems in praise of wine, too, are very few, and these
have nothing special about them save that they usually open
with an erotical prelude* I append the following humainiyyah
_
of al-Husain b. fAli as an example:—
~p
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Humainiyyat in which the primary aim of the poet is to 
expound some moral, political or other teaching, are also
*Metrical scheme: j |-i— u- 1 -u-1— u- ! — u—
negligible in number, and should be regarded as foreign to
the true spirit of a craft whose chief object is to
entrance rather than to persuade. A peculiar feature of
such didactic poems is that they usually commence with a
love-prelude, and as the poet shifts to instruct or preach,
the humainiyyah loses part of the tender rhythm with which 
-
it begins
i 's^ \
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The principal theme in humaini is
The main theme love and the despair "brought on by
in humaini*
 -------  unrequited love* Strange to say is
that this main theme of humaini is so limited in range, and 
so confined in "methods” .of expression, that the slightest 
acquaintance with humaini enables the reader, from the first 
bait of the humainiyyah, to perceive, very easily, the drift 
of the poet’s thoughts and sentiments which are to follow.
Q
A humainist may directly enter upon his main subject
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Or, he may begin his love—poem by ordering his companion(s) 
to halt the beast, to weep over the deserted encampment of 
the beloved, before he describes her beauty, or complains 
about her shunning or/and the violenoe of his passion:-
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Or, he may exploit the departure of his beloved to stir
6a train of thoughts about his love :-
J>
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Or, he may resort to the conventional symbol of the
lightning to arouse his deep feelings about his unresponsive
7or absent beloved :-
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Or, lie may begin by addressing the gentle breeae to express 
his emotions about the beloved, or to stir himself to 
pensive melancholy, sometimes invoking a dialogue by asking 
it about the beloved: whether it blew over her abode,
whether the scent which it wafts belongs to her, and may 
even request it to deliver to her his impassioned message or 
greetings8
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Or, he may turn to the highly potent and richly suggestive
conventional symbol of the dove, and expresses the
reminiscences and thoughts suggested by her trilling note 
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The obsession of the humainists of S. Arabia with the#
cooing of the doves, and the blowing of the breeze, especially 
the former, deserves to be given more attention yet cannot 
be propounded here. They have been so much occupied with 
the mourning of the doves, to make tangible their worldly and 
sufi thoughts and sentiments, that they could not find space 
for describing nature’s scenic beauty♦ The fidelity with 
which they exhausted the traditional themes that revolve around 
the wailing, or the singing, of the dove, is astonishing indeed* 
What is impalpable is that it is the prelude, par excellence, 
in humaini - and sometimes the main subject of the love-poem in 
the form of an address to the solitary bird - but not in 
hakami *
I should like to draw the
The spiritual meaning
. - attention at this point to the
in humaini.
fact that many of the 
washshahinof S. Arabia were 
sufis who naturally expressed themselves in the language 
of human love which involves the evocation of sensuous images. 
Of course the humainiyyat of these sufis possess, beneath 
their exoteric meaning, a subtle and esoteric signification 
known to the initiated.
The spiritual meandug humaini can in fact be 
maintained through every detail. For example: the beloved
is God, the lover, man; the wailing of the dove is the 
mourning of the human soul in reference to her imprisonment in 
this earthly world, or her complaint of being in bondage 
in a human body which, by its sensuality, hampers her release; 
her singing (ghina*, shadw, etc.) are the sweet melodies 
of the voice of God which calls the poet to union. The 
gentle breeze (nasim, rih) is the modalities of the Exhaltation 
of the Merciful whose scents may suddenly be wafted to the 
heart of the gnostic; the flash (lam1, ishra’, etc.) of 
lightning (barq) are the glush of intuition; absence (ghiyab) 
is the condition in which the visions of God, which may tenant 
the human heart by divine favour (karamah) and grace (lutf), 
suddenly disappear*. separation (firaq, buf d. etc.) is the 
non-recognition of God, or the unresponsiveness of the 
Beloved Who makes it conditional that the lover (f ashiq, 
sabb, etc.) should first traverse the long and difficult way 
(tariq) of the "stations11 (maqamat) before he attains the rank 
of proximity (qurb) and satisfaction (rida>); shunning 
^sadd, nufur, etc.) denotes the state of mind of the 
impassioned lover who, having traversed, alone and by 
self-mortification (mu.jahadah), all. the way of the "stations11, 
finds himself, for one reason or another, barred from the 
Divine presence (hudur, hadrah, etc.) which is the state 
(hal) of intuition (kashf) that cannot be acquired by human 
efforts. Union (wasl, ittihad, etc.), with which no human
being is permanently endowed, is the seeing (mushahadah, 
mu1 ayanah, etc.) of His face when the.veil C,qinaf , hijab, 
etc.) is lifted. Wine (khamr, humayya, etc.) is the Divine 
love which, when "tasted" by the longing seeker after the 
state of kashf is momentarily bestowed, leads to intoxication 
or rapture (sukr, dhuhul, etc.) which, being a temporary 
state (hal), is followed by sobriety (sahw), and the gnostic’s 
heart, though knowing that the state of rapture is 
unattainable except by grace (lutf) and favour (karamah), 
continues to long for it because longing (ishtiyaq, hanin, 
etc.) is a necessary attribute (sifah, hlamah, etc.) of 
love. The libertine (al-khali1) is he who, having seen 
the Divine Beauty, which is beyond forms and outstrips all 
thoughts, becomes completely oblivious to phenomenal 
existence, and indifferent to human conventionalities.
And so on•
The repetitiveness of the humaini themes and the vulgar
no. .p n sentimentalism to whichThe revolt of al-
Khufanji against humaini. most of the humainists had
succumbed, invited al- 
Khufanji to parody the S. Arabian style as a whole. Beyond 
his name and the year of his death, as is inserted in his 
diwan, and beyond the names of those poets with whom he
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entertained some humaini correspondence, nothing at the
moment is known about him. His poetry, however, is the
mirror of his life and the age in which he lived, and, as
such, can be exploited to form a picture about the man
whose parodies have given him a distinct place in the history
of humaini.«
It seems that al-Khufanji began his career as a qadl 
an<^  a hut ended as a buffoon or a clown hiding his
tragedy by means of mimicry. He begins his dTwan with a poem 
in which he depicts himself as a religiously learned man who 
discovers that knowledge does not, and never will, stop 
the gurgling of empty stomachs. Despair grips him, and he 
finds himself blaspheming
Henceforth, he leaves the masyadah, contents himself with 
the farm which he owns, and begins a poetical career as a 
preacher and as a humainist terrorizing his friends and his 
enemies - a fact which may explain to a a considerable degree 
why his name was overlooked by the known biographers of his 
country. His closest friend, the prodigiously gifted Yahya
* Metrical scheme: II-u— |-u-|-u--l -u— j-u-l-u—
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b. Ibrahim al~Jahhafi, found it his bounden duty to give- him 
the following advice:-
-^-----------(T ^J . ^ I  — v j )  ^  \— kJ  ^
_J i £ 1 yXj ) i ,1^
O
But al-Khufanji was not the kind of man to follow such an 
advice, and spent the rest of his life attacking vociferously 
the ab&urdities and the hypocrisy of his society in caustic 
muwashshaljat which have reached us in that unique diw£n: 
Sulafat al-*Adas wa-Lubb al-^Alas.
Ihe themes of the diwan in question range very widely. 
Didacticism, haal (which is sometimes of unmatched obscenity), 
satire, parody, and epistolary verses, are the main features 
of the whole oollection; and in most of the poems included, 
al-Khufanji made ample use of the colloquial diotion, mainly 
to find a wider circulation among the masses.
Al-Khufanji does not interest us by his didactic poems, 
for there is nothing unusual about them except, perhaps, his 
sincerity; nor by his haaliyyat, for these are neither genial 
nor graceful or sophisticated in humoui', notwithstanding the 
fact^that they appealed, and still appeal, to the multitudes:-
J  Lj 1 ^  ^ \  j—o
Many of his haaliyyat. it must be noted, derive a fair
*Me trio al s ohem e: j| -u—  \ -u~-1 -u—  t -u
Metrical scheme: — u-|-u- — u-i-u-I ■— u-i-u-
share of their humour from the incongruity between the 
elaborateness of the regular muwashshah and the triviality 
of the subject-matter.
His satires, on the other hand, which he poignantly 
articulates in many of his poems, may be found enchanting. 
He does not, for example, believe that women have the 
mental capacity to read and write, and he considers them 
as prostitutes by disposition. And a Turk in his eyes is 
nothing but a vulgar animal having no interest beyond 
stuffing his stomach with nutritious food, and twisting 
and retwisting his long, thick and dirty moustache - a 
fact which may account why
Our main interest in al-Khufanji, however, lies in 
the fact that
(a.) He is the first known S. Arabian humainist who made 
ample use of the colloquial diction in the muwashshah style, 
and the first, so far as I could discover, in whom humaini 
and hazl become equated:-
* Metrical scheme:  u -u— f-u-t-u—
Haimaran = slim, lean.t /
** Metrical scheme: || -u— i —u—  -u— 1 -u—
(,b) He parodi$ed eighty-fire humainiyyat that were widely
in
circulating in his time , ridiculed the attitude, style, 
and the poetical substance of the S. Arabian humainists by
either handling their elevated erotical subjects in a trivial 
manner, or by composing in the muwashshah style a low subject 
of his own with mock dignity. The following strophe is the 
opening of one of many of his humainiyyat that were solely 
designed to be burlesques of the attitudes of the humainists 
of his country:-
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To the traditional subjects of humaini! $ust be added the
The poetical diction 
of humaini.
main body of its diction and 
imagery that are classical in the
main, on account of which alone one may make the sound
* Metrical scheme: j(-u| 1 -i -u—  I -ui---
Kunadi = heart. ‘
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claim tiiat the humaini songs of the past were not, in general,
? —
intended for the masses or the man in the street, hut for
gatherings of semi-eduoat.ed' and highly-sophisticated men
as they are intended tod§cy. Some humainists were apt
to develop a vocahular characteristic of their own on
account of which their rhythm depends partly: whether like
al-WathiqJs, it abounds in diction resuciating out of the
classical Arabic language; or like that of al-Sudi, it
generally adheres more closely to the classically-correct
plain speech; or like al-'AlawI’s it moves more freely
than either between the pedantic and the popular.
Far from manipulating the classical repertories of
diction and imagery in a shrewd way and giving them the
individual touch that is necessary in every creative art,
most of the humainists became enslaved by them. To some,
♦
and especially after the tenth century, the proof of their
mastery over the Arabic language, or the mere play with words,
or the mere content with the production of jingling rhymes
or an elaborate system of internal rhyming, became the end
in themselves, and hence the result is a cold-blooded
wordings only distinguishable from saj1 in being embodied
in systematic metrical forms, the feet and the metre. A
—  c
mere acquaintance ? with Salwat al-Mashtaq, al-Alam al-Mufrad,
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and Tanmiq. al-Asfar, will justify the above statement.
Others, like Yahya al-Hamai, Bahrain and Abu Bakr b. 'Abdallah 
al-'Aidarus, were apparently content to reproduce slavishly 
a very contracted selection of the pedantic stereotyped 
expressions and imageries without any individual contribution 
of their own. Only very few humainists, such as al-fAlawi 
and Muhd. b. fAbdallah, were able to exploit the Arabic 
diction in such a genuine manner that can hardly escape 
the notice of the most careless reader.
The enslavement of the humainists of S. Arabia to 
literary conventions is best manifested in the usage of the 
phrase "ghazal Zabid", which often ocours in the humaini 
songs of Yaman. Like the traditional Arabic poetry, humaini 
is a poetry made to express, not life as a whole, but some 
ideal conception of the beautiful and the desirable. 
Traditional connotive names of places, such as Hajir, 
al-Ban, and La1 la1, were amply used for worldly and sufi 
purposes, but Zabld was, and still remains, far from being 
the apt symbol even at the time of al-Wathiq. Says al- 
Shar'abi:-
**The population of Tihamah is a mixture of races whose 
tongue (lisan) is Arabic, but whose features (suwar) are 
predominantly Negroid - with sun-burnt faces and curly hair 
(shafr mufalfal). How far is this from the traditional 
saying: 10 Mu'adh, when you reach the wadi of al-Husaib
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let your beast trot [jj-est you become bewitched by the 
alluring beauty of its women^i * You ought to know - may 
thy life be preserved - that the [?humainQ poets of Yaman 
mention the beauty of the women of Zabid by way of imitation 
of their predecessors, and in doing so, they act the role 
of the fool, the blind, and the ignorant.”
Ibn al-Mujawir (601-90/l205~*9l), on visiting Zabid, could 
not endure the ill-founded claims of the poets of S. Arabia, 
and exclaimed impatiently:-
”1 swear by God, the most merciful, that I have never 
seen in the whole of al-Yaman, in its lowlands and its 
highlands, a single beautiful face that could arrest my eyes# 
Nor is there in the Yamanites any ingredient of wit, or 
gentleness, or beauty, or sweetness, except only in the 
appellations they bear that are not, in any way, justified
* Al-Husaib is the wadi on 
which Zabid is situated, though the name is sometimes used for 
the town itself (v. Mu1 jam af-Bu,:Man, II, 280). The saying 
which al-Sharfabi quotes is a well-known Tradition (s.v.c^s^,
Ta.1 al-fArus ) with which the Apostle is said to have 
addressed the Companion Mu!adh b. Jabal whom he sent to Yaman 
to teach the tenets of Islam# The incident which al-Hammadi 
guotes in Kashf Asrar al-Batiniyyah, p# 33, corroborates the 
belief that, at least until the en5 of the third century A.H., 
the women of Zabid were celebrated for their alluring beauty.
1?by their physical appearance .”
Conventional as it is, and olassical in diction and
Yocabular taznim in imagery, the humaini ofaft
humaini. carried in its blood the germ
of colloquialism which we have
called, for lack of a better epithet, vocabular taznim.
In the hands of even so skilful a washshah as fAbd al-Rahman• •
al-Anisi, vocabular taznim can become annoying if overdone; 
but when used with reservation or subiety, it gives the poem 
a rustic flavour which, it is thought, shakes the total effect 
of the muwashshahah, on the ear and the mind, more pleasant 
and more moving. It is, perhaps, scarcely necessary go point 
out that in any muwashshahah in which case-endings are 
supplied, vocabular taznim will not appear, and the poem 
may retain part of the dignity or exaltation of hakami which 
partly rests on giving the correct case signs to words that 
accept vowelling. This is more particularly b o  when the 
rhymes of the muwashshahah are not in the pausal form.
Yocabular taznim in humaini exhibits so many varieties 
that no summary statement of its characteristics would be 
possible in this chapter. Keeping to generalities, however, 
we may say that in the sense that humaini is the style of 
singing which primarily aims to please the predisposition of 
the singer and his listeners, affectation of rusticity was 
unavoidable. To give their humainiyyat a plebian flavour,
263.
and sometimes to pad out the need of metre, or the demand 
of rhyming, the majority of the washshahin of S. Arabia 
were driven now and then
C,l) To supply the^-i^J I to nouns that are already in 
the diminutive form. The predilection of the humainists 
of S. Arabia with the diminutives of endearment and enhancement 
which give their songs a peculiar note of tenderness and 
passion, is one of the main characteristics of humaini
* m
as a whole.
(II) To use the Himyaritic article am, the interjective 
particle wa (usually pronounced wuh) , the particle sha — ~
which expresses futurity, and the verbal and nominal suffix 
- sh (=«k).
Until at least the third century of Hijrah, the definite
— 13article am was current up to the northern borders of 'Asir , 
though nowadays it has disappeared from some parts of S #
Arabia, particularly Aden and the central highlands around 
Ibb and Ta*izz. It is, however, still in use in many parts 
of Yaman, often side by side with the Arabic al. According 
to humaini usage, am should not be assimilated to any 
consonant.
The interjection wa, which is used in Arabic to express 
horror or pain, is still current in Tihamah and the central 
highlands. In literary humaini, there is a tendency to 
prefix it to the word hamaml (a dove; pi. hamam)> to the
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relative particle man, to nouns whose final radical is
preceded hy a long vowel (harf lin) .
The particle sha - (which may be converted into &ha -
if the metre demands), and the suffix - sh (whose usage was
termed by the Arab philologists as the shinshinah^ )  are
still in use in S. Arabia. The former is current in many
of the colloquials of present day Yaman, while the latter,
— —which was ascribed by al-Masfudi to the tongue of al-Shihr , 
remains popular at least in Hadramawt •
(iii) To make the predicate of a verbal clause agree in 
number with a plural subject.
(iv) To use the S. Arabian relative particle dhi without 
distinction of number and gender.
(v) To a,llow themselves, occasionally and sparingly, to drop ; 
the nun of the imperfect when it is in the indicative case;
to regard akhu and abu as invariable; to make the particle 
gad precede a noun, and to omit *an before the subjunctive.
The occasional use of colloquial words and homely 
expressions that have assumed some degree of universality 
in S. Arabia, on the other hand, was tacitly considered to 
be part and parcel of the humaini tradition; for almost every 
known humainist had savoured at least some of his 
muwashshahat with them. Every poet seems to have consulted 
his own convenience as to the employment of everyday words
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and expressions; but the general tendency was to use them
sparingly and with reservation, either to heighten the
emotional effect of the poem, or else, I suspect, decoratively
as plebian ingredients that can, save in few oases, he
substituted by Arabic equivalents without affecting the
metrical quantity of the particular line. The only
exceptions to this general statement are the limited
number of muwashshahat in which the humainist condescends• .
to employ taznim because it is not in his interest, vocabulary
speaking, to raise his muwashshahah above the common plane.
I have in mind those muwashshahat that are dialogical in
nature, in which the dialogue (muqawalah, muracja1 ah) tends
17to betray some traces of provincialism , as well as those
muwashshahat in which the dove, or the gentle breeze, or the
rider of the desert, or the lightning, plays the role of the
messenger between the impassioned lover and his beloved.
The message which the poet requests one of these moving
agents of nature to deliver to his absent or unresponsive
beloved usually comes at the end of the poem, and tends to
be couched in a language pre^imably familiar to the person to
whom it is intended. By way of illustrating this point, the
—1 8following pome of al-Snisi is appended as an example:-
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The S. Arabian elements in the poetical diction of 
humaini as a whole, though hardly touch the sphere of its 
basic vocabulary, which is derived from the repertories of the 
traditional Arabic poetry, are nevertheless of four distinct 
kinds:-
(i) Words which are entirely non-Arabic, such as aakhamah
^Metrical scheme: 
bait-taqf il: || -u i -u-1 -u- j -u| -u-i -u-
tawshih: | —u— 1 —u—u| -u-l —u—u j -u-i —u—u
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(beauty), 1adan, (south), bak- yibuk (to go), zak-yizuk
(to show one’s prowess on the battle ground), wakan-youlcan
(to expect something, to pin one’s hope on somebody), etc*,
which though seemingly Arabic, cannot by any linguistic
jiggling be said to have any binding thread of meaning
with the corresponding Arabic triliteral roots* Such
words are still universally current in Yaman, and, perhaps,
belong to a principal vocabulary that was basic in every
S* Arabian dialect before the gradual arabicization of that
19country had begun •
(ii) Words whose triliteral roots are Arabic, but which 
nevertheless in humaini are used not in the Arabic sense 
of the root, but in a modified sense which developed in 
S. Arabia. Words such as raf i (owner, possessor), dair
(a village), had-yihid (to look), nashar (to go, or travel, 
at night), samsam (to emanciate, to weaken), hanab (to fall 
in a trap, mahnab: a trap, an intricate problem),,are 
illustrations.
(iii) Homely phrases and expressions, stich as * alaish (why? 
For what reason?) and ana rabi’ak (may I be thy ransom!), 
which supposedly inject into the verse tenderness, and also 
give it greater emotional weight*
(iv) Words which are genuinely Arabic in meaning but not 
in form. The underlined word in the following strophe 
may serve as an example:-
272.
}
y>1— -o i 3 , ^jj) \r~* Y^— ,>y^ -31 ^ — » l ^ a
is\ j— u^r*. A 3 j  ,_i 0 -^ij J \ j  cj^ i__^*Ji ^\j)"
*3— 3 1 tJ>jy) 'x- ~ 3^ '°‘xVx  ^ Lo |p—-. .N.^ j
Instead of using one of the two Arabic forms, <J  -- ---
>
andj X^xjI (to seek after, to cry for a stray beast ), the
20poet has used another form. Whether such forms are
21originally S. Arabian , or whether they are the result 
of metric need or rhyming demand, but masquerading as 
plebian in origin, is sometimes hard to ascertain.
It is particularly in the bedouin form, it must be 
noted, as well as in those S. Arabian washshahin who came
w
under the po/erful impact of the traditional bedouin 
qasidah, that -vocabular taanlm is more conspicuous.
III.
To appreciate the impact of the traditional bedouin 
qasidah upon the washshahin of S. Arabia, we must begin 
by remarking on some of its general characteristics as 
briefly as possible. It is only when these are understood
that we can fairly estimate the influence of the bedouin craft
— u |  —u-------i —u_  ±L*W\<? || —  —  |  u -----I —  14----
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The bedouin qasidah. upon the humainists of Yaman
— —  _ op
A typical bedouin qasidah
is cle,imed to be the result of some power, mysterious and 
original, which makes the poet sing (yibalbil, yidani) 
as the ring-dove (qumri) sings instinctively and untaught. 
This power is termed oither al-halilah:-
* U n  f  c3Ji jis
(The valiant al-Wadi'i says: how long will the halllah
continue disturbing my sleep by inspiring me with poetry.) 
Or, al-ha;jls:-
i tJLii [l  jJJl u  ^.L ^ J
(The one who experiences in this night poetical rapture which 
renders him unresponsive to phenomenal influences,
And who, being moved to translate his experience into verse, 
chooses exact rhymes,
Says: when my ha.jis wanders about jjln the field of poetryj ,
* Metrical Scheme: j|-u— i-u-)-u— - | -u— 1-u-j-u—
** I am uncertain of the metre of these lines.
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he inspires me with thrilling lines, because I, !.&li Bu 
Zaid, is the ^unchallenged] poet of [the tribe of] Nahd^.)
Unlike the halilah, the hajis is usually invoked^, but
it is difficult to determine whether the device is a literary
convention or an earnest appeal for aid:-
The poetical effusion which results from the blessing 
visit of al-ha;jis (or al-halilah) is appropriately called 
al-ga ;iil: -
0-T° 111 f  c_s3> J^j)
f A i i T c J j j  cLs?" jy^i)
nSays he, whose poetical effusion flows like torrential
rain,: God and I-Iis name suffice me against those who
doubt the incessant flux of inspiration
Which has descended upon me from every direction, and
rendered me unable to make a proper selection from the
images which crowd before my inward eye.
My heart oraves for expression, yet it cannot, for neither 
am I able to check the overflow of its emotions, nor 
inspiration has ceased its torrential outpouring.1
* Metrical scheme: |j— ul ui u — u| u| u
^Metrical Scheme: 1 —  1 -u— |-u-|-u-- 1 — |-u— | -u-\ -u--
But despite the fact that each tribe of S. Arabia has its 
own poet(s), the hajis seems to have only blessed very few 
poets whose fame nowadays transcends their tribal boundaries.
A typical bedouin gasidah has the simple rhyme pattern 
ab ab ab, etc., and may begin with a religious prelude - a 
post-Islamic element in the tribal poetry of S. Arabia - which 
may range from one line to thirty lines, and possibly more.
In this prelude, G-od is mentioned, and the poet may ask of 
Him forgiveness or the fulfilment of a certain wish:-
But in many poems, the Apostle is also mentioned in the 
religious prelude, and blessings are called upon him, (though 
not always) his Family, and his Companions:-
—P7 —— p r
These are al-Shubati , Abu Mutlag, (also known as Ibn Ja’dan ),
— 9  Q  * 5 0 —al-Qushabi , Ibn Sunbul , Yahya ’Umar (also known as Abu
—  ' ' 5 9
Mu’jib ), and (the most eminent of all) al-Humaid b. Mansur
^Metrical scheme: jj -u-1 -u-- — u-l -u— I-u-l —U--
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As can be seen from the above passages, the poet on 
finishing the religious prelude, introduces either his name 
or nickname by exploiting the root in different ways,
such as qal al-Humaid b* Mansur, thumma qal Ibn Ja'dan, wibn 
(or wabn) 1 All qal etc. In poems in which the religious 
prelude is omitted, the poet may directly begin his ode 
with his name or nickname
In many poems, however, no name or nickname is mentioned, 
and the poet, instead, will take the latitude of attaching 
to the root c^-w-l whatever epithet may seem appropriate.
This can be exemplified by the following lines
* Metrical scheme: \\— u|---ul u j — ul ui---u
^Metrical scheme: ||- I-u— 1 -u—  | — i -u— I -u-u
***Metrical scheme: j|— uj-- ul j —u— I 1-u—
Z'ff,
After introducing himself to us, the hedouin poet may
enter upon his main topic if it is exclusively erotical,
or else he may "begin erotically before he glides from one
poetical type to another, or from one topic to topic, without
any logical cohesion, until he reaches the pious conclusion
(khatimah) in which he usually ncalls down blessings on the
Prophet, his Pamily and his Companions as there are, for
instance, drops of rain, sand on the sea-shore, or as long
36as the ring-dove sings *!l
The change from the erotical prelude - which may come 
directly after the religious prelude, if any - to the main 
subject, or from one topic to another, is achieved either 
abruptly, or else througja some conventional modes of expression
(but after this preliminary introduction) (I mean, I 
allude to), etc. A good bedouin poet is considered to be 
he who embellishes the disconnected parts of his ode with 
aphoristic and didactic lines which the halilah or the hajis 
may inspire. Indeed, the S. Arabian bedouins delight in 
poems in which a great deal of moral advice is given.
* Metrical scheme: ||— 1 -u— i -u-l -u-u j — | -u— ! -u-l -u—
ent), r* (then), o ^ J  or
* c
now, at this moimsuch as
** Metrical scheme: — i -u— l — I -u I -n
When a bedouin qasidah is exclusively erotical, as is 
the case with the typical poem quoted below , the poet will 
roughly divide it into two main parts by the use of 
orl> or O  (that’s enough), before he concludes with
conventional expressions, such as AlA \j , j j etc,:-
t-cX-v (JJV
■ p - ' j j  3 ^
p-
^   ^|_3 LvJL 1
o
Jl cjJ
P "
i ' j~g
^  A— <x- '41p L
O i '
4lJu-cujsU 1 ^  (3^"
4 1j
O
l_J 3 \— ’-V) \ fO
t u J L
J
' ' >* ^
jjsP,
o
\^t» | (j — *zrr_
^ J  \ 1 I <■ jrjj. L
-nJ
j
( ?-'’ i t-U uJ i
J l  * , L pJ.ij
^   —- L^OoJ c3 j-UJ L
J — y  J L
V a J
° I
rt_— s- (_^- j-evJ; L
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u*> j J > ^ j >  ^  j/ cJ L ^ U ;  _J
J
<-4fJ cJ*- cjA*.
o o |
y ~ ^ ‘ L jyLt_ c—-L^o
Li I y^) ^  ljU 4JU1 )jj
4 ^  J J S j  u l (  ■ O-
*L^)— -UJ Kj^ il t__S^ - tJjL (_5^ o U  4 L  V. L|
^Metrical scheme: I -1-u— t -u—  -u-l -u— j - u ~
The influence of the bedouin craft upon the washshahin 
of S. Arabia is mainly a matter of form* When it began, it is 
too early to state, but it is commonly reflected in the 
poetry of some of those who lived in and after the tenth 
century of Bijrah. Firstly, the rhyme scheme ab ab ab, 
etc., began to appear as early as the days of al-'Alawi, 
but the poems of this poet that are composed according to 
the rhyme pattern in question are negligible in number and 
very short in length:
After the tenth century, such a style of poetry became 
popular among the humainists of S. Arabia, and, quantitively
0
C
C
* Metrical scheme: -u— l-u- — u~*|— u-
speaking, in few poets began to rival the regular muwashshah.
The length of the poems gradually increased, often exceeding
twenty lines, as is the case in many literary humaini bedouin
poems of fAlI b. Ibrahim al-Amir, Muhsin b. fAbd al-Karim,
and 'Abd al-Rahman b. Mustafa al-fAidarus. The following
30humainiyyah of Subait is quoted as an example
<_r— — L)L \ Ia* k
I . I ■, r. . „ \ 9
° y M j  aJ tiJ! £— 11—-0 1 I •<. , ( r«jwi
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*lV
 ^ OjX <■-----   ^  C_JU^U Jj-> tir®
J
' - ^ J  * j  C “ ~ C ^ : . - j ^ J j  1 £___^ ' c.,i c;j> ^ < - ' - ^ j  1 i-
a^ Ll pLJ I ou,b Iu_-&1 c J L ^  ,. cLb\ c_Jb>l
S
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■^Metrical scheme: II -u— I -u-l -u-- —u— I -u-l -u--
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Secondly, a considerable number of literary humainiyyat 
in the bedouin form commence in the same way as a typical 
bedouin qasidah usually begins. The following are examples 
chosen at random from Tanmiq al-Asfar, and the lines quoted 
are restricted in each case to the opening of the poem:-
•X- -X- ^ ^  I ^ jjy^ I <— L^uuj=v. (J)U u3 ^ __y, \ c_~S^  ( J  b
cliuVr^, ^ c L ^ L u3 c. JU‘
*****44 J ^ U  cJ Lpf^' p ^ 5 Jp 4^
Moreover, a huraainist may even model his whole love-poem 
after the bedouin fashion:—
<-i -<>—ij | A [  J I Cj L
//
* Metrical soheme
** t? it
**•* it t
!l II
*****H »
*U 1 -U-l -U*II-U 1 -U-l -U-- j
I) -u— I -u-1 -U—  I —U— | -U-l -u--
(I -U 1 -u-1 -u—  | -u 1 -u-t -u~
I-— 1 -U-l -u—  I •u— l -u- i -u*
■u I -u- ■u-l -u 1 -U.-U
\> ^ lA \ j L C-3_^JT1
J p j k   ^ <£—^ -Lu LU.1 oJLu.1 0 v.u cj| L.-0
; <_£>•» <~S-
L i l f  C_?H. ' <-id\ cjJjii
y i h )
*45
* Ci (“ J^ ^  Jb» C“J<5 >jy*-^  J  \ L c .„., <C^ J \j^  CJ 3  \j^
The encroachment of the bedouin craft upon the 
muwashshah style is almost negligible, for only a very 
limited number of muwashshahat betray some of the traditional 
characteristics of the bedouin qasidah. The following 
muwashshahah^ is appended as an illustrative example:-
•• U 1 1 ' ^'Ll> O'__ 3a c S J— 1 \ J  b
^'Metrical scheme: |j-u— 1 -u-| -u-- I -u— I -u-l -u—
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1* Diwan al^Alawi, Br. Mus., fol. 59b,
2 . Diwan Sidi al-Husain b. fAli, op.oit. This poem with, 
slight variation is also to be found in the. Br. Mus,. Ms*, 
Or. 3790, fol. 100b.
3. Al-Durr al-Manaum, p. 30.
4. Hasamat ... al-Sahar, Leiden, fols 37b—58a.
5* Al-^urr al-Manaum, p. 184.* *
6. Diwan Muba.yyatat, p. 60f.
’7. Tarji1 al-Atyar, p. 133.
8 . Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 142.
^Metrical s c h e m e bait: |j-u— |-u--j — ul-u— I -u--
tawshih: j| -u— j -u—  j -u— I -u— I -u—  \ -u—
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9. The poem, as we have quoted, is taken from a safinah 
where it is ascribed to Haidar Igha. Al-Khufan ji,
Sulafat al-'Adas, op, oit.. parodied this poem, and quoted 
its opening line under the statement*.
• Yet the muwashshah in question is inserted, with 
slight variation, in the diwan of al-'AlawiJ* Br. Mus., 
fols * 8yb-88a.
10. In most cases, al-IQrufanji mentions the name of the 
author, of the poem which he parodies, as well as the 
opening line of the song. In this respect, his diwan is 
unequalled in the history hf humaini since it helps the 
researcher to know the songs that were popular in the 
twelfth century A.H., to evaluate and assess the importance 
of the role played by some preceding humainists, and to 
trace the authorship of some humainiyyat which are mistakenly
ascribed to eminent humainists, such as MuM. b. 'Abdallah* * 0
and 'Abd al-R&hmah al-Jnisi, in some safayin which he may 
read. Therefore it will not be superfluous to give a list 
of those humainists whom al-KhufanJi parodied, and whose 
names and the opening lines of their songs are mentioned in 
his diwan.
Name of the humainist whom *
al-Khufanji parodied.
Number and style of the 
humainiyyat that were parodied.
'Abdallah al-Maazah#
regular 1 
i muwashshah]
muba.wat
muwa^shahv
be do iin 
form,
; 7
i
8
:
-
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Muhd b. ’Abdallah • 8 6 _
Haidar Jgha 2 3 —
al-Sudi — -3 —
al-Hindi 3 2
Al-Gashan&hali — 4 —
’Ali b. Muhd. al-’Ansi - „ 1 1
’Ali b. al—Imam Sharaf al-Din 1 — —
Al~Husain b. 'All * — 1 —
Qasim Fayi’ — 1
’Ali b. Ahmad b. Ishaq 2 3 1
Al-Fusayyil +-* 1
Ibn al-Habal*. - _ 1
Yahya ’Umar al-Yafi’i — — 1
Al-Matari 1 - 1
Al^-Kharwashi 2 1 1
I have no reliable information on those poets that are 
marked by an asterisk* Ibn al-Habal is perhaps al-Hasan b. ’Ali 
b. Jabir (+1079/1668), known as Ibn al-Habal, but his diwan,
Qala?id al-Jawahir..., Ambrosiana, A 7, does not contain any 
humainiyyah of his own composition.
Al-Qashanshali is ’Abdallah b. Ahmad b* Shams al-Din, an
uncle of Muhd. b. ’Abdallah. He is depicted by 'Isa b. Lutf-
Allah (v• Diwan Mubayyatat  ^ pp.93-4) as a renowned washshah.
The opening of one of his tender muwashsha3p.at, which is in the
second mubayyat form, is mentioned by ’Isa (v. ibid., p. 128)
and al-KhufanJi (v. Sulafat al-’Adas); but this poem is
quoted in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fols. 105b-106a, under
the name of Muhd. b. ’Abdallah Sliaraf al-Din.#
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11. Tlraz al-Majalxs. I am not prepared to go as far as 
al-Shar'abi; "but 1 must note that due to historical factors, 
as well as to the slave-trade which flourished in S. Arabia 
from pre-Islamicdays, Tihamah became a melting-pot for the 
African and the Arab races. As early as the fifth century 
of Hijrah, it was hard to distinguish the Arab from the 
African by the colour of his skin. When the Sulaihite 
prince, al-Mukarram Ahmad b. fAli, captured Zabld in A.H,
473, his heralds, says ’Umarah, Yaman, text, p. 26, trans., 
p. 36, proclaimed his orders to the victorious Arab armies 
to unsheath the sword against the habashah (Abyssinians) 
who were the staunch supporters of the Najahites, but 
warned them of the fact that f,the Arabs of Tihamah beget 
ohildren by black concubines; and that a black skin was 
common to both the slave and the free. ’But if you hear a 
a person pronounce thevword 'azm, 1agm, know that he is an 
Abyssinian, and slay him. If he pronounces it *azm, he is: 
an Arab, and you should spare him.’ 1
It was possible for the Arabs of Zabid to pronounce 
the word fazm correctly in the fifth century, but today, 
the first and the second letters of that word are completely 
unpronounceable to them.
The Contemporary prince, Ahmad Fadl al-Abdali, complains 
in his book, Hadiyyat al-Zaman... (Cairo, A.H. 1331), p. 297, 
about the multiplying number of the Negroes in S. Arabia, and
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urges all the Arab princes of that corner of the world to 
take a unified action against the continuance of slavery in 
their dismembered country. He does not, however, forget to 
remind them that future marriages between the Arabs and the 
Negroes, who are already settled there, should be prevented 
since the African blood has proved toibe !,a disaster upon
i
our blood, our minds, and our features.1
12. larikh al-Mustabsir, II, 246. Remarks to the same effect* 
also occur in al-Qazwini, K. Sthar al-Bilad...(Beirut, 
1580/1960), p. 58; Muf .jam al-Udaba*, VI, 13; al-Zahr al-Basim
13. Cf. the version of al-Hamdanl, IC. Sifat Jazirat al~*Arabs 
ed. D.H. Muller (Leiden, 1884-91), pp. 134—6.
14* Cf. al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir fi 1 Ulum al-Lughah. ed. Jadd 
al-Mawla and others (Cairo, 2nd ed., n.d, c. 1954), I, 222.
15* Cf* C. Rabin, Aioient West-Arabian (London, 1951), 
p.50.
16. Cf. Salah al-Bakri, larikh Hadramawt al-Siyasi (Cairo,
A.H. 1354-5), II, 193.
17. See, for instance, Diwan Mubayyatat. p. 90.
18. Tarji' al-Atyar, p. 183.
19. lbs fact that arabicifcation was strong in S. Arabia, 
even before the coming of Islam, is borne out by the 
statement of al-Amidi, al-Mu»talif wa-al-Mukhtalif. ed.
Far raj (Cairo, 1381/1961), p. 9, from which one can adduce 
that pre-Islamic poets from Himyar had written in the classical
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Arabic language, and that their poetry, lilce the poetry of 
those few Arab tribes who had a name for using particularly 
good Arabic, was collected in a separate diwan that bore 
their name.
Diwan Mub ayy at at, p. 14*1.
21. It is safest to assume, for want of positive evidence 
to the contrary, that 3uch forms are S. Arabian in origin.
In the few pre-Islamic authentic hakamiyyat of S, Arabian 
poets, one may come across certain verbal and nominal forms, 
and even some expressions, that are not recorded in the 
known Arabic lexica. See, e.g., al-Asma'iyyat, ed. S h a k i r ^  
Harun (Cairo, 1955), pp. 60. (l. 28), 65 CLIO), 201 ( 1. 26), 
202( 1. 35).
22. My authority on the subject, except where otherwise 
stated, is al~Shaikh 'Abdallah Zaid al-Qaifi, who is one of 
the most widely known S, Arabian narrators of Xamanite bedouin 
poetry. In connection with this subject, the reader is
also advised to consult Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah, III, 
412-40; Prose and Poetry from Hadramawt, pp. 5-8, 55-7.
For specimens of S. Arabian bedouin poetry, reference 
can be made to ibid. (Ar. Pt.); 'Abd al-Haqq, Diwan 
al-W aqa > j *... (Bombay, 1315/1897); Leiden Mss., Or. 6979, 
and Or. 6981.
23. Cf. Parikh Hadramawt al-Siyasi, II, 196f. Compare 
the last line with that which is quoted in al-Mufaddal b. 
Salamah, K. al-Fakhir. ed. C.A. Storey (Leiden, 1915), p. 4.
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24* For the pedigree of Nahd, see al-Qalqashandi^ Nihayat
al-Arab fl Matrifat Ansab al-'Arab, ed. Khaqani (Baghdad,
1373/1958), p. 394. Ibn Hazm, Jamharat Ansab al-'Arab. ed.
E.L* Provencal (Cairo, 3.368/1948), p. 418, states that the
Banu Nahd were settled in Najran, and not in Hadramawt; and
Ibn IQaaldun, K. al-'Ibar... (Bulaq, A.H* 1284), IV, 225,
adds that their descent is derived from Quda'ah, but they
intermixed w±h the 'Asirite tribes of Khath'am and Bajilah
among whom they settled. Amin al-Raihani, Around the Coasts
of Arabia (London, 1928), p. 210, gives an interesting account
of how an 'Asirite becomes a poet*
25. The term al-ha,1is* it should be noted, is more
universal in usage among the tx'ibes of S. Arabia than the
term al-halilah. The main difference between the two, as is • * *
$ut by al-Shaikh 'Abdallah, is that al-halilah is whimsical 
and unreliable. She generally visits the poet at night,
or in desolate places, but may fail him at any moment when v
I
he is in earnest need for her inspiration. Furthermore, 
she may intentionally make him the target of ridicule among 
rival poets by putting into his mouth cold pieces of poetry, 
and may even embarrass him before his tribe and family by 
inspiring him with inept verses. Sa'Id... 'Abd al-Haq^, Diwan 
al-Waqa’i *, p. 27, brands the halilah with the epithet 
"al-khasisah1*. and adds (p. 51) that she is unreliable as 
an inspirer of poetry. This is, perhaps^the main reason why
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bedouin poets do not invoke her help.
Others who were consulted on the subject, however, will 
not agree that tlie halllah is in any sense unreliable or 
inferior to the hajis. Some, indeed, went as far as to 
suggest her superiority over the hajis since she, and she alone 
(they olaim), can make a seer out of the poet, and inspire 
him with compact verses embellished with delightful 
gnomic lines.
I should draw the attention to the fact that the 
hajis, as a super-human power, may be regarded as the 
counterpart of the Arabian shaitan al-shi*r (or al-ra’i , 
or al-tabi1) but with two main differenoes:-
(a) In the traditional Arabic poetry, the tabi* is not 
expressly invoked for help despite the fact that some poets, 
such as Hass an b. Thabith (v. Diwan..., ed. al-Barquqi 
jCCairo, 1547/1929), p. 174), give the impression of having 
established so close a relationship with their tabi1 as to 
call him a "brother'^or^as is the case in al-A1 sha (v. Diwan-3 
op.oit.. p. 148), a ^partner11. It seems that the only 
conceited poet in Arabic poetry, as regards poetical 
inspiration, is Imru,u al-Qais, who went as far as to make 
the tawabi*, not the inspirers of his poetry, but the 
narrators of what he says (v. Diwan.... p. 525).
(b) The Arabian shaitan al-shifr, who had been seen by a 
favoured few, bears diverse names, each is said to have a
limited power for poetical inspiration. Al-Farazdaqi (cf. 
al-Qurashi, Jamharat Ash*ar al-*Arab (Beirut, 1963), p. 80), 
however, says that there are only two superhuman powers that 
inspire poetry. The first, which inspires good poetry, is 
called al-hawbar. while the second, which inspires had poetry, 
is called al^haw.jal.
26* Hadi.yyat al-Zaman, p. 233f; see also Prose and Poetry 
from Ha$ramawt. Ar. Pt., no. 10, 1. 6.
27. Ahmad al-Shubati who lived in the twelfth century A.H., 
and died in Wadi al-Sirr, near Rada* , where his memory still 
lingers. He has a celebrated diwan in which some of the 
poems included exceed five hundred lines. He is regarded as 
the best poet the tribe of Qaifah has ever produced.
28. Nothing reliable is known about him, although he is 
reputed to have come from Yafi1. Many of his poems, as 
well as those that are erroneously ascribed to him, are still 
sung in Aden and San'a*, some of which have been recorded.
29. I possess a considerable number of his poems, some of 
which are nearly - literary in diction. Shaikh *Abdallah 
Zaid says that his name is Ahsan al-Qushabi al-Baihani, and 
that he lived in the second half of the eleventh century A.H. 
al-Qarrah, in one of his maqamat that are inserted in his 
diwan, alludes to him in a parodioally casual remark which 
he makes about a certain Sanfanite singer of his day:-
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30. See supra. Shaikh ’Abdallah. has no reliable information 
about this poet.
31. For this h.gsndary poet, see Prose and Poetry from 
Hadramawt, p. 64. A reference to Yahya ’Umar is made by 
al-Khufanji in one of his humourous verses
Bu Makhramah is, perhaps, the Hadramite poet: ’Umar b.
’Abdallah Ba-Makhramah (884-932/1479-1545).
32. He originally belongs to al-Mikhlaf al-Sulaimani (-’Asir). 
While in the prime of life, al-Humaid was ohosen by al-hajis 
to be his organ and mouthpiece. Gifted with a very melodic 
voice, and blessed as it were by the frequent visits of 
al-hajis. al-Humaid was destined to be the unsurpassable 
and immortal poet-minstrel of the badw of al-Yaman. Suffering 
from fits of abstraction, he wandered aimlessly from the 
north to the south, and from the south to the north, rabab 
in hand, singing the tribes of S. Arabia what al-harjis . ’*■ 
inspired him. He is said to have died in Abyan near the end 
of the tenth century A.H.
^Metrical sPfeeme: ||-u-- | -u- \ —u ™  I —u ™  | -u- | - u ~
The maddahin of Yaman still sing his poems, and he is 
claimed by almost every region and tribe of that country.
The earliest reference to al-Humaid, so far as I could
discover, is in one of al-Khufanjl’s light verses which is
a debat between al-Humaid and another bedouin poet, named 
’Ali b. Zayid, wherein the two poets contend a certain point.
53. Diwan al-Waqa’i 1, p. 160f.
34. Prose and Poetry from Hadramawt, Ar. Pt. no. 9, 1. 5.
35. Diwan al-Waga/i*. p. 137.
36. Prose and Poetry from Hadramawt, p. 6.
37. Diwan al-Waqa>if. p. 157.
38. Diwan al-’Alawi. Br. Mus., fol. 99b.
59. Op. cit.. p. 169.
40* Tanmiq al-Asfar. p. 354f.
41. Ibid., p. 308.
42. Ibid., p. 269.
43. Ibid. , p. 280.
44. Ibid., p. 279.
45. Ibid., p. 264
46. Ibid., p. 263f. Either a tawshih is wanting, or, more 
probably, the last bait was added by a pious hand.
CHAPTER FIVE.
THE METRES OF HUMAINl.
The classical Arabic metres are reckoned to tie sixteen
in number, some of which were more usual among the pre-Islamic
poets than others, while two of them, namely al-muqtadab and
al-mudari*, were probably the invention of al-Khalil b. Ahmad,
the founder of Arabic prosody. However, with the change that
took place in the social life of the Arabs in the Islamic
Empire, and under the influence of singers and musicians,
new metres were employed, tawshih became ardently cultivated
in Spain, shatr and nahk became widely practised, and poets
did not refrain from composing poems based upon two taf'ilat
after Salm al-Khasir (-*- 186/1*02) gave the lead in that respect
at ~ n , By the time the muwashshahAl-buhur al-muhmalah. u
1
poetry,came to be firmly rooted
in the body of Arabic literature, there were already some
other popular metres which do not belong to the sMsen of
al-Khalil and al-Akhfash. These "new1 metres are commonly
called al-buhur al-muhmalah (the abandoned metres), and were
■ —
generally reckoned to be six in number despite the fact that 
Ibn al-Qatta1 (433-514/1042-1120) prides himself in 
accomplishing the unprecedelrk&d task of "deducing" (istikhraj) 3
from the five circles of al-Khalil, twenty-one more metrical 
foms (abniyah), for each of which he contrived one line
*5
or two as a prosodical example * Bearing all this in mind, 
we may now turn to the metres of humainx as exemplified in 
the S * Arabian diwans and safayin.
As in classical Arabic, the
Quantity and rhythm , _ , . -r ,
17 „ metres of humainx are based upon
in humainx* —  — -
 ---- —  a scheme of long and short
syllables, and hare 0, marked
regularity* Humaini, however, is a style of poetry in which
a poet often practises lahn., mainly in the foxmi of a sukun*
Indeed, the use of sukun (th&t is, omitting a short syllable
in the form of a harakah, 0, short vowel) is the main device
in humaini that makes it possible for the poet to use to
the utmost the relaxed cadences of the spoken language*
It reduces the possibility of al-takhli slows the tempo
of the verse, and consequently Influences rhythm. It will
not^therefore, be superfluous to give the sukun some
* See p.
** The frequent occurrence of the zihaf* Needless to say 
that a great preponderance of short syllables almost always 
speed the rhythm, and will ordinarily seem more vigoi’ous
or rapid than the sense may demand or suggest*
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attention in the following paragraphs*
We may first begin by distinguishing two types of pause 
in humaini: the internal and the terminal* The internal
(whioh ooincides with a long syllable - in most oases a
(b) al-asma9 al-manqusah and al-maqsurah; and (c) some of the 
demonstrative, relative, and interrogative pronouns, as well 
as in some particles and most of the conditional nouns* It 
should be noted that the usual practice in humaini is to 
drop the terminal hamzah of a verb or a mamdud noun, partly 
in order to seoure a pause*
Of course, a sukun may result grammatically, as in the 
Jussive, in whioh case it may offer itself as a pause 
appropriate to be manipulated by the singer*
** Provided that a word is not a mudaf or immediately 
followed by a hamzah, the tendency has always been to render 
quiescent: (a) the preterite and the aorist; (b) the 
separate and the affixed pronouns; (c) the termination 
al-ta* al-raarbutah; (d) a word ending in<_S orj) (if it 
accepts vov/elling; e*g. , 3 ); (e) the diminutive
noun; (f) the vocative; (g) the noun of superiority;
(h) a weaxl whose final radical is preceded by a long vowel =
long vowel - or results from omitting a short vowel
function either as a minor
* Mainly in (a) al~aff al al-naqisah and al-malfufah;
pause, or as a major one, and may occur at any point of a 
line except the rhyfning ends of the hemistichs C°r verse— 
sections).
fhe internal pause comes practically anywhere in a line, 
hut rarely after the first word, and may coincide with the ends 
of some of the metrical taf^ilat. In the following two 
strophes of al-’Alawi4 , vertical bars are used to indicate 
the place where the internal pause, here minor in every case, 
coincides with the end of a regulated metrical foot;—
C
—  (harf lin); and (i) a muzannam word, a„nd, indeed, every 
word to which a S. Arabian particle is prefixed.
J
It is ordinarily the case that the coincidence of the 
internal pause with the end of a metrical foot creates a 
singsong effect. It is not, therefore, surprising that a poet 
should resort to two main devices at his disposal in order to 
secure that effect
(a) Vocahular taanim:
* Metrical scheme:- j|-u-| -u— I ~u-- — u
(b) Tashtir (in the form of mumathalah or tarsi1):
o \ ' " > V^~ >•> Vi
1 <_3 c____iV.iJ— s-
c _ s 'UJ
<L "v->j 
» * '
d ^ > 3 \
^^ j-c>0 > ciy.\ i (_^r°!-t-=^  —
* Metrical scheme:- |j-u~(
** Metrical scheme:-
6
• 0 \ \Li i
- l i t  
^  ’ 7 3 J C^"^, (J_—^ \ (__j—^  ^
---- 1- <L__-A^ ysJ \ ^y^y-^
■u~ | - -U-l -U-- *
_U_H -i -u— i-u-a
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It may be remarked that the rhythm of the second strophe 
of the preceding example has a regular, mechanical effect, 
partly because the internal pause, which falls on the end 
of a metrical foot, is organised in three consecutive lines. 
Insistence on this type of badi1 is likely to become 
tiresome to the ear, though, of course, its monotonous 
effect can, to some extent, be mitigated either by making the 
internal pause occasionally diverge from the end of the 
regulated metrical foot, or else by '•masking'1 it, as it were, 
by making it coincide with long vowels.
The internal pause may tend in a few lines towards 
some degree of organisation that may coincide with the end 
of a regulated metrical taf1ilah; but on the whole, it 
constantly varies from one line to another, and usually 
runs counter to the rigid metrical scheme. Indeed, much 
of the vitality in humaini is derived from the contrast 
between the metrical scheme of the poem and its rhythmical 
pattern as largely determined by the natural flow of the 
language.
The internal pause, however, becomes annoying when 
the poem is sentimental; when the hemistichs (or verse- 
sec tions) are very short (six or eight syllables only); 
when artifice is apparent as a result of employing some 
types of badi1 or an elaborate system of taafir. The ear 
may be gratified by the reserved manipulation of tarsi* 9
but becomes satiated by the repetition of internal rhymes
in the form of tagfir.
fhe internal pause is melodically effective when it is
preceded by a harf lxn, and can:,function as a device for
achieving emphasis. A short consideration of the following 
7two strophes will, I think, convince anyone that in the 
hands of a skilful washshah, the internal pause can play 
a determining role in the total melody of the song:-
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u
\ r (4 \ j-J b ^ i \  j ^ U
It can tie easily seen from the above passage that there 
is a large number of long vowels whioh, besides making 
vocalisation easier, tends to slow down the paoe of the 
verse, and often produces, in the hands of a skilful 
humainist, an effect of sombreness, The strong pause 
which falls on the terminations of the underlined words 
(which end in a vowelless consonant preceded by a long 
vowel) has no weight in the scansion, that is, it does not 
affect the metrical timing. It is on the position of this 
pause that much of the melody of a humaini song often 
depends. How to handle such a pause, and manipulate it or 
shift it from one strophe to another, is a test of the 
wasbshih’s ability.
It may be remarked that the words immediately preceding
which case the hamzat al-wasl would be absorbed, and the  * *
lines would be as metrically correct as when it is retained. 
But it should also be noted that, by manipulating the sukun
at the end of the second metrical foot of the verse, al-
in the above example may be vowelled, in
^Metrical scheme: II -i -u~i -u-;
u -u h  -u— *1 —u—u
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Inisi gives the singer, not only the opportunity to linger 
on the sonorous nun, hut also directs him to emphasize and
■jf
reinforce the two verbs in question . In short, the retention 
°£ hamzat al-wasl renders the emphasis of those words possible, 
and improves the verse rhythmically.
We must not, however, form the idea that a humainist 
begins by selecting a metre, and then makes his poem (with 
the internal sukun) conform to it. Humaini is a subjective 
style of poetry: it expresses briefly, simply and musically
the emotion aroused in the poet. The natural situation in this 
style of poetry is one in which the urgency of feeling 
establishes the basic rhythm, and thus leads towards the 
particular metrical scheme, along with a naturally smooth 
distribution of the sukun at different points of the verse.
It is, then, the mood of the poet which often determines 
the way the pause is to be distributed along the lines. To 
occur where the flow of rhythm demands it, and not forcibly - 
whether it be under the exigency of the metre or not, is of 
no consequence - is a good indication of the spontaneity of 
the poem. Witness al—Sudi’s poem of which we quote the 
commencing strophe:™ ■
* The poem, from whioh the two strophes in question have 
been culled, is a recorded song. Whether the singer, Shaikh 
fAli Bu Bakr, retains the hamzat al-wasl in and ^\\ , is
worth discovering. ----- —  - ‘
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hi) 4» > J *  ; U \   j L
>cy^\ <-i “^ . j U L  °As>\ c_ijf
y ) \ j  o j f  C3 ^ (  j, ^  ^
^  -^o|, /I__i\0l___JL\ L-~^°'J i-S^ - ^ U ^ I  <\ r M o -------------- U  t _ ^ _ . L _ > \ ^ >  a j  , . ■• ,^J
The simple and moving rhythm of the song under 
discussion transcends the rigid notion that the feet of 
a verse can he grouped in one way only. For as we 
proceed to cut up the ladder of rhythm of the song in 
question into units of long and short syllables, we get 
different “metres1 according to the way we group the 
syllables into feets—
(a) ”*u— | —u—  \ "*u*“ | •"•U-* | —u— j —ii-'* 11
(b) «^u~ 1 u— i -u- | -u— 1 u--| ~u~1(
(c) -U— l U~ 1 u- | -U j U— -I U- H
(d) -u-1 -u-l ~ u -  -|v-u-i -u-l — u— H
By breaking the first hemistich into tUSto rhyming verse- 
sections (a kind of internal tasri® , so to speakj^the poet 
probably s e e m s  to point out the way in whioh the regulated 
syllables of his song should be grouped into feet:
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The strong
pause on al-khuzam is, of course, a metrical misnomer, for
its duration cannot "be taken into account in the scansion#
The interns.l sukun can, of course, he forced by a
poet under metrical pressure, in which case it puts an
abrupt check to the flow of the language# Note how the
author of Tanmiq a1-Asfar puts an abrupt check on his rhythm
by forcing the sukun, in order to pad out the need
of the metre, on the first word of the last hemistich
9of the following strophe s-
As can be seen from the examples which we have hitherto 
quoted in this thesis, a general and distinctive characteristic 
of humaini is its manipulation of al-qawafi al-mutaridifah 
which, besides signalling the ends of rhythmical units,
(l) serve as resting-places, minimize the possible occurience
* Metrical scheme; •— u-| -u~™ 1 -u-| «u*»
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of tadmin from one strophe to another, make impossible the 
ooourrenoe of iqwa* and ikfa* , and reduce the 
possibility of other faulty rhymes; and $2) provide the 
singer with words whioh, when acoustically rich, may be 
emphasised and reinforced by prolonging the long vowel 
coming before the rawl , or by making the voice dwell 
on the rhyming letter if it has a droning, vibrant effect*
* It is stipulatively used in this chapter to mean
the changing of the ma.jra (whioh is the vowel that follows
the rhyming letter in the loose qafiyah.)
** It is the substitution of a cognate consonant for the 
rhyming letter.
*** In the traditional Arabic qasidah, the rawi is the 
consonant upon which the rhyme depends, and whioh should 
remain the same throughout the whole poem. In humaini, 
however, the rawi should be regarded as the consonant upon 
which the rhyme of every hemistich (or verse-seotion) 
depends, and which, in the muwashshah style, usually changes 
from one strophe (or section) to another. Needless to say 
that each single bait or fasl in a humaini verse will have 
two or more rawis. 1Amud al—qasidah is, of course, the 
principal rawi in the muwashshah style of poetry, since it 
appears at the end of every bait (or fasl) after it seemed ™
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A word may best be said here about humaini as a style 
of poetry which strives, within its own limits, for the 
linguistic and rhythmical naturalness of the spoken language, 
and which is designed, not for recitation, but for singing.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that a person, with a 
first-hand knowledge of Arabic prosody, will tend to be 
conditioned by the principle of metrical regularity of long 
and short syllables to supply vowel case-endings to level 
out what seems to him to be quantitative divergences from 
the norm.
In reading humaini, we must pause where the sense and 
the rhythmical flow of the language demand, irrespective 
of the quantitative need of the particular line. We can, 
of course, indicate in general terms where a reader of 
humaini poetry should pause, but will always come to the 
conclusion that no rigid rules oan be laid down for this.
A reader who trusts the natural flow of the language, and 
does not allow his knowledge of Arabic prosody to interfere 
with his reading of humaini, will, I think, come to appreciate 
the rhythmical subtleties which humaini poetry displays„ In a
—  lost on the appearance of new internal and terminal rawis ? 
and welds the strophes (or sections) together, giving each 
a melodic completeness of its own.
10strophe like the following :
^  Lo ^ j ^ X }  \j J  Lo
- r \ j  V— X  ^ y — — c f A
oD v>-
\ y ----
j r O
-kl \
c3y C^ Lx-Alf» V L<°
- the rhythm demands the tahrik of every word that accepts 
vowelling, though, of course, the reader may take the 
latitude of rendering^j^--^ and as quiescent, without
inflicting any injury upon the metteioal quantity of the 
respective hemistichs, hy giving these words their accorded 
weight of timing. This can be easily done by the 
prolongation of the to the extent the unvitiated ear 
will demand.
Nevertheless, excepting strophes (or poems) in which 
the feeling seems to demand the vowelling of words, we may 
haphazard a generalization and say that, in the sense that 
humaini (as a whole), muwashshah as well as bedouin, has
always been intended to suggest the relaxed and artless
■^Metrical scheme: I —u—1 —u— 1 ~«ui -u—I —u~
rhythmical qualities of the spoken language, the reader
may take the liberty of dropping the vowel from the
terminating radicals of every word, which is neither a
mudaf nor immediately followed by a hamzah, if it is a
diminutive noun, or contains a harf lin preceding its final
radical, or muzannamah« or a word to which is prefixed a
S* Arabian particle* In the following strophe of ’Ali
—i ib. Muhd al-1Ansi :
of the metre and scan — u ; but to "move11 the final letter
of these three words is alien to the true spirit of humaini,
» 7
and would sound, melodically speaking, strange to the ear 
habituated to a craft whose rhythm is closer to the 
emphasis of ordinary speech than hakarai. Apparently, 
therefore, we may scan in one way, and read (or sing) in
be vowelled to fit the need
* Metrical scheme: ||-u— |-u-1 —u-1 -u— | -u-l -u
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in another, and the ear has to he the judge.
Thus far our attention has been directed mainly to the 
sukun as a general aspect in humaini. A few pages must 
now he devoted to the facts and problems of humaini 
versification.
The S. Arabian diwans which contain humaini are notrn»m,ww w . i — *
usually vocalised. The poems, though conform to certain 
regulated schemes of long and short syllables, cannot, 
notwithstanding, be expected to follow rigidly the Arabic 
prosodical rules, and the following generalizations should 
be borne in mind before any scansion of humaini is 
attempted:-
(a) An exact distinction between hamzat al-qat* and
hamzat al-wasl can never be satisfactorily made.
Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that the vowel
with a hamzah at the commencement of a word should be
absorbed by the final wowel of the preceding word. The
deviation from this can, however, be noted in some poems.
The hamzat al-qat1 may be preserved to pad out the need
  ^
of the metre; the prefixed pronoun \ , when preceded by the
particle sha or the conjunction wa-, may be converted
into a if tdi© metre demands, whereas under the pressure of
S' I V-
quantity, the I of b I maybe suppressed, particularly when 
it is preceded by waw al-!a^f and ni al-nafiyah.
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(b) The —  or —  of the affixed pronoun # is either long 
or short at will; so, too, is the ~^-with which ^ ,
, are pronounced.
(c) The demonstrative O  may he reckoned either long or 
short at will; hut when the particle Ld or Jj is prefixed 
to it, then it usually lends itself as a long syllable.
(d) The separabB hiliteral preposition is sometimes 
rendered short, long (u-).
(e) Suppression of huruf al-lin is freely practised in
a specific number of muwashshahat in which the lahn is vei^ y 
sparingly used. In such muwashshahat, the word , for 
instance, should be pronounced so lightly and quickly so that 
it may be equivalent in weight and timing to a sabab khafif 
(£2).
(f) Because rhythmical variation is deemed essential in
_  -X-
the muwashshah poetry, tahrid is therefore a possible device
_  ^
to which a poet may resort. Note how al-fAlawi manipulates
the tahrid in the following two strophes:—
* It is the alteration of the farud or the darb. It is* «
clear that tahrid is not a zih&f, for it does not occur
* • 7
in the hashw; nor is it an 1 illah, because it is not a 
permanent change that continues throughout the whole poem.
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ft 1 X L - v *  (—  A X ^ I  ^  J i  J t L _ S   ^ V - ^ ” L — S ^ *  t j  b >C XL) 1 -  % UUS^tJvU3
I •& w
ft\ M u i * c ^bu^l r ^  u— *i  ajjlxj^ (__5^  ^ t—  ^ j  ^  V—e> _3^
* .—  ^^ 5 b  b_Js*~ £ i> vx__j I . i ^ . jy.— -L b d  ^ — — ■*j -* b
(Jjo ^ Jj-O L  j a
n *
i ~j > j ^  **
,C>  ^yt-ccsQ \ ) ^—m c— \ tfJ i ^  (_2j^ C-hbbs*. bo
i' > >
l_j I— =5^ 1 <—  ^ ^ f ^  ^  ^
, £y-— «J—«ouji \ cilj LoU) L 1 £_ X^lII \ cjL-b cj b 1 cjJuLa
1— iil v X j  c_J b j W j  j ^ ^ C
The first “bait scans 
— I -u— -I - u ~  | -u-i -u— I - u ™
whereas the second sca.ns
-| -u— | -u-—  j —u-j -u— | —u ~
Needless to say that tahrid does not occur in the bedouin form.
(g) Humaini, as a style of poetry designed for singing, permits 
substitution of feet which, besides making humaini easier to
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compose spontaneously, opens up possibilities of the most 
subtle modulation. Thke, for example, the following strophe
Though we read these lines with no suspicion of 
anything aberrant in them, examination at once shows that 
maf'ulun in the last two lines is substituted by fa1ulun. 
Such substitution may occur in the bashw or the *arud or 
the darb, though, generally speaking, it must not take 
place in a batch of lines, or even in a single line, to such 
an extent that the metre(s) of the poem can be mistaken. We 
mu&t depend upon the T,feeln and discrimination of oui* ear to 
decide whether the substitution is permissible. No hard 
and fast rules can be laid down; but as a result of my 
experience, I find that the feet most suitable as 
substitutes for mustaftilun - the commone^st fooL in 
humaini - are maf a 1 ilun and fat' :Qatun% that fa1 ulun and 
fa'ilun substitute well, if not too freely used, for
of Muhd. b. ' Abdallah^s-
3 2 1
maf1 ulun and fa1 lie, tun a These equivalences are reciprocal.
common practice in humaini, the first contact with the 
S. Arabian Graft may deter one from attempting to limit the 
number of its metres. But the metres of humaini can, in 
fact, be limited, and reduced to coherency, if an exhaustive 
scansion of the available poetical material is done with 
patience and vigilance.
Metrically speaking, the mubayyatat (excluding the 
very few which are either muaaffa&ah or typically Andalusian 
in rhyme pattern) can be grouped under three main types s-
(a) Those in which the lines are divided into hemistichs 
of equal length and belong to the same metres-
Metrical variations 
in humaini.
Because rhythmical variation 
between the length of the 
hemistichs of the poem is a
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(b) Ihose which are based upon a single metre but in 
which the hemistichs are unequal. When the metrical scheme 
of one of the hemistichs is in four taf1ilat« the 
preponderant tendency is to drop half of them in the second 
hemistich:—
\ \ ( (jj-tcZS- jjj
Ljl (jJ0 CT 3^ -0 LjrP L-£-3 \j)  ^ cu-^  p^uo t
U> va! 1 *3 1 C-12—J U  1 \_j  ^ i. j-o ij
r 4  cil) Uni \ Lyiy-i ^ ch-U^ f ci*
^LU
L3j^> (jrT^ J^T^  ^   y \ c_______<j._ctJh
* Metrical schemes j|—  j—u— 1~u—u — 1 —u—*( -U--
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(Jj-1 —^ ^  c _ \  c— d__sa^ yj c_-^  J^j)
^ 5l c J f  . L  ^ \ X  c j  p i l f  I J l O - - ^
Otherwise rhythmical rariation between the length of the
herniatlohs is achieved by dropping
(i) Two feet from one of the hemistichss~
X J I I
-UJ ' H
0 o
.,,16 ? \ \ i_-o
Jb V-1 ' 1/
o «
!
I *
t- --
O'
o li ; £)b -S-v n^j i_>v—
(ii) One foot and a part of a foot from one of the 
hemistichs:-
UV-lA]'X o u^ j C-T°
o
* Metrical schemes •u—
** Metrical schemes
d T
u
>
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j i*17-* D
(iii) One foot in either hemistichs—
\ cdU!
_J
r j
(iv) Or by Yariatio3i between the ’arud and the darb through 
addition or subtraction of one or two or three syllables;***
£> I -£>
l3
L > Q \  ' l ^ i L  < J L  c J L ^ i
>^1 rl» ^ \_yj> c J
* 1 9 ^  V ^ U  l^lj>3 LiJr* <s\— \
’  u
 ■'JjJ
-x' Metrical scheme: \\ -1 -u—  | — uj —u— ( —u~~
** Metrioal scheme: Jj-u-l -u™ j -u— 1 —u-1 -u~
f* Metrical scheme: ||-u~i-u— *U“—”1 ~u* u
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(o) Those which are hased upon two metres:
\ —^ \-o-s~ £_  ^ 3~"7^  ^ / ?• / s^ ~ L
I 4_ja _ 3
O 9
r-rJ oL - — <p e> Cjr'u l tX_——^
*'.20. o £t--'0 l_j |
-J}
A common feature about many of such poems is that one of the 
hemistichs of the bait is usually based upon a, single foot:—
JL-J j J  r A f
l *
C b
^jr-L LJj, U  J
o O
_^3
oCU f  , j u
In like manner, poems in the bedouin form can be 
grouped under three categories:-
(a) Those which are based upon two metres:
$■
-***22 Lo a__— ^ ■^JUJ
u >
^Metrical scheme: II —ui - u - i  -u ~ - |  — u -i — u -
**Metrical scheme; ll-u-i-u— i ~u— | — u-
*-**MetrlG0,l scheme: II — u ~ i-u — 1 —u— i-u -
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(b) Those in which the hemistichs belong to the same metre 
and are equal in lengths
C l) \ C j  1 Ui \_} 4  1] \^J CJ^] \ -<AAJ \
Poems of this category are in the majority!
(c) Those in which the hemistichs belong to the same 
metre but are unequal in length* Variation between the 
length of the hemistichs is achieved by dropping part of the 
metrical pattern, especially half, from one of the hemistichss
 ^ L^-oLiJ \ ^  jJlt
The regular muwashshah, on the other hand, has its own 
peculiarities as regards the element taw shili* The abyat 
and the tagfilat should always be metrically identical 
throughout the whole poem, but the tawshih, however, seems 
to have been composed acoording to a oertain theory
(i) When the bait is based upon a single metre, and its 
hemistichs axe equal in length, the metrical scheme of the 
bait preponderantly tends either to be wholly reproduced in 
each hemistich of every tawshih:
* Metrical scheme: | — -I ~u~l - u ™  | — I -u-i -u-—
Metrical scheme: | -u-i -u—  j H-u-i -u— | -u-1 —u ™
—5s. Lj y   ^  ^ r~ ^  / °  o I
 ^ J  CJT^JS ^ ^ ------- " V ^  (_j j ----------e> Lx) U —
— V
* c> "-* o
, - f c
 ^ '^a‘\ / 'L-lX- ✓ -2 <* __
^ l ~ - < J -  I ^ J -   ^   J^sj ^ ■A-.tj?^    € ° - ! "
o \
i s ^ — ^____ ^
Or else (and this is a common praotice) in part, especially 
in half2—
^Metrical soheme
bait—tag fils | ■——~u I— ™u | -— -u t—— u
tawshxhs |j — -ul — -tij---ul -■-u j —— u 1 —-u
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__rJ
——WJ L l f  ^ L , C-J>
. i f *
_\lk) i t^l/j} J li  ^ y ~ X ^  J .,rL J  OJL i°>\. Ui
Only in a limited (but considerable) number of 
humainiyyat does the tawshih claim a metre (or two metres)
of its own:
1 <J A ^ o - d  c gA\ l~o \ / .11^ . \j L
^  I
-L_y l_
C?1 *3
u
— ujJ ^
*■ Metrical scheme: 
bait—tagfils 
tawshih s
|j »— u j —~~u | — u| — u 
“ U — u
— ul — ul -™ui — u 
-u — u I — u — u
■x‘Me t rio a 1 s oh era e t -
bait-tag fils ((—u-H -u-- | -u*— !-u—
tawshih: ||-u-l — u— — u—I u—
(ii) When the hemistichs of the bait are unequal in length, 
yet belong to the same metre, the metrical scheme of each 
hemistich in every tawshih is usually the reproduction of one 
of them:-
 -v-xJ L0 — x^ _cl A— — VU‘ , \J^ J s^jJ I
* \ A^JkJ { L (jjO _j o.--j  1 J
0/It?
d l L a  M  j i u  J j J  . j i J i j  
ciD U ^ <iu
 Q. ..ihliJ
^ ^  ^ c_iAx.^ j Lc J j^-ujJx
\ ——\3 C. ..f^. —■ —^ j'O /_____ —o Li  ^ ^ r q—-o
Only in a very negligible number of poems does the tawshih
^Metrical schemes- bait-taqfil: ||-u—■
tawshih; ||-u—
— ui ~u— i -u- 
~u—  - u ~
claim a metrical pattern of its own:-
 6 (Jj-i I cJ \
o y j i h
- j
0
xJJ I > J I j C
i l l<J> ' “L- clljJ Lc^r° I
° c °CiJr—  /"
6 2^ )
( .) L ___
*■29 .1,
.  C iSO-r^
(iii) When the bait is based upon two metres, the usual 
practice is to reproduce one of them, wholly or partly, in
~x’Me t rio al sc heme : -
bait-tag fll: || -u-i -u— -I
tawshih: II— u—1 —u—
-u* —U~“~i —u 
u
u— i-u—
u
-u-l —u-.U
every hemistich of eaoh tawshih:
^  I > jj) _j)\_ \ ' U j -J C_
>> C_J Ly^  4 L
. * <3
' c— 4 < 3
—vJ L>^  \
c__*L- !> 13 L I  —
l j
<~A> C_r^sL- I
'xivletrioal soheme % — 
halt-tagfils ||— ui -u— -I ~u—  j -u-l -u—  
tawshih; |l— ul —u«— 1 -u-- I — ui —u— 1 —u—
u
-J ’*
-Ul
333*
Only in some of the very negligible number of humainiyyat 
in which tazfir is employed9 does the tawshih olaim a metre 
(or two metres) of-its owns-
\a-l\ ^ ^ t— a-J 1 \o_£> K"\ j /-j-o i- ° . \ Ut— I  J <jr? r - l ^
0 w
1  ^ vA_— Lo ^  ^ clr^
/^ 1 o
4_J U J  ¥ ^1'jJL ^---------- _^_3  4.^3 \ t yjL.3 4
c
^v_GL A:J
j-L.L-J 1 (jf«> Jj) t^r<>
 ^ -* <- “5 3 3 j 3  V  c ' 3 ^ 3  i f J j - d ' j  L o
*Metrio al so he me t —
bait-taqfil: ||-u-t~u~------l-u— 1 -u-l-u—
tawshih: — u-1— u— I — u-i— u*
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(iv) In the very negligible number of seotional poems that 
consist of the alternating pattern bait~tawsh ih, the tawshih, 
when composed of two hemistichs, preponderantly tends to be 
composed in a metrical pattern of its owns*™
o— y  \ r^ *  ^ LzJ U I
t_5 J i L  J  j s  t\J \  c_j < U J L u  L  i i
o I
4Jk L. jl {JiJl lil. <L Ul
Otherwise the same remarks which we have stated about the 
metrical pattern of the tawshih in the regular rauwashshah 
apply to the tawshih in the alternating pattern bait-tawshih*
* Metrical scheme
bai
tawshih: H-u-i-u— I -uH -u-
t s 11— u-1 — u~ 1 -u-i — u-( — u-
335
(v) In the very few negligible number of poems that consist 
of the regulated pattern bait-tawshih-taqmi*, the tawshih 
is always oomposed in a metrical pattern (which need not to be 
identical with that of the tagmi1) different from that of 
the bait:*™
cr
vJ d f
d-ijj JL-j> — \) I j) o X i  \ / \
ut\\ ( y \..^ rC.
I? i -?■
o l } J l C.-T A o -U)
o
O £-L Jt I ■ r JL 1
0
1 J u  <— & £1 > rd c: T L
u/
O— \ cl (jjr^ u
c _ _ 3
>
d l
'0—
^  \i\
Scansion of humaini has never been attempted in the
S. Arabian diwans and safa.yin, and a sense of frustration
and bewilderment is reflected in a letter which al-Qadi
*
Ahmad b. al-Husain (-KL298/1880) wrote^* The compiler of
—  —  35 _
Taj al-*Arus x claims that all the metres of humaini are
newly-invented, while the author of Tarwih al-Bal, himsllf
a humainist of some renown, states that some of them belong 
—  —
to the sixteen of the pedantic school *
The tendency to vary between the * arud and the darb, 
and between the length of the hemistichs, as well as the 
employment of more than one metre in a considerable number
* Metric a,l scheme: - bait: | —  (-u-\ -u-- | —  i -u-1 -u--
tawshih: ||— u-i-u— I -ui---
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of humainiyyat, may deter one from attempting to delimit 
the number of the metres of humaini. However, an exhaustive 
soansion of the available literary humaini production reduces 
what may seem a wide range of metrical varieties to 
chherency, and shows that the 3. Arabian styles, the bedouin 
and the muwashshah, have in faot a very limited number of
One point is especially worth remembering before any 
soansion is attempted. The rules laid down by the Arab 
prosodists concerning the gihafat and the 1ilal are not of 
much help in scanning a limited number of humainiyyat which 
employe the lahn; and the notion that a poem can only be 
scanned in one way is not applicable to a considerable number 
of poems of specific metrical pattern, lake, for example, 
the poem of Muhd. b. 1Abdallah of which we q^uote the 
following two strophes;~
metres.
'
338.
This poem can "be scanned in three ways:
(a) |-u-1 — u*“ 1 — u- | -u-1 -— u-i ~ u -
(b) |-u— j-u-~~ i-U— | -u-— |«-u~i-u-
( o ) | -u—  | -u-1 ~u-| -u--1 —u-1 — u-
Now since ''metre1' is simply a method of measuring the 
length of a line, and since eaoh of the above regulated 
patterns of conventional taf'ilat is sustained throughout 
the whole poem, we may make an arbitrary choice of one of 
them. The speech rhythm may prevailingly go well with 
one of the above three metrical patterns, but an orthodox 
pros odist will only accept the first grouping of taf1ilat 
(which he designates as feaJjr al-ramal) because it can be 
"deduced" from da9irat al-mu*talif, which is the third circle 
of al—Khalil b. Ahmad. As a matter of convenience, we have4 7
to adopt, without discussion, the pedantic pattern, for the 
Arabian system of grouping the conventional taf1 H a t  will 
give us a sort of standard, however crude and arbitrary, 
to which we can refer, in most cases, whenever we are 
confronted with a poem whose scheme of long and short 
syllables can be grouped in two or more ways of conventional 
feet.
I say "in most cases" because there is still a very 
limited number of poems about which one almost hesitates to
339.
describe the metre by any single term. One or both, hemistichs 
of these poems have always a third or a half or the whole of 
the following schemes
. _ u —
lake, for instance, the mubayyatah of •All b . Muhd. al-'Ansi
**Q
of which we quote the following strophe • (W® have marked
the speech pattern by slanting strokes):
rJ- 0-^—1
<^ >LJl j y-Aji
I;
We can scan this poem in five ways:-
(a) jj*— u-i -u— \ -u-j -u- | -— u-i -u— i -u-i -u—
(b) |— ■u-| -u-i --u-i -u- j -u-i -u-i -u-i -u-
(c) | Ul U-I— UI U - I  ui U-i Ul— u-
(d) | — u— t —u— i --us — u- \ — u-i -u-i *— ui — u-
(e) ||— ui — ul ui •— u- | -— ui — uj — -ui — u-
Ihe speech pattern preponderantly goes well with the last 
metrical grouping, but a pedantic prosodist will only accept
540.
the :@£st two metrical groupings on the ground that they can 
he 11 deduced11 from da»irat a 1-mukhtalif, which is the first . - 
circle of al-Kbalil. We have, therefore, to exclude, 
arbitrarily no doubt, the last three metrical groupings, 
and restrict our choice to the first two. The question 
that remains to be answered is: Which one of the two
metrical groupings should we choose?
On the whole, it would seem best if we restrict the first 
metrical grouping to the muwashshah style, and the second, 
to the bedouin form. Intensive investigation of humainiyyat 
in which the metrical scheme in question is reproduced, 
wholly or partly, has shown that poems in the bedouin pattern 
never use the majau’ form, and tend to drop half of the 
metrical scheme in either hemistich:—
39 C-S>\p • Jjj-jLi cj A \
By restricting ourselves to the buhur that can be "deduced** 
from the five circles of al-Khalil, there is only one 
possible way in grouping the normal taf1Ilat:-
u—1 -u- | -— u— | —U—|  U - i  -u-
That is to say, the tamm and the mashtur forms of al-bahr 
al-mumtadd (= maqlub al-madld ) ^  are used.
Contrariwise, when the metrical scheme in question is
used, in the muwashshalj style, the abyat(the metrical scheme 
under discussion is rarely used in the tawshihat) always use
hemistichs of equalllength, either in the tamm form or else
—  -  43in the majsu> one, but never in the mashtur scheme fake,
„ —42
for instance, the poem of *Ali b. Muhd a l-1 Ansi of which we
quote the first strophe
—-^y U—  ^ \  ^ c_f ° ^  _^j)
c ilL l ^ 3 -^1  L i  r '<tA dlf uJ \ f> r-o f ull—-ml
o
\ y*  ^ cAv-^ v^ i- 1  ^V ^  ^ ^
 ^ Caj--0 r 1 J £ 5  <X
Restricting ourselves to the circles of al-Khalil, this song 
can only be scanned in two ways:-
(a) || —u—1 — u-i -u-1 *»u—| -u-i -u-
(b) |—u— i-u-i-u- | ~u— i-u-i-u-
But since we have limited the mumtadd metre to metrically
identical poems that are bedouin in form, it would be more
convenient if we adopt (b), which is the majzu? form of v/hat
— ■ — 4*3
may be termed as bahr al-balbal , for the song in question.
Before listing and illustrating the metres of humaini,
I should say that as a matter of genera,! convenience, I have 
adopted the conventtaial terms of Arabic prosody which, though
^  542*
s t r i o t l y  a p p lic a b le  Ato the  t r a d i t io n a l  qas idah , have been 
employed by writers on Arabian muwashshah and a a ja l  poetry.
The metres of humaini.
1. Al-Balbal.
This metre oan be "deduced11 from da’irat al-mukhtalif. 
(a) -U-I -U -U-I -u*
/
*U—| - U — 1 —U— | -u*
f * -Ixjy-tO A L o  t Iaaj li ^ ^  J> ^  \ ^
If If
00 *u—  -u-i -u- -u I-u-i-u-
^Metrical forms that are marked by an asterisk are very 
popular.
343.
^  (_jr® t— \lL~_> (jjrc l^L t__J> ^
45<iJ>vl ,. 6-J^AsJ^J ^iuJl o-^ Jti^ l
II• Al-Basit.
(a) 11 ~u-| -u— I -u-i-u—  1 -u-i -u—  1 -u-| - U - -
{^ lLA1^3 1 V'*'0 c-jLJ1 (s?£x^ 'cJ<f^
4^ ^^ L^ \jj co^-^i 1 -^jy^0 e—r^lj) ^  ^ lijLaJJ Ijj <£Li_^>il
But unlike the classical form, tarfil may occur in one
or both hemistichs^, especially in the bedouin.form^®,
-1-+ 4*9and khabn does not necessarily take place in the darb
+ It is the addition of a sabab khafif to a watad- majjnu1 
at the end of the foot. In classical prosody, it is limited 
to the maji5U? forms of al-lfctmil and al-mutadarak.
-h - It is the suppression of the second letter of a foot 
when it is quiescent.
344.
Qat1 h is typical of the metre as a whole, and when it occurs
50
in ‘both hemistichs of the above scheme , as it often does, 
it recalls to the mind the mawaliyya metrical scheme .
(b) | -u— l -u-i -u—  | -u— -1 -u-| -u-
(c) ~U|-U-| -u—  Ul -U-i -u-
\s-j\— L_J 't iyi> =yL 1 <_J 0 -UL^jl
4^oLyl c ^ a w  I t_j \j^ I
This form is called al-makbul or makhalla1 al-basit, and 
is popular in the muwashshahat of the Andalusians. However, 
fafulun in humaini constantly changes into fa1ul or fa1al 
from one bait (or fasl) to another, and may even be
+ It is the suppression of the last letter of a watad majmu’ 
at the end of the foot, at the same time making the preceding 
letter quiescent.
-M- The metrical scheme of the mawaliyya type of poetry is 
™1 -u— 1 -u-| -u—  --I-u— i -u-l -u—
345
converted into U — —  at will in any strophe or section
*
53
(d) -u- -u- -U-|-u--
^ — wl \ c &
 ^ c— ^  V °---*-9 CiX° 'A___ soo >
o
n
54j— — ^ 0   r u J U  1/
tj1 is typical of the above form, and when it takes place
55in both hemistichs , it recalls to the mind the metrical
—*+scheme of al-qawma .
Ill* Al~Mustatil*^»
(This metre can be "deduced" from the first circle of al~ 
Khalii b, Ahmad, Qasr,^ hadhf+ H " and batr+~H~+ are typical
of the metre as a whole,
(a) ||— u\--- ui — ui u I — u\ — -ul — u)---u
+ The metrical shceme of al-qawma is: | —  l-u— | — |-u—
It is the suppression of the second letter of a sabab
khafif at-.the and of a foot, making the remaining letter
quiescent,
+++ It is the suppression of a sabab khafif at the end of a foot
++++It is the concurrence of qat'and hadhf in fa1 ulun and
fa*ilatun. -—  ----
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0 0
G
— J— ^  I Cii-j l_> \ ‘3 ' 1  _^
/ *f-J —^^ _j3 | ^ C—3 —-9 1 \j< \
e± Jlli
* ||-Ul — Ul u| -Ul Ul u
U f O—<L>
r  0_^ 4U^ Sk  ' *», ‘
u58 _
Co)
(Jj-o — CCwj
^| Ul u| U( U
C— S'r -vL_3 £— —— — ■-'-3 j, <>3
59 4 _ U f  , - U  <_j 1
■
IV *  A l-W a fir *
Only th e  t r im e te r  m aqtuf form is  o c c a s io n a lly  used in  the  
muwashshah s ty le :
yjj
c— -£ J  cj-t. ^U>1
t  ( 1 i  ^ U -  1 f ■'_j j> ^
V* Al~Mumtadd^.
This metre can he "deduced" from the first circle of al- 
Khalil,
(a) || — u— | -u-j — u-1 -u-
C_— C-J I J>
CD)
 u_| -u-i ~u-i -u-
Lc_ ciu^ 3 _j) c - h c 3 1
u-1 -u- ~u*-- u-
63
,1 c _£uj
o '■J 0
i J----a.
VX. Al-Kamil.
r \ i uu, uu, uul uu ,, uu „ uu(a) j -u— l-u— l-u—  |-u— i-u— i-u—
(D)
'* L ”1\ 0 ° 1 \ [ *‘ n ^3j'$*Lj 1 ( S  ^" —> oJ V-*
A1 J,
Cl 1 f _yUJ 1
. -a> r
65 <-2-^3J i <:-J>*dJ 
VII Al-Khafif.
»
• i f J
"L__j L j  it
-ua
o
t t—o
348-
I * "1 0 \u t__bvLJVJ , <y° U  (. -^S L
(b) jl -U | - U ---- 1 -----U -  | - U l ~U ---- I -----U -
5 u r ^ u i
J'i:
i ^ - U J u o
^  1— oL?" (^J-0 U^Aj.o ^ d l l J
k j
u>
J
(0) |-u- •U- -U 1 — u-
68<l)— ^  _k  J^A' p^5 "
& U * J \J>- : A ^ '
VIII. Al-Haza,i.
(a)
*
j| U| U| u •Ul Ul u
o - k K  t_?kh Liii\ j j f  culicu I?. \ o \
L3iJ)—^
0  ^
t— i-«— k r
6 <Uk) ^
6g S ^  c L ? ^  
Cb)
,  ^id  1 c3 L cj I t L IU
*u| -— u 1 -— u  u
_ jJ  \ ^  L
_J
1
. \ -
70
J \ CJ.J I^au 1
c3j- -ijj cLr^3
-^^ J" ^ ^  * jL-J
U 3
71Tarfil may take place in one or both, hemistichs ; 
the usual practice is todrop the last two sababs
.
from the darV .
but
IX. Al-Mustadra^.
This metre cannot be ^deduced” from any circle of al-Khalil, 
Qasr? hadhf and batr are typical of the metre as a whole.
Oa) || — -ul ~ui -u-| -U -1 — u |—-u|-u-| —u
350*
74  ^^   ^ 1 LU ^ 4-^ Jua* £ >^j» ^ 0 ^uJJ ^^ _js?^ J
(b) A ||— u|-u-|-u- —UI -U — “ U*
i / , L  tulf
U/
L——C>
Jlj jj_J C-^ Vy-ii \ cjj)— y
cJr
7 5 ^  J l 0
X* Al-Rajaz*
( a )  I I - u — l- u -H  —u— 1 -u — | -u*— i —u—
v/
y^JXs^ ^  Vv \ 1 ^  4L^
(b) •U-" -u— ■u— ■ -u-
6
ClJ~v_ j  J 3
—^*> ^LtA\l i I ^ y- V-^A^ytf7
n_iluJll Vo_iA.
x - U jj
& -~o
° b
77/.l/ la-t- \ j i  l> 1 -»'l\
(c) * |“ u l ~U— -i - U ~  | — uJ - U  1 - U —
*•> ^L'oU L13^
cjj
(d) f
a
CiJ
zJr
■U 1 -U- _U— * —U—
u \ 0 V-J t j - '  <_s
7965-^1 c J ^  3  <-^l>_^A3 a * J J  \ 1 c__->j(__=£■..
(e) -u| -U“  — ul -u-
8t r  ^  j 1—
XI. Al-Mudrak81.
This metre cannot he !fdeduced” from any circle of al—IChalil*
Tashfit+ is typical of the metre as a whole.
i
(a) || —u— } —u—| -u-i -u- 1 -U“ t —u—| —u—i -u-
ihl r .sl_J dLi\ J - ^ A
^__3 hojj u ) f  ctih \jku
d I cJ^~ 1 ^ U^ll du-£yL ^  CLX^ -J
(h) |j i -u-l ~u~i -u-1 -- *| -u-i -u-i -u-
+ It Is the suppression^of one of the two moveable letters 
of the watad manmu1 in fa1ilun and fa1ilatun
L*/
S^ ojjJ <-3^1 CJ^  ^ jyuilLu^ j^S Aj ‘Ljji tH-y? £_j;
(c) -U I —U "  i - U -  I *"U* *U I - U - |  —u — 1 —u*
L  v j u - t  L  : * W  c___
° I l O
-^-— j [— 0 A^-J% _^J__-33 3 (  ^ ^ ^  C-3L-J .j -C |
i—-t) £ 9t lil?T C_S t
"  u ** _ __4--UJ--5M
86 1 Cjj— ° ~e)J( I
w
IS <j—
XIII. Al-Must a tra d.
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Ihis metre cannot "be ^deduced1 from any circle of al—Khalil
-x-
Metrical scheme •u~ "U- — „_u j -U-I -u-
o
cj> ^
D , *
t £ r_jJ I;__«?
-=st» L > J^UJ
&
i f \ o ^  ,-A-rJ C__il— 8a
Tarfil may take place In either hemistich :
I— Ijj
o
Clt~° O £ S O
o
wj
e
XIV. Al-Madid.
Only the trimetre mafydhuf - makhbun form is used:
AdiJ jL^Jl ----S>.. Jyt ^---J j j  <_--yj[ J l j ____i t
XV.. Al-Muttarid*
Metrical scheme: |— u|-— ui —-~u~ | — u ~ u  -— u~
fhis metre can be fldeduced!f from the fourth circle of al— 
Khalil* Only the dimeter form is used in humaini :
1^ 5— j 4— 111 £— I 1____3 % \
<__3 ft- •■ -— tfi u—s^ |--- ^ 1 ^  <al——5~fy______
\3
)r-— c°r— 4 L > _ o  ^
91 Jl Jl 1 L -J'
cJ
-uxr
XVI. Al-Sari'
Metrical schemet * \\ -u- |-u— | ~u—  | -u-1 - u ~  I -u-
356.
Lu-o
X - ^ j  I (Jhy&S.  I c_Jb ^ J d  cj ) ^  <x>l C--
 ^ VS
J  i^l ^  C-T^ J _^-^J nt-LL-
9 0tL °  " ‘ ^--- S^UO I 5 L >  i_^XbvA>JOob xi-j\-UJU=ll rJ> A-ib Lo r7 +  “U ^ 1 £— f
—  93 +Tarfil may take place in either hemistich , and salm
"
is typical of the metre . The predominating tendency,
95however, is to drop the watad of the darb 
XVII0 Al-Xiami96,
Metrical scheme II —uu-u| —u*-|-u~ -uu™uI-u-1-u-
This metre cannot be "deduced11 from any circle of al*-Khalil.
3 — J Lituj I a L^/3 ^  i OlI L C— 1:---f -—-J L j>
9 yL__^ i—  ^ JL— n
XVIII. Al-Ramal
(a) \[ -U— I ~u-i — u« -u-i — -U- I — u-
+ It is the suppression of a watad max rug from the end 
of a foot.
98 . 
00
t < h
*
i tJ
.u— — u -  U- ™-U” --U- --u—
• I ..L2-ri> 6 ^
■(lX« L  QaU .  c ^ L  L  ( ^ J \  f ..}>
g g ^  t- i elkj)* j l  : J b  
(0) -u- — u*
! i j  I
Ul/
®J— » cr—'A-o _jJ
c j u  \ J— cs-li
■-U-
b f 0ojj
-u- —-u*
^  C^ r S^k. c J i
d_-iU^
V-i-' -Q "jf ^
I _/>
^ u l \  u & i l
n ^ 4 .
tV
I X
*L J.
~u-
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XIX. Al-Munsarih.
Only the dimeter makshuf form is used:
-M
c-i>
c
U
102
p
o
ijJT J | y — a]"\ ,Xj
XX. Al-Duwai. ni^"*.
This metre cannot be "deduced" from any circle of al-Khalil 
(a) ll-u-1 -u-i —u- -u-i —u—
1 L-i ^
104^^ x  J
l J  w  P J
IJ L^JI tS -iu jX  I - '
l_A-Lx cJLili m_J L-o d U 1
* ^ ± 3
0>3
-x-
U-l - u ~
- J
3 1- Jill
S' I p>
Xi I  <UJI UJ ^ K r 9
a/
359,;
0 Iti 0
u/
<: i I - M  ^
c J ^ C J  I S <J- ~^y- S~ c L ^ J l I  ^ \O  U ( jjr -0
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XXI. Al-Munbasit106
> 1 ---V— —^o i)i
This metre oaii he "deduced" from the first oirole of al-Khalil
-U —  j -U -  ! -U -l -U -«  1 -U-
c3
I hJ 9
L p t J y ) ^  ^
ul
107 Us u/
00 * ~U— *I -*“U"“ I - u — u1
<U
> \
i-il
I <
c-J J
c__£ J l l xjjUL i-l 1 ^
I —*
360.
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(o) -u- —u*
ia/
C U  — OJ x J i J
o
u
(X>L:
109L3
(d)
IS
U>-
'J , i
t> t v3
X,
*
|j ■— u\ -u- |
\ u.—-sJ I £_
U i f  tu>Jp _J— -VA __J
L  - L _ J l \  L  J J f L
“U i - U -
' W - J
0 1lX»J i . ,  '^)
I 1 1 d u — -3 U>;l
J l
Ju?
110 ji— aI_3n j—^ '■ .~^3 ^
XXII. AI-Mujthatt.
">(■
Only the dimeter form is used:
" t J j  a— r*o J l !A_o) * I j
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^  j J J l  c— i I <r__i <L
lV
2 2 . 1 ^ - cP~^ t_JL-~oU*] ci^ L-^ -s- *t-— L*
XXIII. Al-Mutaqarib.
'This metre often tends to give a mechanical effect. Qasr, 
liadhf and batr are very typical of the penultimate foot of 
each hemistich.
(a) * | — u| — ui — ■ui — u —  ul — ■u( 3-u| — u
ly
^  I \j d\j)> L   ^ (UMXlX- \
v» 1 ^ 1 y

XXIV. Al-Murta,1az116.
This metre oannot be ndeduced,f from any circle of al-Khalil. 
(a) ||— u| 1— u|---------| — u|--- 1— u|---
0 0
liycfijy^ tilp- dlsOjlii d-t5*' ^y^>- <J> dii] aJ> tUu^
ul — -u j — —
*
— U| — u
\ c ^ _lJLL^ o L
J
118 >J>
u_jr
Ia)
p f o l o
ijJP
u-'
:i4J ^
8 I \ <111 Lof, L
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1 A
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1— i— u j I
c J ^ \
^ L / 3  j  l )  ^1 1 9 ^ - ^ ^ ^  ^ / J  L-i “l-J i^-T-0
✓ V * ■
(d) ■u ■u .---
tv
C_?"
_ x .
U J i  13
c
o
c^ S t L>
120 <“ 7
XXV. Al-Mutadsrak.
l_x>
i L i L x i f I:T ,( ° V.
U
c _ £ _ j L j
Tash1it Is typical of the metre as a whole, and tarfil
may ooour in either hemistich.:*-
(a) | *—U“\ ™u— | -u-\ -u- | *“*u—\ -u-| -u— | -u-
565.
j-*Li \ clt^ j  c__
^ Q f
II-u-1 -U- I -U— | ~-u
A^--}-<-^ - I \ I j
b \ 0
•u-
( >.JLlx £__ £
122CJ1—  
Co)
C - i - — 1) ( _ j r < J  L - J 1
X
U -  ~U™ —U*“ l - U -
0
CjlJ -ox]
o
LlJ
u C S' t
> .\
(_o
>
vV
I Li L-L
XXVI. Al-Must atonal124.
This metre cannot he "deduced1 from any circle of al~Khalil 
Tayy* is typical of it as a whole*
“UU-UI —u— t-u—( a ) | —uu-ul -u- I -U'
— ”U 1 —u— I -u— ■u| -u-l -u-
J
;j>
126 ^  I A i j L  4_— Jx.
/■
V^JJUL/O 1-0 JU>
+ It is the suppression of the fourth letter of a 
foot when it is K*qu descent"*
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I. Cf. Mu1jam al-Udaba*, IV, 248.
£*> Al-Irshad al-Shafi, p. 37.
3. Ibn al~Qatta* , K. al-'Arud fi Ma*rifat Awaan Shi'r al-'Arab,
\
Br. Mus., Or. 3770, iii, fols. 64a~65a.
4. Diwan al-f Alawiq Leiden, fol. 63a, Br. Mus., fol. 107a.
5* Diwan Muba.yyatat, p. 188.
6* fJarji1 al-Atyar, p. 202ff.
7. Ibid., p. 116f.
CV.
8. Nasfaiat al-*Salj.ar, Ambrosiana.
9. Tanmiq al-Asfar, p. 342f.
10. Tarji1 al-Atyar, p. 208.
II. Tiraa al-Majalis; see also the second chapter of this 
the sis,
12. Diwan al~fAlawi, Leiden, fol. 20b, Br. Mus., fol. 61a.
15- Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 36.
14-* Tanmiq a 1-As far, p. 350.
15. These are the first two strophes of a poem of Ahmad b.
'Abd al-Rahman al-Anisi. The poem is a recorded song.
16. Diwan Hubayyatat, p. 79.
17o Ibid., p. 85. This poem is also attributed to *tAbd
a.l-Rahman b. Ibrahim al-fAlawi (v. Diwan al-TAlawi, Br. Mus., 
fol. 55b).
18. Tarji* al-Atyar, p. 320*
19. Ibid., p. I67f.
yot>
20. Diwan al— tAIawi, Leiden, fol. 74, Br. Mus., fol. 50 
21* Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 125«
r n  n i iJ i .  inn * n. i *1 »n iFh J h * '  ■— t  n— r ***
22* Tarji! al-Atyar, p. 139.
23. ? P° 2-70
24* Ibid. , p.360.
25. Diwan Mubayyatat , p. 62.
26. Ibidp , p, 203.
27. Tarj 1 1 al-At.yar, p. 220
28. Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 138.
29. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 179f.
30. Diwan al-1Alawi, Br. Mus., fol. 77.
31. Ibid., fol. 86a.
32* Zkid°? fol. 63o This poem is erroneously attributed to
Haidar Agha in the Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fol. 91b.
33. Diwan al-^Alawi, Br. Mus., fols. 7lb-72a*
34. Cf. Nail al-Watar, I, 89.
35. S Dv*
36. Tarwih al-Bal, p. 124.
37. Diwan Mu bay ya tab , p. 175.
38. Quoted in al-Murshid, op.oit. , I, 15.
39. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 211
40. Cf. af-Irshad al-Shafi, p. 57. Ahmad b. Muhd. al-Qadi, 
al-Wishah. »ala 'Arud al-Miftah (Lahore, 1898), p. 14, calls it
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al-1amiq«
41^ This statement needs some qualification. So far as I 
could discover, the only poet who used the mashtur form in one 
of his muwashshahat is 1Abd al-Rahman al-Anisi, far ji1 
al-Atyar, p. 391.
42. liraz al-Majails#
43» My own depreciation. I call it so becasue the balbal 
poems quoted in al-Ahdal and Ba~Makhramah are all in the 
ma.jsu* form of this metre. It is highly probable that this 
metrical scheme is tyx^ioal of the balbal style of poetry 
mentioned in firaa A 1lam al-Zaman, fol. 183b.
44. Cf. Diwan al-1Alawi, Br. Mus., fols. 99b-101b.
45. farj 11 al-Atyar, pp0 45, 344, 412, 425; see also
O' —
Nasinat al-Sahar, Ambrosiana; Diwan Mubayyatat 9 pp. 80,
163, 192, 198; Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 182; al-Durr al- 
Manzum, pp. 50, 83*
46. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. Ill; see also Diwan al-fAlawI,
Br. Mus., fol. 87a.
47* See, for instance, a.l-Dumu’ al-Dahikah, p. 221.
48. See, for instance, farji1 al-Atyar, pp. 207, 308, 360.
49. See, for example, ibid., p. 155; Mahajjat al-Salik, 
pp. 181f, 189.
50. See, for instance, Tarjl* al-Atyar, p. 335; Diwan
370'
51. Tarjif al-Atyar, p. 199- This trimeter pattern of
al-basit is particularly popular in the bedouin form. See, 
e*S* ibid. ^ pp. 178, 192; Tanmiq al-Asfar, pp. 307, 334,
354. So far as I could discover, the only poet in whom this
ma.jau* form is maqtuT is Muhd. b. 'Abdallah Shaxaf a1-Din
(y, Diff.an Mubayyatat. p. 88)*
52. Diwan Yahya al-Bamzi, fol. 118b; see also Diwan
Mubayyatat, pp. 123, 170; Jawarish al-Afrah, Ambrosiana., fols. 
63b-64a; a1-Durr al-Manzum, p. 167.
53. See, for instanoe, Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 38.
54. Al-Durr al-Mangum. pp. 173f, 177.
55. See, for instance, ibid.» pp. 54, 176.
56. Maglub al-tawil. Its popularity in the poetry of 
the bedouins of Yaman is noted in al-Isharat al-Wafiyah, 
fol. 55b. It is interesting to note that al-Sakaki,
Miftah al-’Ulum (Cairo, 1356/1935), p« 269, corrects al- 
Khalil b. Ahmad, who regards this metre as a muhmal, on the 
ground that it was used by the pre-Islamic poets of Arabia, 
and quotes some lines from the Hadramite poet, Imru*u al-Qais, 
in support of his claim. The popularity of al-mustatil in 
the colloquial poetry of Hadramawt has been noted by some 
Western scholars. Cf* Prose and Poetry from gadramawt,
p. 79, no* 12.
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57* Diwan Yahya b. Ibrahim al-Jahhafi, Leiden, Or. 2699, 
fol 2; see also Tanmiq al-Asfar, p. 336.
58. Diwan ijatim al-.Ahd.al, Leiden, Or. 1445, fol. 107; 
see ale DTv/an Mubayyatat. pp. 182, 204.
59. Tanmiq al-Asfar, p* 346f; see also Diwan Mubayyatat,
p. 67; DlwSn al-fAIawi, fol. 90b; Maha.i.jat al-Salik, p. 176.
60. Hadiqat al-Afrah, p. 40, Diwan al-Jahhafi, Leiden, 
fol. 6| see also Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 146.
61. This metre is popular in the poetry of the bedouins of
S. Arabia. See, for instance, Diwan al-Aghani al-Lahjiyyah,
Po 33; a1-Dumu * al-pahikah, PP* 167, 190; Prose and Poetry 
from Hadramawt, p. 78. This is partly why we have restricted 
it to the bedouin form.
62* Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3869, fol. 19; see also Mahajjat 
al-Salik., p. 193f.
63* Tarji* al-Atyar, pp. 238, >314; see also Diwan 
Mub ayy at at, p. 211.
64. Diwan Bahran, Br. Mus., fols. lllb-112a; see also 
Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 122.
65* Ibid., p. 157*
66. Ibid., p. 123.
67. Diwan ah-^Alawi, Br. Mus., fol. 59a„
68. Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 157.
69. Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fol. 90a; see also Tar.ji*
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al-Atyar? p. 397; Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 165.
70o fhis is the first strophe of a recorded song composed by 
Ahmad b. ' Abd al-Rahman al-Anisi. For poems having the same 
metrical scheme, see also Mahajjat al-Salik, pp. 169, 180,
71. See, for instance, ibid., p. 178.
72. See, for example, farji* al-Atyar, p. 113; Diwan 
Mubayyatat, p. 70.
73. My own depreciation.
74. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 130; see also Mahajjat al-Salik, 
p. 119; Diwan Hatim al-Ahdal, Leiden, Or. 1445, fol. 120.
75. Hadi^at al-Af rah, p. 15; see also Mahajjat al-Salik, 
pp. 115, 144, 155; Diwan Mubayyatat, pp. 98, 120; Diwan 
al-1 Alawi, Br* Mus., fol. 69*
76. Diwan Mubayyatat» 'p. 178; see also Mahajjat al-Salik,
p. 168; 1Abdallah bo 'All al-Waair, Aqrat al-Dhahab..., 
School of Oriental and African Studies, no. 40911*2, fols. 
268a-270b*
77. far;} I 1 al-Atyar, p. 395.
78 o Diwan Mubayyatat * pp. 40, 54, 82, 115; far;}!1 al-Atyar,
p. 420; Mahajjat al-Salik, pp. 165, 167, 170, 171, etc.,
al-Durr al-Mansum, pp. 67, 98, 130, etc.
79. Diwan Yahya al-Hamai, fols. 96a-98b.
80. Br. Mus. Ms., Or. 3790, fol. 129b; see also Diwan
al-1Alawi, Br. Mus. , fol. 56; Khalil al-Afrafo; Mahajjat 
al-Salik, pa 195; Diwan Yahya al-Hamzi, fol, 99b■
81fl My own depreciation.
82* Nur a1-Awrag, Ambrosiana, fol* 23; see also Br. Mus. 
Ms., Or. 3790, fol. 97a; farji1al-Atyar, pp. 46, 66,
I,, ,
255, 363, 398, 423, 428.
83. Diwan Mubayyatat. pp. 112, 122, 168.
84. Ibid., p. 173.
85* Ibid., p. 87; ■ see also Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 129;
Diwan al-fAlawi, Br. Mus., fol. 84.
86. Diwan Mubayyatat,p. 62.
87. My own depreciation.
38. farji1 al-Atyar, pp. 159-60; see also Diwan 
Mubayyatat , p 0 51; al^Alam al-Mufrad, Br. Mus., fol. 70b* 
89. Tarji1 al-Atyar, p. 158.
90c Al-Durr al-Manzum, p. 12Iff.
91. farji* al-Atyar, p. 242f.
92. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 185.
93. See, e.g., Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 120.
94. See, e.g., Diwan Mubayyatat * pp. 138, 141.
95. See, e.g., Diwan al-*Alawi, Br. Mus., fols. 58b,
62b; Tarji* al-Atyar, pp. 116, 358; fanmiq al-As far, 
p. 341; Diwan Mubayyatat. pp. 104, 117, 120.
96. My own depreciation. A poem in this metre is quoted
in Diwan Safi a1-Din al-Hilll (al-Najaf, 1375/1956), p. 277, 
under the statement: \ f * *) ■ < '
97* Diwan al-1 Alawi. Br. Mus., fol. 51a.
98. Al-Durr al-Manzum, p. 105.
99. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 154; see also al-Durr al-Manaum, 
p a 48; Tanmiq al-Asfar, p. 318ff; Mahajjat al-Salik,
p. 185; Tarji* al-Atyar, p. 380.
100. Khalil al-Afrah; see also al-Durr al-Manaum, pp. 37, 
103, 176; Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 86.
101. Diwan al-* Alawi. Br. Mus., fol. 99a.
102. Diwan Mubayyatat, p. 203.
103. My own depreciation. This metre seems to be popular in 
the dan-ya-dan-ya-dana songs of S* Arabia.
104. Mahajjat al-Salik, p. 185; see also Diwan al-1Alawi,
Br. Mus.,fols. 56b-57a.
105. Ambrosiana Ms., D408, i, Diwan al-1Alawi. Leiden, 
fol. 17; see also al-Durr al-Manzum, pp. 73, 104; Diwan 
Mubayyatat, pp. 77, 197; Mahajjat al-Salik, pp. 141, 191; 
Tarjl* al-Atyar, p. 216; Salwat al-Mushtaq, Ambrosiana, 
fols. 122b—123a,.
106. =  Maqlub al-basit.
107. This is the first bait in a regular muwashshah written
by al-Mazzah, and quoted, under his name, in the AmbrosianaMs.
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D408, i .
108. Diwan a l - 1A la w i, Br. M us., f o l .  99b*
109. M a h a jja t a l - S a l ik ,  p . 188.
110. Diwan a l - * A la w i , B r. M us., f o l .  57a; see a lso  Diwan 
Mubayya t a t , pp. 6 8 , 195; M a h a jja t a l - S a l ik ,  pp. 152 , 1 7 6 , 188
111. Diwan M ubayyatat, p . 166.
112. B r. Mus. M s., O r. 3790, f o l .  130a.
113. ■ Diwan a l- 1 Alaw i , B r. M us., f o ls .  60a , 651).
114. T a r j i *  a l -A t y a r , p . 337.
115* M a h a jja t a l - S a l ik ,  p. 155.
116. My own d e p re c ia tio n .
117. Al-Dumu1 a l-p a h ik a h , p . 248.
I I® *  Diwan a l - TA la w i, Br.. M us., f o l .  66b ; see a lso  
Dxwan M ubayyatat. p. 6 6 *
119 . Diwan a i - ! Alaw .i, Br* M us,, f o l *  65a; see a lso  
M a h a jja t a l - S a l ik ,  p. 178.
1 2 0 . Diwan Mubayyatat * p. 210.
121 . Th is  is  the f i r s t  b a it  o f a mubayyatah w r it te n  by MufeL
b. Hashim a l-S h am i,
122 . Diwan a l - 1A la w i, B r. Mus. ,  fo ls  * 73 b -7 4 a ,
]? 3 . T a r j l *  a l -A t y a r ,  p . 97.
124. My own d e p re o ia tio n .
125. Diwan M ubayyatat, p. 74; see a lso  Diwan a l - * A law i ,
B r. M us., fo ls .  69b -70a.
126. Simt a l-L a  * a l , f o l .  192a, Diwan M ubayyatat. p . 38; see 
a ls o  Diwan Hatim a l-A h d a l, Leiden, Or. 1445, f o ls .  72b -73a.
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CONCLUSION.
We have seen in  Chapter 2 how the rud im entary  tasm it
had undergone g re a t e la b ro a tio n  and expanded in  many
d ire c t io n s ;  how on ly  two forms o f the musammat s ty le  were
•— — ----------------------   u
w id e ly  a p p ro p ria ted  by the S. A rabians, and were g ra d k lly
transposed in to  the a lte r n a t in g  p a tte rn  b a it - ta w s h ih -ta q .f i  1 .
The ta s m it e x is te d  in  embrftyonio form in  some p re -
Is lam io  p o e ts , but the  need o f p e r fe c t rhythm and
s y m m etric a lly -p la ce d  pauses was no doubt th e  c h ie f  impulse
which brought th e  tas m it -  as an independent s ty le  o f  poetry
-  in to  th e  vogue in  the * Abbasid p e r io d , e s p e c ia lly  in
Spain where i t  underwent a s l ig h t  change, and was a rd e n t ly
c u lt iv a te d  under the d es ig n atio n  "al-muwashshah".
The u n fo rtu n a te  th in g  about th e  w retched term
"al-muwashshah11 in  Arabic l i t e r a t u r e  is  th a t  i t  has not a*
f ix e d  usage, and i t  is  not uncommon to meet w ith  a w r i te r  
who appears to  b e lie v e , a t  le a s t  who c e r ta in ly  a c ts  upon, 
the  n o tio n  th a t the  r ig h t  over th a t  term res ides  in  him , 
and th a t  o thers  are wrong as f a r  as they  d i f f e r  w ith  him.
To fo llo w  th e  com piler o f M a h a jja t a l - S a l ik ,  fo r  example, 
and r e s t r ic t  th e  term muwashshah to  poems which con s is t o f 
the a lte r n a t in g  p a tte rn  b a i t - ta w s h ih -t a q f i l  o r b a i t - tawshih
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is  to d e p riv e , to the chagrin  o f modern s c h o la rs , the  
A ndalusian s tro p h ic  poems of the honour o f th a t  name* To 
appeal to etymology as to  the meaning o f th e  term  is  r e a l ly  
out o f c o u rt; curren t standard  usage must decide the  
q u estion .
The term  muwashshah seems best i f  we l i m i t  i t s  usage to  
poems th a t  a re  s t r u c tu r a l ly  d iv id e d  in to  abyat (,strophes,) or 
fu s u l (^sections,) k n it te d  to g e th e r by a m aster-rhym e Q1amud 
a l-q a s id a h j which runs a t  the  end o f each b a i t  or f a s l  g iv in g  
i t  a m elodic completeness o f i t s  own. I f  i t  be borne in  
mind th a t  from the f i f t h  cen tury  A .H . to the e ig h th , the term  
muwashshah was m ain ly  connected w ith  the s tro p h ic  s ty le  o f 
p o etry  o f the A ndalusians, i t  w i l l  be im m ediate ly  seen why 
the name suggests c e r ta in  a c c id e n ta l a t t r ib u te s  by 
a s s o c ia tio n  acqu ired  a f t e r  i t  had been a p p lie d  to the  
mubayyatat o f Spain.
The A ndalusian type o f s tro p h ic  p o etry  is  found in  S. 
A rab ia  as f a r  back as the tim e o f ■Umarah a l-H a ka m i, but owing 
to i t s  n a tu re  perhaps, i t  d id  not make much headway in  th a t  
country , though from time to tim e Yamanite poets modelled  
some o f t h e i r  poems on i t s  rhyme p a tte rn , and handed them 
down to  us under the grand term  ‘*humainitf.
T ru e , hum aini and muwashshah can be equated: any poem
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which is  d iv id e d  in to  abyat (s tro p h e s ) o r fu s u l (s e c t io n s ) ,  
th a t  a re  welded to g e th e r by a master-rhyme running a t  the  end 
o f every  b a it  or f a s l ,  can be c a lle d  a humainiyyah or a 
muwashshahah. But now th a t  we are  w id e ly  and In t im a te ly  
acquainted  w ith  what was handed down to  us as hum aini, a 
d is t in c t io n  perhaps should be made between the two: a
muwashshahah is  any poem th a t  fo llo w s  one o f th e  muwashshah 
p a tte rn s , bu t a hum ainiyyah is  a muwashshahah o f love  
w herein  the lah n  may be made e ith e r  to  in c rea s e  i t s  
em otional rich n ess  or to  g ive i t  a p le b ia n  f la v o u r .  W ithout 
the spontaneous (o r  s u b tle  use o f )  lahn  and the p r in c ip a l  
theme o f love in  a muwashshah form , we may have the e x te rn a ls  
o f humaini w ith o u t i t s  s p i r i t .  W ith  the  love theme and 
the spontaneous (o r  reserve^use o f)  la^ n  in  any non- 
rauwashshah s ty le  o f p o e try , such as the  bedouin form , we 
may have the s p i r i t  o f humaini w ith o u t i t s  e x te rn a ls . In  
i t s  f u l l e s t  and oom pletest sense, hum ain i, as a s ty le  o f  
p o e try  designed f o r  s in g in g , pre-supposes the union o f the 
tw o.
Now what have the hum ainists o f S. A rab ia  c o n trib u te d  
to  A rabic  poetry? The answer to  th is  q u es tio n  is  th re e ­
fo ld .  F i r s t l y ,  the p e rtin a c io u s  f i d e l i t y  w ith  which they  
have kept c u lt iv a t in g  the a r t  o f al-muwashshah is  
unsurpassed in  the  l i t e r a r y  h is to ry  o f th e  Arabs. The
span o f  l i f e  o f th a t  a r t  o f p o etry  in  a country  whose 
s o c ie ta l s tru c tu re  is  predom inantly  bedouin , and in  which 
s in g in g  is  n a tu r a l ly  associated  w ith  p ro v in c ia lis m , is  
s u rp r is in g  indeed . This  is  perhaps because the muwashshah 
p o e try  was, as i t  is  now, connected w ith  the  s p ir itu a l. . ’ 
a r is to c r a ts  o f th a t  c o u n try , and has continued to be 
composed to meet the  d a i ly  requirem ents o f  the s ingers  
o f the educated c la s s e s , or otherw ise has continued to 
be w r i t t e n  fo r  the mere passing o f t im e , o r ,  one may 
suspect, as a l i t e r a r y  t r a d i t io n  o f th e  past hard to  
te rm in a te  and d i f f i c u l t  to  an im ate.
Secondly, they  have shown us th a t  the a r t  of a l -  
muwashshah in  the l i t e r a r y  h is to ry  o f the Arabs is  noth ing  
but a g radual development o f the p re -Is la m ic  tasm it 
which successive ages had w itnessed; th a t  the most 
complex of a l l  the  a p p ro p ria te  hum aini forms is  the  
s ta te ly  re g u la r  muwashshah.
And la s t l y ,  hum aini is  the on ly  p o e t ic a l p roduction  
o f which S. A rab ia  should be proud. Yamanite hakami 
p o e try , sad to say, is  t r a d i t io n a l  in  theme and im agery, 
and monotonous in  rhythm; f o r ,  as a w ho le , i t  has kept 
w ith in  the f lu r id  bounds and ru le s  th a t  were drawn by th e  
Arab c r i t i c s  and p ro so d is ts  o f the p a s t , and the  
s lig h te s t  acquaintance w ith  i t  makes th e  s a t i r i c a l  verse
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at>out the  hakam ists o f  S. A rab ia :
f  c (~ ~ 7 ^  * 3 13 L,
1 * ^ J ! — I
seem reasonable and J u s t if ie d .
I t  is  p a r t ic u la r ly  in  the muwashshah s ty le  th a t  S.
A rab ia  has e x c e lle d . T rue, some o f the  hum ainists took/ *
th is  genre very l ig h t ly ;  some were m erely  content to  
produce J in g lin g  rhymes; others d id  not a p p a re n tly  
comprehend what humaini e s s e n t ia l ly  i s ,  and sought to  show 
t h e i r  craftsm anship  in  the mere p la y  o f words; and many others  
were s e n tim e n ta lly  v u lg a r , and lacked the sense o f r e s t r a in t  
and re s e rv a tio n  which could have l i f t e d  t h e i r  songs above 
the common p lane* But s t i l l ,  a s lim  volume o f  moving 
songs can be gleaned from the harvest o f those eminent 
hum ainists (and how few they  a r e ! )  who respected t h e i r  c r a f t ,  
understood i t s  n a tu re , and knew where i t s  m elodic secre t l i e s .  
Through s in c e r ity , and through a m a s te rly  check on t h e i r  
fe e l in g  and on t h e i r  language, these poets produced some 
tender songs which can rank w ith , i f  not surpass, the best 
o f those o f the  A ndalusians. I t  is  the tender rhythm o f
* Metrical scheme: ||-u-u|#-u|--- u| U-u •u-ui U~ui — — U| — u
&
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these hum ain ists  which is  the most fa s c in a t in g  aspect o f the
muwashshahat o f S. Arabia,, and which g ives  to  the p la in
language o f  a l-S u d i and al-Haddad the  subtlety o f d is t in c t io n ,
and lends to  the con ven tio n a l d ic t io n  o f Muhd. b . 1A bdallah«
and Yahya b . Ib rah im  a l-J a h h a fx  a touch o f m ystery. I t  is  
th is  su b tle  q u a l i t y ,  which cannot be d e fin e d , th a t  made
a l-S h irw a n i (+ 1 2 2 7 /1 8 1 8 ) g rim ly  s ta te  th a t  the Yamanites are
2 -  -3 the unequalled  m asters o f th is  c r a f t  , and moved a l -A n is i
to  u t t e r  h is  fe e lin g s  about i t  in  a song w ith  which th is
th e s is  may f i t t i n g l y  e n d :-
Be g e n tle , 0 composer o f hum aini, fo r  th y  te n d e r ly  sad 
rhythm tra n s p o rts  me.
Thou, knowest n o t, but God knows, how the  w a rb le r  o f th y  
words enrap tures  me:
The la te n t  g r ie fs  of my bygone love  nest aga in  in  my 
b re a s t, and move me to  weep.
Tears to  our eyes is  thy  p o etry ; agony to  pur h e a rts  are  
th y  vers e s .
Those who hear th y  vo ice  reap d is tre s s :  emoted by thy
sadness becomes the  c a re le s s , re s t le s s  a t  h e a rt becomes the  
lo v e r .
From what m a tte r do you weave the threads o f th y  moving songs? 
And how you ach ieve the im possib le in  evoking th e  n o b les t  
emotions o f the  human heart?
Do you re co rd  the  nohle sentim ents o f the g re a t poets o f the 
past? Or do you r e f le c t  in  th y  verses the common emotions 
in  a l l?
1 . Quoted in  a l- ' Im a d  a l-A s b a h a n i, K h arid a t a l-Q a s r wa- 
J a r id a t  a l - 1Asr f qism shu*
o th ers  (C a iro , 1 3 7 0 /1 9 3 1 ), I ,  198.
2 . C f. N afhat al-Yam an, p . 93 .
3 . C f. T a r j i 1 a l -A ty a r ,  p . 207.
a r a * M is r j , ed. Ahmad Amin and
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